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Abstract

Due to the rising concerns on global warming, there has been an increasing focus
on the necessity of converting to sustainable energies. However, efficient storage
of the electricity produced from sustainable energy sources such as wind or solar
is still a challenge. One proposed method of storage is to use the excess energy
to produce H2. Steam methane reforming (SMR) remains the most cost-optimal
technology to produce large amounts of hydrogen. The steam reforming reaction is
strongly endothermic (heat consuming), and happens at high temperatures. Elec-
trifying the heating of this process could reduce global CO2 emissions, and using
this greener form of technology could be implemented as a transition technology to
support global demand for H2 while the world transitions to relying on sustainable
energy.

This project focused on exploring the possibility of electrifying the heating of
the SMR process by exchanging the conventional burner technology with induction
heating of magnetic materials (the susceptor) situated inside the steam reforming
reactor. In particular, the project revolved around the characterisation of magnetic
susceptor materials, focusing on the role of composition of the susceptor particle,
particle size, and improving on current magnetic characterisation of the magnetic
susceptor materials by controlling the atmosphere around the sample.

During this project, induction heated SMR was performed using CoxNi(100−x)
nanoparticles on an alumina support, where the nanoparticles act as both catalyst
and magnetic susceptor. It was shown that, unlike in a conventional reformer, the
CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3 system was not limited by heat transfer, as the heat is delivered
directly to the catalytic sites using the susceptor properties of the system. Instead,
the system was shown to be limited by reaction kinetics. Moreover, it was demon-
strated that this system had the ability to tune the heating and catalytic capabilities
of the material by changing the nanoparticle composition, presenting an opportu-
nity for e.g. layering a reactor with materials of different compositions to optimize
reactor performance. Additionally, it was found that the operational temperature
in the reactor was limited by the Curie temperature of the material, opening up for
applications using the Curie temperature to act as a safety feature to avoid over-
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vi ABSTRACT

heating endothermic reactions. This project also studied the optimal size of pure
cobalt nanoparticles for maximising hysteresis loss as a function of temperature and
applied magnetic field, and estimated the optimal size to be in the range of around
24-31 nm. Through studying the power losses in the induction heated bench scale
reformer, the energy transfer efficiency was estimated to be > 80 % when scaling to
industrial conditions. This scaling indicates that the system would be competitive
with commercially available ways of producing hydrogen via electricity, when con-
sidering only energy requirements.

Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) was instrumental in characterizing the
susceptor materials at high temperatures and screening them for which to use in
high temperature applications. However, the conventional vibrating sample magne-
tometers do not allow for control of the atmosphere around the sample. In order
to improve on this, a retrofittable in situ holder for commercial vibrating sample
magnetometers was conceived of, produced, and tested during this project. This
holder was shown to be able to function under temperatures of up to 1000 �, while
tolerating the vibrations of the magnetometer, and could expose the sample to a
well-defined gas mixture chosen by the user.

In summary, this work has shown that induction heating of magnetic nanopar-
ticles functions even at high temperatures, that it can heat locally inside a reactor,
that these systems are highly tunable, and present unique opportunities to be ex-
ploited, e.g. using the Curie temperature to avoid overheating. The retrofittable in
situ holder should prove valuable for future studies of magnetic materials at high
temperatures. In this project the focus has been on SMR, but showing that in-
duction heating of magnetic nanoparticles can function at the high temperatures,
strongly endothermic, and chemically harsh conditions of SMR makes the applica-
tion of induction heating for other reactions less daunting.



Resumé

P̊a grund af den stigende bekymring for global opvarmning har der været et stigende
fokus om nødvendigheden af at konvertere til bæredygtige energier. Dog er effektiv
opbevaring af elektriciteten produceret fra vedvarende energityper som vind eller sol
stadig en udfordring. Et forslag er, at opbevare den overskydende energi som H2.
Dampreformering af metan (SMR) er pt. den mest omkostningsoptimale metode til
at producere store mængder brint. SMR er en stærkt endoterm (varmeforbrugende)
proces, og foreg̊ar ved høje temperaturer. Elektrificering af opvarmningen af denne
proces kunne sænke den globale CO2 udledning, og brug af denne grønnere form
for teknologi kunne implementeres som en overgangsteknologi til at understøtte den
globale brintproduktion mens verden g̊ar over til brug af vedvarende energi.

Dette projekt har fokuseret p̊a elektrificering af opvarmningen af SMR processen
ved at bytte den konventionelle brænder-teknologi ud med induktionsopvarmning af
magnetiske materialer (susceptorer) placeret inde i selve reaktoren. Mere specifikt,
s̊a har projektet drejet sig om karakteriseringen af magnetiske susceptor-materialer,
med fokus p̊a rollen af den kemiske sammensætning af susceptor-partiklerne, og af
partikelstørrelsen, samt at forbedre den nuværende magnetiske karakterisering af de
magnetiske susceptor-materialer ved at kontrollere atmosfæren omkring prøven.

I projektet blev der udført induktionsopvarmet SMR ved brug af CoxNi(100−x)
nanopartikler p̊a et alumina support, hvor CoNi nanopartiklerne b̊ade fungerer som
katalysator og som magnetisk susceptor. I projektet blev det vist, at CoxNi(100−x)-
systemet ikke er begrænset af varmetransport, som er tilfældet i en konventionel
reformer. I stedet viste det sig at systemet var begrænset af reaktionskinetik. Det
blev ogs̊a vist, at opvarmningsegenskaberne og de katalytiske egenskaber i dette
system kunne justeres og optimeres ved at ændre p̊a sammensætningen af nanopar-
tiklen, hvilket giver mulighed for f.eks. at lagdele en reaktor med materialer med
forskellige sammensætninger for at optimere reaktorpræstation. Derudover blev det
set at operationstemperaturen i reaktoren var begrænset af Curie temperaturen
af materialet, hvilket åbner op for brugen af Curie temperaturen som en sikker-
hedsmekanisme til at undg̊ar overophedning af endoterme processer. I dette projekt
studeredes ogs̊a den optimale størrelse af rene kobolt nanopartikler for optimering af
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viii RESUMÉ

hysteresetab som funktion af temperatur og p̊asat magnetisk felt, og vi estimerede
et optimal størrelse til at ligge omkring 24-31 nm. Ved at studere effekttabet i
den induktionsopvarmede laboratorieskala reformerings-reaktor blev det estimeret
at energioverførings-effektiviteten kunne komme op p̊a > 80% n̊ar man ekstrapol-
erer til industrielt relevante betingelser. Den beregnede opskalering indikerede ogs̊a
at systemet ville være konkurrencedygtigt med nuværende kommercielle m̊ader at
producere brint via elektricitet, n̊ar man kun tager energi-krav i betragtning.

Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) var centralt i karakteriseringen af sus-
ceptormaterialerne og i udvælgelsen af hvilke suseptorer der kunne bruges i anven-
des ved høje temperaturer. Der er dog ikke mulighed for at kontrollere atmosfæren
omkring prøven i konventionelle vibrating sample magnetometers. Derfor blev der
i dette projekt udviklet, produceret, og testet en retrofittable in situ holder til
disse vibrating sample magnetometers. Denne holder kan tolerere vibrationerne i
magnetometeret, temperaturer op til 1000 �, og kan udsætte en prøve for en gas-
sammensætning valgt af brugeren.

Kort sagt, s̊a har resultaterne i dette projekt vist, at induktionsopvarmning af
magnetiske nanopartikler fungerer selv ved høje temperaturer, at de kan opvarmes
induktivt inde i en reaktor, at disse systemer kan justeres i høj grad, og at disse
systemer har unikke magnetiske egenskaber der kan udnyttes n̊ar man opvarmer
en reaktion, f.eks. brug af Curie temperaturen til at undg̊a overophedning. Den
retrofittable in situ holder forventes at vise sig brugbar i fremtidige studier af mag-
netiske nanopartikler ved høje temperaturer. I dette projekt har fokus været p̊a
dampreformering af metan, men ved at vise at induktiv opvarmning af magnetiske
nanopartikler kan lade sig gøre under h̊arde kemiske forhold og høje temperaturer i
stærkt endoterme processer, gør det udfordringen ved anvendelsen af dette til andre
reaktioner mindre vanskelig.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Global warming and energy concerns

It is widely accepted that global warming is a reality, and that it is caused by the
emission of greenhouse gasses, of which CO2 has shown to be the largest contributor.
These emissions are mainly caused by the use of fossil fuels in industry, transport,
and generation of heat and electricity[1]. In the coming years, society will have
to move away from relying on fossil fuels to such a large degree, and towards uti-
lizing mainly renewable energy. Of these, solar and wind energy have the biggest
potential for supplying the bulk of the needed power, at around 100 and 55 TW,
respectively[2]. The global power consumption is theorized to be around 25-30 TW
in the year 2050 [2], and combining solar, wind, and other renewable energy types,
should be able to achieve this power-output. This, coupled with the decrease in the
levelized cost of energy of wind and solar over the last decade[3], makes a good case
for the achievability of a society based on renewable energy.

There are, however, many challenges tied to the transition to a society based on
renewable energy. For wind and solar, kinetic energy and radiation is transformed
into electricity, which goes on the power grid. Unfortunately, the wind does not
always blow and the sun does not always shine. So, when the power generation
is higher than the energy consumption, there is a need to store that energy, so it
can be used when power consumption exceeds power generation. However, finding
efficient ways of storing this energy is challenging. One suggested storage method
is the use of excess power generated by these intermittent energy sources to pro-
duce hydrogen[4]. The technologies used to produce hydrogen are however all either
still in R&D, or have a higher cost compared to the current benchmark technology:
steam reforming[5]. Until these technologies mature, an alternative way to produce
hydrogen could be to use greener versions of traditional hydrogen production meth-
ods as transition technologies to lessen some of the greenhouse-gas emissions, until
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2 INTRODUCTION

sustainable technologies can take over.

1.2 Steam methane reforming

Today, around 96 % of hydrogen is produced from fossil fuels, with 4% being pro-
duced through electrolysis of water[6]. Roughly half of the hydrogen produced glob-
ally is produced through steam methane reforming (SMR)[6], and SMR is also re-
sponsible for nearly 3% of global CO2 emissions[7]. In SMR, a mixture of methane
and water reacts at high temperatures and pressures through the highly endother-
mic reaction 1.1, followed by the water-gas shift reaction, reaction 1.2[8, 9, 10], to
produce a mixture of unconverted methane, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon
dioxide.

CH4 + H2O = 3H2 + CO

(
∆H = 206.15

kJ

mol

)
(1.1)

CO + H2O = H2 + CO2

(
∆H = −41.16

kJ

mol

)
(1.2)

This is typically done at temperatures ranging from 450-650 � in inlet tempera-
ture and 850-950 � in outlet temperature, and steam partial pressures of up to 30
bar[8][11].

In practice, this is often done in a tubular reformer, which can have capacities

up to 300.000
Nm3

hr
H2[8]. In a tubular reformer, the reaction happens inside a

series of tubes loaded with pellets (made from, for example, MgAl2O4) that are
impregnated with catalyst (typically nickel). These tubes are usually 100-200 mm
thick, and 10-13 m tall[8]. The tubes are externally heated by burners, where part
of the methane feed is mixed with air and combusted to drive the highly endother-
mic reaction[8]. In these types of reactors, heat transfer is the limiting factor[12].
The thermal gradients lowers the reactor lifetime[13], and also introduces the risk
of undesired secondary processes, such as carbon deposition[8], which is harmful to
the operation of the reformer. Additionally, the large thermal mass of the tubes
contributes to a slow start-up of the reformer, typically several days[14]. Moreover,
the burner type setup only transfers around 50 % of the heat to the process gas,
with the rest being recovered in the waste heat section of the reformer.

Electrifying the heating of the SMR process could help address the heat transfer
challenges, shortening the start-up time, as well as minimizing production of CO2,
as electrical heating could be used to locally heat the catalytic material, has short
reaction times for heating, and could utilize electricity from renewable sources[12,
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7, 15]. In Fig. 1.1, three methods of heating the SMR process are sketched: the
conventional method using burners, a method using resistive heating, and a method
using induction heating, along with their respective temperature profiles.

Figure 1.1: Sketches of: a) conventional burner technology for heating in SMR, b)
resistive heating of SMR, and c) induction heating of SMR, and their temperature
profiles. Red lines are sketches of the temperature profile, and the black arrows
indicate the gas flow direction. Adapted from Mortensen et al.[12] and Wismann et
al.[7].

As mentioned, the conventional burner technology is limited by slow start-up
times and heat transfer, which the other two methods of heating can circumvent[12,
7, 15]. In resistive heating, a current is sent through a conducting material, which
produces heat by Ohmic losses. This was used by Wismann et al. [7, 15] to heat
a tube covered with a nickel-impregnated (i.e. catalytic) washcoat to perform re-
sistively heated SMR. Based on these experiments, he built a CFD (Computational
Fluid Dynamics) model, and found that there was a minimal thermal gradient across
the washcoat (indicated by the horisontal T-profile in Fig. 1.1b, near the reactor
wall), circumventing the heat transfer limitation that dominates in conventional
SMR. Instead, the model predicts that diffusion of gas to the washcoat becomes
the limiting factor[15]. This means that reactor tubes of small diameters would be
favoured in an electrical reformer for SMR[15]. Results obtained through Wismann
et al.’s CFD model also indicate that switching from conventional heating to resistive
heating would allow for a significant reduction in reactor volume when compared to
a conventional reformer, as well as reducing the start-up time significantly, allowing
for intermittent operation[7]. Here, they estimate that these electrical reformers
could be up to 100 times smaller[7]. Furthermore, Wismann et al. state that if
electrification of SMR is implemented on a large scale, it could lead to a reduction
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of global CO2-emissions of up to approx. 1%[7].

Induction heating (which is the heating method studied in this thesis) takes
advantage of an alternating magnetic field to heat materials in contact with the field.
This type of heating has been applied successfully to SMR[12], here the penetration
depth of the alternating magnetic field was utilized to locally heat nanoparticles
to supply heat for the steam reforming reaction (principle sketched in Fig. 1.2).
Induction heating by nanoparticles distributed in the reactor essentially flips the
temperature profile when compared to the conventional reformer (see Fig. 1.1a), as
it supplies uniform local heating throughout the reactor. This method may, like the
resistance heated reactor (see Fig. 1.1b), reduce the reactor volume significantly, as
the burners would be replaced by an AC (alternating current) coil, and the waste-
heat section would be minimized, as the heat is generated close to the catalyst,
inside the reactor. Induction heating is a somewhat less direct type of heating when
compared to resistive heating, but the penetration depth of the magnetic field has
the ability to reach further into the reactor to heat susceptor material. Induction
heating has also demonstrated fast on/off switching of the reaction[16], making
intermittent operation possible.

Due to the reduction of CO2 emission, the reductions in reactor volume, and
the short start-up times, electrifying the heating of SMR could amount to a flexible
and greener production of hydrogen, as it would enable intermittent production
of H2 from renewable sources. The smaller reactors would also make it possible
to de-centralize production of H2, alleviating the risks and costs of transporting
pressurized tanks of H2.

1.3 Induction heating in further detail

Induction heating is perhaps best known for its use in induction stoves, where an
alternating magnetic field induces currents to run in the bottom of a pot, heating it
through ohmic resistance. Induction heating is also used in welding, heat treatment
of metals, and has more recently found a possible use in cancer treatment using
magnetic hyperthermia[17, 18, 19, 20]. The materials used for induction heating we
call magnetic susceptors or just susceptors.

Two main effects contribute to heating when talking about induction heating:
eddy currents and magnetic hysteresis loss. Eddy currents are current loops induced
in the material that heat up the material by ohmic resistance. Hysteresis loss is the
energy lost as heat when cycling through a hysteresis loop. These two effects domi-
nate at different length scales, with hysteresis loss dominating in the sub-micrometer
range, and eddy currents dominating above this range[21]. This can be shown by
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Figure 1.2: Sketch of induction-heated SMR using nanoparticles as susceptors.
The red line represents the temperature profile, dashed line represents the symmetry
axis. Wh is the amount of energy lost as heat when cycling through the hysteresis
loop once, and E is the energy transferred to the catalytic particle in the form of
heat. In the particles, blue represents catalytic material, and red represents magnetic
susceptor material. Adapted from Mortensen et al.[12].

a few simple calculations of each of the losses in the range of 0-10 µm for spherical
cobalt particles in an oscillating magnetic field. For these calculations an applied
magnetic field of 25 mT was chosen, as well as a frequency of 200 kHz. These pa-
rameters are representative of the experiments carried out during this project. In
order to calculate the eddy current loss, it is necessary to calculate the skin depth.
The skin depth is the depth at which the alternating magnetic field falls off by 1

e
[22].

If the object has dimensions below this depth, it can be assumed that the magnetic
field is homogeneous inside of the material. In this case the calculations will be made
for a sphere, which represents a particle in the powder-samples used throughout this
project. The skin depth can be calculated using[22]:

dskin =

√
2δ

µ0µrω
(1.3)

with µ0 being the vacuum permeability, µr = 250[23] being the maximum relative
permeability of cobalt, δ = 6.24 × 10−8 Ωm is the resistivity of cobalt[23], and
ω = 2πf , with f being the frequency. For the parameters used in this calculation,
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the skin depth would then equal dskin = 18 µm. As we in the following will restrict
the calculations to sizes ranging from 0 ≤ D ≤ 10 µm, the expression for the eddy
current loss will not take the skin depth into account, and assume a uniform field
inside the material. The expression for eddy current losses in the absence of a skin
effect can be written as[24]:

Peddy =
(πRµ0µrfH)2

5δ
(1.4)

with Peddy being the power density lost as heat in W

m
3 , R being the radius of a sphere,

and H =
20 mT

µ0

≈ 16 kA
m

.

Assuming that the hysteresis loss scales linearly with frequency, and has a constant
hysteresis loss as a function of size (which is not true, see Sec. 3.5), the hysteresis
loss is estimated by:

Phys = Whρf (1.5)

where Phys is the power lost as heat in J

m
3 , Wh = 0.34 J

kgCo
, and ρ = 8790 kg

m
3 is the

density of cobalt[23]. Wh was taken from the studies in Paper V (Section 3.6) on
supported cobalt nanoparticles, where the hysteresis loop was measured at 200 �
and Bapp = 20 mT, after a reduction of the sample.

The hysteresis loss for particles with diameters, D = 2R, between 0 and 10
µm can be seen along with the eddy current loss in Fig. 1.3. In the figure, it can
be seen that with the parameters used here, the hysteresis losses and the eddy
current losses would be approximately equal at a particle size of D = 8.5 µm. These
simple calculations do however depend on the material parameters used, the shape
of the particle, the applied magnetic field, etc., which might not reflect exactly what
happens in reality. The takeaways from these calculations are that in the < 1 µm
range, hysteresis losses tend to dominate, whereas in the > 10 µm range, eddy
current losses tend to dominate. In the range of 20-50 nm (the NP sizes in Paper
I-V), eddy current losses should be negligible.

1.4 State of the art

During the last two decades there has been a rising interest in using magnetic
nanoparticles (MNPs) in everything from cancer treatment[20], to recycling of cat-
alyst [25, 26], to combustion of volatile compounds[27], to studying the formation
of cobalt-carbide in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis in situ[28]. A good review of some of
the applications of magnetic materials in catalytic processes can be found in Wang
et al.[16].
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of the power lost as heat per cubic meter of sample for eddy
currents, Peddy, and hysteresis loss, Phys, for a sample of spherical cobalt particles.
For these calculations, the following parameters were used: µr = 250, f = 200 kHz,
H ≈ 16 kA

m
, δ = 6.24 × 10−8 Ωm, Wh = 0.34 J

kgCo
, and ρ = 8790 kg

m
3 .

Most of the interest in using the heating properties of MNP’s has been in the field
of magnetic hyperthermia for cancer therapy [17, 18, 19, 20]. However, in the last
decade there has been a rising interest in the use of heating using MNP’s in various
aspects of catalysis. This was initiated by Kirschings group with a study in 2008 on
liquid organic chemical synthesis on silica-coated iron oxide particles that could be
decorated with various catalysts[29], which was later expanded upon[30, 31]. Oth-
ers started to utilize induction heating of magnetic materias as well, e.g. Chatterjee
et al.[32] using induction heating for a near-isothermal micro-trickle bed reactor.
Also, Meffre et al.[33] published the first paper from Chaudret’s group in 2015
on nanoparticles with both magnetic and catalytic properties, used for perform-
ing Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. Chaudret’s group has since then published multiple
papers in this field, a select few mentioned here: two papers on driving CO2 hydro-
genation using magnetic heating[34, 35], a paper on a FeC-Ni core-shell nanoparti-
cle for improved water electrolysis[36], and one on hydrodeoxidation using magnetic
induction[37].

In the area of heating reforming reactions at high temperatures using magnetic
materials, there have been some contributions in the recent years. Varsano et al.[38]
published on dry reforming of methane using a micrometer-sized NiCo-powder able
to heat to > 850 �, Perez-Camacho et al.[39] publishing on a perovskite-type mixed
metal oxide for use in converting surplus electricity from windmills to hydrogen
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through dry reforming and steam reforming of methane using induction heating,
and Marbaix et al.[40] who used iron-cobalt nanoparticles for propane and methane
dry reforming, among other reactions.

Our group has focused on the steam reforming reaction, kicked off by Mortensen
et al. in 2017[12] with a proof-of-concept paper on a Ni-Co nanoparticle system
acting both as catalyst and heating element, which was able to heat to> 780� using
only hysteresis heating. Since then, Vinum et al.[14] published on a highly tuneable
CoNi dual function nanoparticle system for induction heated SMR (included in
this thesis as Paper I). Afterwards, we have also looked into how to improve the
performance on induction heated SMR[41] (included as Paper II in this thesis).

1.5 Focus of this thesis

This thesis focuses on the characterization of magnetic susceptor materials for in-
duction heating of the SMR process (by magnetic hysteresis heating). The main
topics on investigation of these susceptor materials have revolved around:

� The optimum composition of a CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3 dual function system
(outlined below) for induction heated SMR

� Investigation of energy transfer efficiency in a bench scale induction heated
reformer with an extrapolation to industrial conditions

� Optimal nanoparticle size to maximize hysteresis losses

� How to improve control of the atmosphere around the sample when performing
high-temperature VSM measurements

Other work included in this thesis relate to the development of a ”universal sus-
ceptor” (see below), and improving on the heat transfer efficiency of the induction
heated SMR reformer.

The susceptor systems studied are briefly described below in order to introduce
the systems to the reader, and to explain why these materials were chosen as sus-
ceptor candidates. Each of the studied susceptor systems consist of magnetic (Co,
CoNi of FeCr) particles supported on (denoted by putting a ”/” followed by the
support material after the susceptor name, e.g. CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3) or protected
by (denoted by the susceptor name followed by ”-” and the protective material, e.g.
FeCr-Al2O3) a non-magnetic oxide (Al2O3 or MgAl2O4).

The CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3 system was based on the idea of mixing nickel, which
is a preferred catalyst for SMR, with cobalt, which has the highest known Curie
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temperature (1121 �[23]), in order to have a heatable magnetic susceptor and cat-
alytically active nickel-sites in one particle. The compositions of the samples were
varied with x, in steps of 10 mol% (i.e. Co10Ni90, Co20Ni80, and so on).

Two universal susceptor systems of Co-Al2O3 and FeCr-Al2O3 were studied dur-
ing this project. In these systems the susceptor material is separated from the
catalytic particles and protected by an Al2O3 shell, such that they do not alloy with
the catalytic particle or react with the gas in the reactor. Due to the separation,
the magnetic properties/heating capabilities can be optimized independently of the
catalyst.

A system of Co/Al2O3 samples with different Co particle sizes were synthesized
in order to investigate the effect of size on the magnetic properties of nanoparticles
for high temperature applications.
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1.6 Thesis outline

This section gives a short overview of the chapters in the rest of the thesis.

� Chapter 2: An introduction is given to vibrating sample magnetometry
(VSM), and the setups used in this project. This chapter also contains an
overview of the types of magnetic measurements that were performed using
the VSM, and an explanation of the experimental profile used. A brief outline
of the data treatment is also given.

� Chapter 3: This chapter presents the results obtained during this project.
The results are given mostly in the format of ”papers” (published and in
preparation), and includes the following:

– Paper I on the proof of concept of a dual function CoNi nanoparticle
system (Co50Ni50/Al2O3) for hysteresis heated SMR

– Paper II on improving the performance on induction-heated SMR (tested
on Co50Ni50/Al2O3)

– Paper III on the tunability of the CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3 system

– Preliminary results obtained on the two universal susceptor systems (Co-
Al2O3 and FeCr-Al2O3)

– Paper IV on the optimal size of cobalt nanoparticles (Co/Al2O3) to max-
imize hysteresis losses as a function of temperature and applied magnetic
field

– Paper V on the design of a new in situ sample holder for high-temperature
VSM studies with controlled gas atmospheres (tested on Co/Al2O3)

� Chapter 4: This chapter is devoted to a summation and discussion of the
results obtained in during this project, as well as my perspective on what could
be done in the project going forward.
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Magnetometry

2.1 Vibrating sample magnetometry

Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) has been used throughout this project to
characterize the magnetic properties of various susceptor-materials. This was done in
order to explain and predict performance of the susceptors when running induction-
heated SMR.

Two magnetometers have been used throughout this project: a Lake Shore 7407
model VSM[42], and a Lake Shore 7404-S model VSM[43], modified with an in situ
system (see Paper V). A sketch of a typical vibrating sample magnetometer (also
abbreviated VSM) can be seen in Fig. 2.2. A sample sits centered in the gap of
an electromagnet. The sample holder, in the case of conventional high temperature
VSM, is a quartz tail (a long quartz rod that can be attached via a screw to the
head drive of the VSM) with a boron-nitride cup screwed on at the end. This can
handle prolonged exposure to temperatures ranging from room temperature (RT)
to 1000 �[44]. The electromagnet exposes the sample to a homogeneous magnetic
field (dashed lines in Fig. 2.2a), which can reach a maximum of 1.5 T for the 7404-S
model[43], and around 2 T for the Lake Shore 7407 model[42], when performing
VSM with the oven mounted (not shown in the figure). All high temperature VSM
measurements were performed with a Lake Shore 74034 oven option, which allowed
us to study the magnetic properties of materials at temperatures ranging from RT
to 950 �.

In order to measure the magnetic moment of the sample, four pickup coils
are placed symmetrically around the centre of the pole-pieces (coloured orange in
Fig. 2.2). The sample is saddled to the geometric center of the coils between the
pole-pieces, and vibrates vertically at 80 Hz. The vibration leads to a time-varying
magnetic flux through the pickup-coils (see Fig. 2.2(b)), which induces a AC voltage

11
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in the coils with an amplitude that is proportional to the magnetization of the sam-
ple. The four coils are hooked up in such a way that the two top coils (A and B) have
the same polarity, while the two bottom coils (C and D) have the reverse polarity:
S = (SA+SB)−(SC +SD), with S being signal, and the subscripts being each of the
pick-up coils. This four-coil configuration[45] quadruples the output signal, and is
insensitive to the applied field from the electromagnet. The signal is then amplified
via a lock-in amplifier, which is commonly used to pick out a specific oscillating
signal from noise. Briefly, this amplifier mixes the signal from the pickup-coils with
a reference signal of the same frequency. This mixing amplifies signals with the
same frequency and phase, while signals of other frequencies (the noise) remains
un-amplified. The signal is then passed through a low-pass filter, which filters out
noise. The VSM is calibrated by a reference sample to convert from the induced
voltage to magnetic moment. The reference sample of choice is usually nickel[46].

2.2 High temperature oven option

Both the Lake Shore 7404 VSM and The Lake Shore 7407 VSM is equipped with
a Lake Shore 74034 oven option when performing high temperature measurements.
A sketch of the oven can be seen in Fig. 2.1, along with the quartz sample holder.
The oven option can be used to perform magnetic measurements at temperatures
between RT and up to 1000 �, but has not been operated over 950 � in this
project, in order to extend the oven lifetime. The sample sits in the heating zone of
the oven, approx. 30 cm from the top of the oven. The oven is made of two tubes,
and the space in between these is evacuated by a pump, and the vacuum functions
as thermal insulation. In order to protect the sample and the inside of the oven from
oxidation, Lake Shore recommends a flow of argon of around 100 mL

min
is fed to the

spout in Fig. 2.1. In order to reduce our samples, we have used a flow of 2.4 vol.%
H2 in Ar fed to the oven option, which is not what Lake Shore recommends. The
argon should pull the hydrogen down around the sample cup inside of the oven, and
diffuse into the BN cup and reduce the sample. This way of reducing the sample is
less than ideal, which is one of the reasons for the invention of the retrofittable in
situ holder in Paper V. When measuring with the in situ holder, argon is fed to the
oven option.

2.3 Sample holders

Two sample-holder systems have been used to contain samples for VSM: the con-
ventional boron-nitride (BN) cup from Lake Shore[44], used in most of the studies
(Paper I-II, Sections 3.1-3.5), and a novel in situ sample holder made of quartz
tubes. These two systems are compared in Paper V (Section 3.6).
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sample

Oven

Gas inlet

Figure 2.1: Sketch of the Lake Shore 74034 oven option. Red arrows represent
inlet gas (Ar or 2.4 vol.% H2 in Ar). Blue arrows represents gas that has diffused
out of the BN sample holder. The oven option is open in the top, as seen in the
figure.

Boron-nitride sample cup:
A sketch of the BN sample cup used for high temperature measurements can be seen
in Fig. 2.3a. Samples measured in disposable BN cups are loaded as follows. The
BN cup is weighed several times on an Ohaus PA224C balance (with a precision of
0.1 mg), and the average was calculated. Sample powder is deposited in the BN
cup, and then weighed multiple times. To find mass of the sample, the average mass
of the BN cup without sample is subtracted from the average mass of the BN cup
with sample. Afterwards, the sample cup is opened and closed in an argon-filled
bag, in order to expel as much air from the cup as possible. The BN cup is then
screwed onto a quartz sample tail while still in the Ar filled bag, and transferred
from the Ar bag directly to the oven option on the VSM with as little time spent
in air as possible, and connected to the head drive of the VSM. The ”sample tail”
is a long rod of quartz, which is threaded in one end, and has a screw in the other.
This screw then fits into the head drive of the VSM, which facilitates the vibration
of the sample. Prior to the sample being put into the oven, a flow of around 100 mL

min
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: a) A sketch of a VSM. Electromagnet (grey) produces a homogeneous
magnetic field (dashed) in the area of the sample. Pickup coils (orange) measures
the change in magnetic flux. b) Sketch of how the vibration of the sample changes
the magnetic flux in the pickup coils, which induces a voltage proportional to the
magnetization of the sample.

of 2.4 vol.% H2 in Ar is connected to the oven-option for at least 5 min. When the
sample is mounted in the oven option on the VSM, it is then saddled, and ready to
be measured.

Quartz based in situ holder:
The prototype in situ holder developed during this project is described in Paper V
(Section 3.6). This section outlines the loading-procedure of the inner quartz-tube,
with more details on the holder available in Section 3.6.
The disposable inner quartz-tube is roughly 350 mm long with an inner diameter of
2 mm, as seen in Fig. 2.3b. The tube has two indents approximately 1 cm from the
end of the tube to act as a shelf for the quartz wool to sit on. All of the loading of
the tube was performed in a fume hood. A thin 400 mm long steel rod is used to
load the quartz tube with Insulfrax LT quartz wool from Unifrax[47]. This wool is
stamped thoroughly before the sample powder is poured into the tube. As powder
tend to stick to the side of the tube, it is tapped against the table surface. When all
of the powder has settled on top of the quartz wool, another layer of wool is stamped
down on top of the sample to secure it in place. The in situ holder is then assembled
inside a fume-hood, and transported to the VSM to be saddled and measured. In
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the VSM it is then connected to a gas-supply (separate from the supply of gas to
the oven option), so the sample can be exposed to varying gas-mixtures of Ar, H2

and synthetic air, while being measured (see Paper V).

Figure 2.3: a) Quartz sample tail with a cross-section and dimensions of a dis-
posable BN sample cup from Lake Shore, loaded with sample. b) sketch of the
dimensions and loading of the disposible inner quartz tube in the in situ VSM
holder.

2.4 Magnetic measurements

In this section, the types of magnetic measurements relevant to this project will
be presented, and the theory behind them outlined. As magnetic properties are a
complex interplay of temperature, particle size and shape, material parameters, etc.,
the theoretical introduction will be limited to general concepts that are relevant to
the magnetic investigations in sections 3.1 to 3.6. Throughout this project we have
used the mass specific magnetization, σ. Unless otherwise stated, all mentions of
magnetization will refer to the mass specific magnetization.

Curie temperature measurements:
The Curie temperature (TC) is the temperature at which the material loses its
ferro/ferri-magnetic properties, and transitions to being paramagnetic. This can
be seen schematically represented in Fig. 2.4, where a uniformly magnetized ferro-
magnetic single-domain (SD) particle has ordered moments pointing in the same
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direction at T < TC, resulting in a net magnetization, σ. Above TC, the direction
of the magnetic moments are fluctuating randomly, showing no net magnetization
without an applied magnetic field. Applying an external magnetic field to the sam-
ple above TC will induce a weak magnetization linearly proportional to the applied
field, and inversly proportional to temperature.

TC can be estimated experimentally using what in this project we called a Curie
temperature curve, or simply a TC curve. In this, the mass-specific magnetization, σ

in
[
Am

2

kg

]
, is measured in an applied magnetic field of 10 mT as a function of temper-

ature for heating, or cooling, between 200 � and 950 �. Two examples of TC curevs
can be seen in Fig. 2.5 for Co50Ni50/Al2O3 (black curve), and a mixture of FeCr-
Al2O3 and nickel/MgAl2O3 (blue curve). The figure shows how, when alloyed with
Ni, the TC of cobalt is lowered from the bulk value of 1121 �[23], to ∼850 �. In the
case of samples with multiple magnetic materials, the TC would show several steps
along the curve, at TC’s characteristic for each magnetic material. This can be seen
for the blue curve in Fig. 2.5, where the TC’s for nickel (358 �[23]) and iron (770
�[23]) can be seen in the curve. The steps in the curve between those temperatures
would then represent different FeCr-alloys. In this way, the TC can be used to help
determine which magnetic materials are in a sample. As the focus of this project is
to use magnetic heating for high-temperature catalysis, steam-reforming in partic-
ular, TC is very important. For steam reforming at 1 bar and a steam-carbon ratio
of 1, around 800 � is needed to reach 90% conversion of the methane[8], and even
higher temperatures are needed at higher pressures. This is why only cobalt, and
cobalt-containing alloys, have been studied for use in magnetically heated SMR in
this project, as cobalt is the only element with a TC high enough to be magnetic at
these temperatures.

Hysteresis measurements:
Further magnetic characterisation was performed by recording hysteresis loops at
different Bapp’s (the maximal applied magnetic field amplitude in the hysteresis
loops) and temperatures. In a hysteresis loop, the sample is cycled through a mag-
netic field, B, from +Bapp to -Bapp, and back to +Bapp, while the magnetization of
the sample is measured. A sketch of a hysteresis loop can be seen in Fig. 2.6.

As the applied magnetic field increases, the measured magnetization will taper
off (see Fig. 2.6). When an increase in applied magnetic field no longer induces a
change in magnetization the saturation magnetization, σS, has been reached. The
saturation magnetization is a characteristic property of a pure magnetic material.
In some cases this can be used to estimate the amount of magnetic material in a
sample. An example of this can be seen in Section 3.5, where σS is used to estimate
if samples of cobalt nanoparticles impregnated on an alumina support had been fully
reduced. When B is lowered from Bapp to zero applied field, some magnetic ma-
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of a single domain particle transition from ferromagnetic to
paramagnetic when passing through TC. a) ferromagnetic SD magnetic particle
under TC with a magnetization, M. b) the same particle at a temperature above TC
with no net magnetization.

terials retain a certain amount of magnetization, which is defined as the remanent
magnetization, σR. The field needed to revert the magnetization of the sample to
zero is called the coercive field, µ0HC. Both of these parameters are shown in the
hysteresis loop in Fig. 2.6. The area spanned by the loop is called the hysteresis
area, and is denoted as Wh (see Fig. 2.6). Wh is the energy lost as heat, in J

kg
,

in the material, after cycling through the loop once. Maximizing Wh at relevant
temperatures and Bapp’s was an essential aspect of this project.

These parameters, σR, σS, µ0HC, and Wh, are complex functions of particle size,
crystal structure, temperature, and composition[48, 51, 23, 40]. In this project, the
aspect of particle size has been a central point of investigation. The particle size
of the samples investigated during this project have ranged from approx. 10 nm
to 10 µm. The size of the particle has a large effect on the macroscopic magnetic
properties of the material when working in this size range. The effect of particle size
on µ0HC can be seen in the schematic in Fig. 2.7 adapted from similar figures in
Kneller and Luborsky[48], Lee et al.[49], and Li et al.[50], for the effect of particle
size on the coercive field. Here it can be seen how µ0HC is zero for a superparamag-
netic particle, grows to a maximum in the range of non-superparamagnetic magnetic
single domain particles, and decays again when transitioning to magnetic multido-
main particles. As µ0HC is half the width of a hysteresis loop, Wh is proportional
to µ0HC, and the same trend is expected to apply to Wh. We investigated this for a
range of particle sizes for a set of Bapp’s and temperatures in order to estimate the
most optimal size-range for Co nanoparticles for high temperature magnetic heat-
ing, which can be seen in Paper IV, Section 3.5.
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Figure 2.5: TC curves for FeCr-Al2O3 and nickel on a MgAl2O4-spinel (blue, see
Sec. 3.4) and Co50Ni50 (black, see Paper III, Sec. 3.3). The TC’s for nickel, iron,
and Co50Ni50 are annotated in red on the T-axis.

As the particle size decreases, the MNP will at some point enter the superpara-
magnetic regime (see Fig. 2.7). When a MNP is superparamagnetic (SPM), the
anisotropy energy of the particle is low enough that the thermal energy causes the
magnetization of the particle to randomly flip direction on a shorter timescale than
the measuring time. This means that the particle does not show a spontaneous mag-
netisation without an applied magnetic field. An applied magnetic field can then
tend to align the magnetization of SPM particles. This behaviour of the is similar to
that of paramagnetism of atomic moments, hence the name superparamagnetism.
Superparamagnetism depends on both the temperature, the size of the particle,
and on the measuring time. When a material becomes superparamagnetic on the
timescale of a VSM measurement the hysteresis loop collapses, and will show no σR,
no µ0HC, and by extension, no Wh.

For particles above the critical diameter (dashed line in Fig. 2.7) it is energet-
ically favourable to form domains. The reversal of magnetization in the hysteresis
loop would then be facilitated by domain wall movement and domain wall nucleation,
which lowers the coercive field in the sample (see Fig. 2.7)[52], and by extension,
the hysteresis area. Just before the particles form multiple domains, the coercive
field and the hysteresis area will reach a maximum. In the simplified case of a SD
particle of uniaxial anisotropy the energy cost associated with flipping the magneti-
zation, scales with the volume of the particle[53]. Therefore, the hysteresis area will
continue to grow until multiple magnetic domains start forming. As we are aiming
to maximize the heating properties of the material, it is desirable to stay at the top
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Figure 2.6: Overview of the parameters extracted from the hysteresis loop: hys-
teresis area, Wh, remanent mass-specific magnetization, σR, coercive field, µ0HC,
and for sufficiently large Bapp’s, the mass-specific saturation magnetization, σS.

of this curve (see Fig. 2.7) when utilising hysteresis heating to supply heat to a
reaction.

The experimental profile
In this project the term experimental profile means a series of measurements of
the sample magnetization in the VSM at different temperatures and applied fields.
Various experimental profiles have been used throughout this project, and they all
had some common aspects. These can be seen in Fig. 2.8. An experimental profile
would typically start with a measurement hysteresis loops at 200 �, which served
two purposes. The first of which was, that leaving the sample a 200 � for a few
hours would evaporate any moisture present in the sample, which would hopefully
diffuse out of the BN cup or the quartz tube (see Section 2.3), as water vapour
can facilitate sintering of the particles[54]. The second reason was to have a set of
hysteresis loops which could be compared with later measurements to be able to
track any changes in magnetic properties during the course of the measurements.
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Figure 2.7: Sketch of the coercive field (µ0HC) as a function of particle size (d),
with superparamagnetic (SPM) range, non-superparamagnetic single domain (SD)
range, and (magnetic) multi-domain (MD) range annotated. Sketch inspired by
figures in Kneller and Luborsky[48], Lee et al.[49], and Li et al.[50].

For samples such as CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3-system (Paper I-III, Sec. 3.1-3.3), and the
Co nanoparticles (Section 3.5), an extra step was added to reduce the samples. In
this step, the magnetization of the sample was measured in 1 T for 12 hours at high
temperatures (see Fig. 2.8), 800 � in the case of the CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3-system in
Paper III, and 850 � in the case of Co nanoparticles on alumina support in Paper
V.
After the reduction step, the sample was heated to 950 �, and a TC measurement
was performed from 950 � to 200 �. The following measurements were what we
defined as a run (see Fig. 2.8): measurements of hysteresis loops were made from
200 � to 950 � in steps of 50 �, followed by a TC measurement. The hysteresis
loops were measured at a Bapp from 5 mT to 55 mT in steps of 5 mT, as well as at
Bapp = 100, 500, and 1500 mT. The 1500 mT measurement was performed mainly
to capture the properties of the materials at saturation, while the steps from 5 to 55
mT was the range of applied fields most often used in the induction heated reformer
(see Paper I-III, Sec. 3.1-3.3). The steps at 100 and 500 mT were made to get an
idea about the approach to saturation. Some samples were prone to change during
the first run, especially when using BN sample cups. We did not observe significant
changes between runs after the second run. Therefore, the amount of runs for most
samples were limited to 2.
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Figure 2.8: Diagram of the typical components of an experimental profile. Hollow
ellipses represent measurements at the given temperature of a set of hysteresis loops
with Bapp ranging from 5 mT to 55 mT, as well as at 100, 500, and 1500 mT. TC
indicates where Curie temperature measurements are made.

2.5 Data treatment

A short overview of the data treatment of the VSM data treatment is given here.
A more in-depth description of the data treatment, and the scripts used for this,
is given in the appendix, Sec. A.1. In the scripts, the hysteresis loops at each
temperature-step of the experimental profile in Fig. 2.8 are loaded in to a data-
structure, and sorted according to its placement in the profile, its temperature, and
its Bapp. Then each hysteresis loop is analysed, and the properties seen in Fig.
2.6 are collected: Wh, σR, µ0HC, and σS (the latter only for hysteresis loops with
Bapp = 1500 mT). The remanent magnetization is obtained by finding the data-

points closest to the positive and negative y-axis and averaging: +σR−(−σR)
2

. µ0HC

is computed similarly with the datapoints closest to the x-axis. For the 1500 mT
hysteresis loops σS is found by finding the maximum and minimum of the hysteresis
loops and averaging. Wh is found by integration of the hysteresis loop.

TC was found by Grommé’s two tangent method[55], and a detailed explanation
of the exact procedure used to estimate TC can be found in the supporting informa-
tion of Paper II. In this paper, a possible systemic error in TC of up to 10 � was
estimated.





Chapter 3

Papers and results

3.1 Paper I: Dual-function cobalt-nickel nanopar-

ticles tailored for high temperature induction-

heated steam methane reforming

In this paper we present the synthesis of a dual-function CoNi nanoparticle system
tailored for induction heated SMR. By the use of TEM techniques, we determined
that the synthesis produced CoNi nanoparticles of uniform size (approx. 40 nm in
diameter) and well-defined alloy composition of the NPs of 52.9±5.8 .% cobalt. The
synthesized Co50Ni50/Al2O3 samples with a Co+Ni loading of 32.5 wt.% showed a
hysteresis-area of approx. 0.1 J

kg
at 700 � and Bapp = 25 mT, and a Curie tem-

perature of approx. 890 �. It was shown that the material could be heated to
above 800 � in reaction conditions using only induction heating with a methane to
hydrogen conversion of close to 100 %. The activities were comparable to that of
the Ni reference catalyst, and the system was stable in reaction conditions for >300
hours with no apparent loss in conversion of methane. The system proved not to be
limited by heat transfer to the catalyst, as is the case for externally fired reactors,
but by reaction kinetics. Further tuning of the catalytic properties of the particles
was possible through doping with metals (e.g. Cu) in the synthesis.

This work demonstrates that the heat transfer limitation in conventional fired
reactors can be circumvented by using induction heating. Furthermore, this syn-
thesis method can be tuned to include almost whatever active metal needed for a
reaction, and is therefore not limited to steam reforming.
Published in: Angewandte Chemie in 2018, DOI: ht tp s: // do i. or g/ 10 .1 00
2/ an ie .2 01 80 48 32
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Dual-Function Cobalt–Nickel Nanoparticles Tailored for High-
Temperature Induction-Heated Steam Methane Reforming
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Cathrine Frandsen, Jesper Bendix,* and Peter M. Mortensen*

Abstract: The tailored chemical synthesis of binary and
ternary alloy nanoparticles with a uniform elemental compo-
sition is presented. Their dual use as magnetic susceptors for
induction heating and catalytic agent for steam reforming of
methane to produce hydrogen at temperatures near and above
800 88C is demonstrated. The heating and catalytic performance
of two chemically synthesized samples of CoNi and Cu%CoNi
are compared and held against a traditional Ni-based reform-
ing catalyst. The structural, magnetic, and catalytic properties
of the samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction,
elemental analysis, magnetometry, and reactivity measure-
ments. For induction-heated catalysts, the conversion rate of
methane is limited by chemical reactivity, as opposed to the
case of traditional externally heated reformers where heat
transport limitations are the limiting factor. Catalyst produc-
tion by the synthetic route allows controlled doping with
miniscule concentrations of auxiliary metals.

Direct heating of magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) by magnetic
induction, including using magnetic hysteresis heating, holds
many potential advantages over conventional heating as it
allows for a vast number of new approaches to otherwise
difficult tasks. The most prominent of these are drug
release,[1, 2] control of single-cell functions,[3] and disease
treatment by hyperthermia.[4, 5] While a collective feature of
all these applications is the aim towards medical use, only few
examples exist of industrial applications of magnetically
heated NPs.[6] Herein, we present the preparation and

implementation of a novel nanostructured material for
hydrogen production via endothermic steam reforming of
methane (SMR) using solely induction heating as energy
source.[7]

Hydrogen is by far the most produced chemical worldwide
on a molar basis.[8] To accommodate an ever-growing demand,
efforts have been made to generate hydrogen from biofuels,
electrolysis, wind, solar, and nuclear energy. The most
affordable and efficient way to generate hydrogen is still
various forms of steam reforming of hydrocarbons from fossil
fuels.[9] The SMR takes place according to Equations (1) and
(2):

CH4 þH2OÐ 3 H2 þ CO ðDH2 ¼ 206:15 kJ mol@1Þ ð1Þ

COþH2OÐ H2 þ CO2 ðDH2 ¼ @41:16 kJ mol@1Þ ð2Þ

This overall endothermic reaction presents a challenge as
it is only thermodynamically favored at temperatures
approaching 700 88C at ambient conditions, and even higher
temperatures of 950 88C are needed in industry owing to the
high operational pressures used.[10]

A typical SMR plant for production of hydrogen generally
consists of a pre-reformer followed by a tubular reformer,
a shift converter, and final product purification (typically
done by pressure swing adsorption (PSA)) in combination
with expensive heat-exchange coils to minimize heat loss.[11] A
long-standing challenge in hydrogen production has been the
excessive heating needed in the reforming section of the
current design, which, due to costly waste-heat sections,
favors large-scale plants to achieve a feasible reforming
economy. Usually, energy delivered to the reactor bed from
the fired section is only around 50%, the rest is recovered in
the flue gas.[10,12] This however dictates, that a significant
amount of energy is spent outside of the actual reaction
chamber. Additionally, the start-up time of such plants is
often on the order of a few days to ensure controlled heating
of the large tubes with minimum risk of tube rupture. In stark
contrast, induction heating provides rapid and efficient
heating of ferromagnetic materials, and potentially the heat
can be delivered directly in the catalyst, if such a magnetic
catalyst can be realized. This requires special radiofrequency
transparent reactors to avoid shielding effects between the
catalyst and the induction coil. In a future hydrogen economy,
we therefore envision induction-heated reforming as a small-
scale hydrogen production technology with a fast start-up for
ad hoc on-site supply of hydrogen.

Previously, induction heating of ferromagnetic Fe-based
NPs was utilized in a liquid phase organic synthesis flow
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reactor in a series of pioneering studies,[13–15] although the NPs
were only used for heating and did not supply a catalytic
function. Others have later made research into magnetic
zeolites and related systems, where NiFe-based particles may
also play a catalytic role.[16, 17] More recently, others reported
iron-based core–shell NPs doped with precious metals as
candidates for induction heated heterogeneous catalysis.[18,19]

However, in case of SMR with reaction temperatures around
800 88C, iron with a Curie temperature, TC, of 770 88C is not
suitable as magnetic susceptor. The only element with
a higher TC than iron is cobalt (TC = 1115 88C)[20] and hence
for induction heated SMR, the magnetic susceptor must be
based on Co and alloys thereof.

Oxidation of Co readily takes place at the high temper-
atures and partial pressures of water relevant to the SMR
process, and a significant challenge is to avoid oxidation of Co
as this leads to the formation of antiferro- and paramagnetic
phases.[21, 22] Alloying with Ni provides a dual solution to this
as Ni is an excellent catalyst for endothermic SMR, and Ni
stabilizes the Co phase against oxidation while maintaining
activities similar to that of pure Ni.[22] Recently, we had some
success with this idea in a proof-of-concept showing that it
was indeed possible to heat such alloyed NPs to temperatures
approaching the desired range, and to produce hydrogen at
these elevated temperatures. However, owing to the seren-
dipity of sequential impregnation used in the previous study,
control over the microscopic metal distribution had to be
renounced, evidenced by the large differences found in alloy
compositions in that study, leaving only a small fraction with
high TC and a very small hysteresis opening (see below)
accessible for the purpose of heating.[23–25]

Herein, to take control at the molecular level, we
conceptually changed the approach to catalyst manufacture,
by preparing both active NPs and inert carrier by a chemical
synthesis route, with the aim of producing more stable and
uniform NPs, accessible in the desired temperature regime.
Forming the catalyst precursor in solution and then precip-
itating it by addition of base, guaranteed the homogeneity of
the material. Subsequently, the material was reduced, hereby
directly producing catalytic nanoparticles within a porous
non-active carrier material. To benchmark the activity of the
formed catalyst, we also synthesized a traditional Ni catalyst
on MgAl2O4 support by the same route with a loading of
15 wt % Ni (1) as a reference, to mimic commercially
available reforming catalyst,[10] denoted Ni-ref (Supporting
Information, Table S1, Figure S1).

The synthetic procedure (see the Supporting Information
and Figure S2 therein) uniformly gave a homogeneous com-
pound, which could be tuned to accommodate a vast range of
metals at different ratios. The initial precipitate was shown by
XRD to consist of a spinel-type phase of
MyCo(1@x@1=2y)Ni(x@1=2y)Al2O4 (where M = Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu as
shown in the Supporting Information, Table S1, Figure S3).
Here, we chose to focus on just two chemically synthesized
samples, one un-doped sample with x = 0.5 (2a) hereafter
CoNi, and a Cu-doped sample with x = 0.5 and y = 0.01 (2b)
hereafter Cu%CoNi (Table 1). Following reduction of both
samples in hydrogen, peaks originating from fcc-Co/Ni
(Supporting Information, Figures S4 and S5) were identifi-

able in the XRD patterns of both CoNi and Cu%CoNi
indicating the formation of metallic NPs, as well as g-Al2O3

(both cubic and tetragonal phases) by the degradation of the
original spinel structure. No evidence of non-reduced starting
material was found in the final samples.

120 kV scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) images
were used in combination with electron dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) to map and evaluate the nature and
composition of the NPs of CoNi and Cu%CoNi formed on the
surface of the alumina support by the reduction process
(Figure 1). From this, an average length/width of ca. 44/ca.
36 nm and ca. 54/ca. 43 nm, were evaluated for CoNi and
Cu%CoNi, respectively (Supporting Information, Figure S6).

These results are consistent with the crystallite sizes of 20–
30 nm estimated from XRD analysis using the Scherrer
equation, considering the uncertainties associated with this
(Supporting Information, Table S1, see the Supporting Infor-
mation for further comments).

The EDS analysis revealed an even distribution of Ni and
Co throughout the nanoparticles (more than 40 NPs were
individually addressed per sample) with an average Co
content of each NP of 52.9 wt % (: 5.8 wt %) in sample
CoNi (Figure 2) and 52.9 wt.% (: 3.0 wt %) in sample
Cu%CoNi (Supporting Information, Figures S7–S9), close to
the stoichiometric ratio defined by the synthetic route.

Measurements using a traditional externally heated setup
dedicated for steam reforming activity measurements
revealed a steam reforming activity for CoNi of 40% of
that for Ni-ref. Chemically tuning the activity with miniscule
dopings of Cu (Cu%CoNi) increased the performance signifi-
cantly to reach 55%. In terms of turn over frequency (TOF)

Table 1: Selected properties of samples 1, 2a, and 2b.

Sample (Name) Composition Activity[a]

[molg@1 h@1]
TC

[88C]
Ni-TOF[a]

[s@1]

1 (Ni-ref ) 15·0 wt %Ni%MgAl2O4 0.440 355[b] 0.584
2a (CoNi) Co0.5Ni0.5%Al2O3 0.184 892[b] 0.435
2b (Cu%CoNi) 0·36 wt %Cu%2a 0.244 875[b] 0.535

[a] Measured at 450 88C. [b] Estimated via the two-tangent method applied
to the magnetic moment vs. temperature plots (see the Supporting
Information and Figure S10 therein).

Figure 1. Left: STEM-HAADF image of a freshly prepared sample of
CoNi. Right: Elemental mapping of Al (purple), O (teal), Co (red), and
Ni (green) using EDS analysis of the same sample. Co wt% deter-
mined by EDS analysis for CoNi is presented in Figure 2.
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per exposed metal site (taking the size and metal distribution
into account), the TOFs of CoNi and Cu%CoNi were found to
75% and 91% of that of Ni-ref, respectively (Table 1). The
observation that miniscule doping with Cu promotes activity
of Ni catalysts in SMR concurs with previous results[26] and
additional results obtained by traditional activity measure-
ments (Supporting Information, Table S1). Any possible
support related effects on the activity was not studied herein.

The magnetic moment of CoNi and Cu%CoNi was
measured versus temperature in a small applied magnetic
field of 10 mT to determine the effective Curie temperature
of the samples as well as to check for the presence of multiple
magnetic phases (Figure 3). At temperatures below 800 88C,
the nanomaterial acted as a ferromagnet with a slow decrease
of the magnetic moment upon heating. Above this temper-

ature, the moment decreased more rapidly and reached
a value close to zero at the maximum measurement temper-
ature of 950 88C. Effective Curie temperatures for CoNi and
Cu%CoNi were determined to TC = 892 88C and 875 88C,
respectively (see the Supporting Information). The single
rapid decrease in moment around 850 88C or 825 88C indicates
a homogenous material with a narrow alloy composition in
both samples in agreement with EDS results. The smaller TC

for Cu%CoNi relative to CoNi despite similar composition in
EDS may be due to the small content of nonmagnetic Cu
which was not evaluated by EDS.

Moreover, hysteresis measurements of CoNi and
Cu%CoNi in maximum applied magnetic fields Bmax ranging
from 5 mT to 55 mT were conducted isothermally between
temperatures of 200 88C and 950 88C in increments of 50 88C
(Supporting Information, Figures S11–S14). The area of the
hysteresis loop is defined as:

WH ¼
þ

Bmax

sðBappÞdBapp ð3Þ

where s [A m2 kg@1] is the specific magnetization (magnetic
moment per sample mass), indicates the heat generated per
cycle in units of Jkg@1 upon cycling the applied magnetic field
between + Bmax to @Bmax and back (Figure 4). From the
measurements conducted on CoNi, it is clear that WH is still
appreciably different from zero at temperatures above 800 88C
at moderate values of Bmax. This suggests the possibility of
using magnetic hysteresis heating at and above this temper-
ature.

Identical measurements on Cu%CoNi reveal a similar
hysteretic behavior, which is not surprising given the similar
magnetization curves (Supporting Information, Figur-
es S15,S16). A reactor setup dedicated for induction-heated
SMR was designed and used for the testing of these catalysts
under operating conditions (see the Supporting Information).
A reactor made of quartz was implemented to avoid any

Figure 2. Top: Weight percentage of Co throughout individual NPs in
CoNi. Bottom: Composition of the same sample after a 300 h induc-
tion heated steam reforming experiment (see Figure 6). The dashed
line at 50 wt% represents the nominal composition.

Figure 3. Magnetic moment versus temperature of CoNi and
Cu%CoNi. The sample was measured in an applied magnetic field of
Bapp = 10 mT at temperatures decreasing from 950 88C to 200 88C at
5 88C min@1. Apparent solid lines are actual data points.

Figure 4. Field dependence of hysteresis heating per loop cycle for
CoNi obtained from hysteresis measurements performed at temper-
atures between 200 88C and 950 88C at the indicated values of Bmax. Error
bars represent standard deviations calculated for four consecutive
runs. Solid lines are guides to the eyes.
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magnetic shielding effects. Based on the composition of the
outlet gas, the SMR equilibrium temperature, energy transfer,
and conversion of feed was calculated. For both CoNi and
Cu%CoNi, the calculated energy transfer to the process gas
was around 3–20 W g@1, (averaged over a sample mass of 10 g)
as estimated from the change in enthalpy, depending on the
flow-rate of reactants however, the actual transfer to the
reactor may be higher owing to heat losses associated with the
reactor insulation. In all measurements, a frequency of 69 kHz
and field amplitudes of up to 42 mT was used. For simplicity,
only flow rates of 51 and 152 Nl h@1 are shown in Figure 5 (for
a full view, see the Supporting Information, Figures S17 and
S18).

Traditionally, the limiting factor on the reaction rate in
industrial type externally heated reformer tubes is not the
catalyst activity but the heat transfer to the catalyst.[19] This
means that effectively only 10%, or less, of the catalyst
activity is utilized, the rest being lost owing to transport
restrictions of the heat flux in the reactor bed.[27]

Interestingly, the data for CoNi and Cu%CoNi showed the
CH4 conversion increasing with magnetic field until a certain
point where the increase in field is accompanied only by
a small increase in H2. For certain gas flows, this maximum is
reached at full conversion (equilibrium). The curvature
observed on approaching equilibrium is caused by the catalyst
operating at the kinetic limit, that is, the catalyst is limited by
reaction kinetics and not by the heat transfer (Figure 5). This
is an important observation, as it is in stark contrast to the
externally fired case. Additionally, owing to the improved
activity of Cu%CoNi, 95 % conversion of methane to hydro-
gen was realized using roughly 15% smaller applied magnetic
fields as compared to CoNi for flows of 152 Nl h@1.

The robustness of CoNi was evaluated in a prolonged
experiment with a constant flow-rate of 101 Nl h@1 with a feed

gas mixture of 29.7 % CH4, 59.5% H2O, and 10.8 % H2

(mol%), an input temperature of 237 88C, at close to atmos-
pheric pressure, under an applied magnetic field of about
32 mT and a frequency of 69 kHz. Under these conditions, the
conversion of methane was 90–95%, corresponding to an
equilibrium temperature of 715 88C. In the time frame of the
experiment, which was more than 300 h, no significant
decrease of the activity was observed as evidenced by the
constant value of the methane conversion (Figure 6, red data

points). The recorded time interval (ca. 14 days) is clearly
much shorter than a typical reactor lifetime (years), but on
the other hand, it is the time interval where most changes to
the catalyst would be expected to occur. The drop observed in
CH4 conversion at 72 h is a result of water contamination of
the gas chromatograph (GC) caused by a short power outage
and does not represent an actual loss of catalyst performance.
To avoid further damage, GC measurements after this point
were performed in steps, roughly 24 h apart. The reactor
outlet temperature was measured constantly throughout the
experiment (black data points) using a Type-K thermocouple
as described in the Supporting Information. Subsequently, the
catalyst was unloaded and checked for changes in composi-
tion by XRD, ICP and STEM (Figure 2; Supporting Infor-
mation, Figures S19–S21). All of these results underline the
remarkable stability of the NP material, as no structural
changes were found in addition to no carbon formation and
no change of the Co wt % ratio, which was practically
unchanged at 51.8 wt % (: 2.0 wt %; Figure 2).

In summary, the preparation of a new chemically tailored
nanostructured system was presented and its use in induction
heated SMR was demonstrated. The chemical synthesis of
metallic NPs allowed for the controlled production of
a sample with a uniform and predictable Ni-Co alloy
composition. Compared to previous ideas,[25] the realization
of well-defined NPs through chemical synthesis led to an

Figure 5. Influence of methane-flow on the conversion of CH4 in the
steam reforming reaction for a gas mixture treated over CoNi (blue)
and Cu%CoNi (red) as a function of applied magnetic field. Inset:
steam reforming equilibrium temperature as function of methane
conversion at the experimental conditions. Inlet temperature ca.
200 88C, S/C&2, P&0 bar gauge. Gas composition is as explained in
the text and the Supporting Information.

Figure 6. Overview of prolonged reforming experiment on CoNi using
the induction-heated setup discussed in the text. No loss of activity is
seen within the time frame of the experiment. The bump observed at
t =72 h is due to instrumental instabilities (see text). Inset: the XRD
diffractogram before and after the experiment. For a larger view, see
the Supporting Information, Figure S19.
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increase in both hysteresis opening and steam reforming
catalytic activity, presumably caused by a larger fraction of
the NPs being ferromagnetic at the elevated reaction temper-
ature. As a result, a marked increase was found in the
efficiency of the NPs in terms of energy conversion under
induction-heated steam reforming using only a magnetic field
generated from electrical current as a power source.

With similar or even slightly inferior magnetic properties,
Cu%CoNi demonstrated significantly improved reforming
properties compared to CoNi, opening up for the possibility
of producing even better catalysts by engineering the
reactivity, as this is presently the limiting factor. Finally, we
show the stability of chemically synthesized NPs to be
excellent, and essentially inert to degradation in the first
300 h of operating at reforming conditions. Examining the
CH4 conversion under such conditions revealed that kinetic
effects alone and not thermodynamics hampered the catalyst,
opposed to the case of externally fired SMR, highlighting the
excellent heat transfer from the induction field to the
magnetic susceptor and active catalyst.

Combining chemically robust NPs with induction-heated
catalysis may prove useful for many other industrial reactions,
as the NPs can be modified to contain whatever active metal
may be needed, and the operating temperature controlled by
adjusting the applied field.

The implementation of induction heating in SMR may
eliminate expensive waste-heat sections used in traditional
methane reforming setups, significantly reducing the com-
plexity of the process design and has the potential to
drastically lower CO2 emissions from the process.[28] This,
together with the possibility of fast plant startup, holds
promise for these materials as competitors for classical
hydrogen plants or as part of ammonia plants in a future
hydrogen economy and especially for ad hoc small-scale
demands.
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3.2. Paper II: Improving performance of induction-heated steam methane reforming29

3.2 Paper II: Improving performance of induction-

heated steam methane reforming

In this paper, we studied how to improve the performance of induction heated SMR,
and how the energy efficiency scales when extrapolating to industrial conditions. To
do this, we used a Co50Ni50/Al2O3-system prepared through the synthesis-method
from Paper I, and investigated how to improve induction heated SMR by changing
the applied frequency and AC coil geometry on a bench-scale induction heated
SMR reactor. By increasing the frequency from 68 kHz to 201 kHz, and using a
narrower coil, we increased the maximum energy transfer efficiency from 11% to
23%. Based on a simple theoretical framework to estimate the energy-losses in the
system, we were able to qualitatively explain the changes in energy-losses when
changing frequency and coil geometry. Through this framework, most of the power
losses were found to originate in the AC coil, and the in the surrounding electronics,
such as the power supply. Using this framework, we performed a simple volumetric
scaling to industrially relevant conditions, predicting an increase in energy transfer
efficiency to > 80 %. Through the volumetric scaling, we also found that when only
considering energy requirements, the system could be competitive with commercially
available electrolyzers.
Published in: Catalysis in 2019, DOI: ht tp s: // do i. or g/ 10 .1 01 6/ j. ca tt
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A B S T R A C T

Induction heating may be an electrical solution for heating of catalytic reactors. Recent studies have shown that
CoNi nanoparticles may act as both inductors for hysteresis heating and catalyst, such that they in an alternating
magnetic field are able to drive the strongly endothermic steam methane reforming reaction with>90% gas
conversion at temperatures of ≈800 °C. However, lab-scale induction-heated reactors are limited by low energy
transfer efficiency and previous work did not optimize the surrounding instrumentation. Here, we focused on the
optimization of an induction setup for steam methane reforming. The performance of the reactor system was
investigated through experiments at varying alternating magnetic field conditions, to evaluate the effect of
frequency and coil geometry. The results from these experiments were modelled by a simple theoretical fra-
mework. Increasing the frequency of the alternating magnetic field from 68 kHz to 189 kHz was found to in-
crease the energy transfer efficiency. Moreover, the energy transfer efficiency also increased when going from a
short and wide coil with height to radius ratio of 3.8 to a long and narrow coil with height to radius ratio of 10.8.
Overall, the energy transfer efficiency was increased from an initial 11% in the bench scale reactor setup, to 23%
in the optimized version. Moreover, combining the bench scale results with the theoretical framework we ex-
trapolated the data to large-scale systems. The analysis indicated that the energy efficiency of induction-heated
steam reforming systems scaled to larger H2 capacities may be above 80%. This efficiency would allow the
technology to be competitive with other electricity driven routes to hydrogen production when considering only
the energy requirements.

1. Introduction

Today, a range of methods exists for delivering energy to en-
dothermic chemical catalytic reactions. One such is pre-heating coupled
with an adiabatic reactor, where the reactant is heated prior to entering
the reactor and the temperature decreases towards the thermodynamic
equilibrium temperature of the given reaction in the catalyst bed [1].
Other methods include heat-exchanging technologies, where a hot fluid
is in heat exchange contact with the reaction zone of a reactor to pro-
vide energy for the reaction [2,3]. For strongly endothermic processes
requiring high reaction temperatures, fired reactors are a preferred
solution. In this case, burners are used to heat up the catalytic reactor to
the desired reaction temperature. These are used extensively for steam
methane reforming [4].

Almost half of the world’s hydrogen demand is produced through
the steam methane reforming reaction [5], where a mix of steam and
methane is converted into carbon monoxide and hydrogen by Reaction
(1) [4,6,7]. This is accompanied by the reverse water gas shift in Re-
action (2) [4,6,7]:

HCH H O 3H CO ( 206.15 kJ/mol)4 2 2+ + ° = (1)

HCO H O H CO ( 41.16kJ/mol)2 2 2+ + ° = (2)

Typically, industrial steam methane reforming reactors operate
around 25 bar, which requires temperatures of 800-950 °C to obtain
sufficient conversion of the natural gas feedstock. In industrial reactors,
this heating is typically done in a tubular reformer configuration, which
includes the reformer furnace, and a waste-heat section, in addition to
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several reformer tubes placed centrally in the furnace [4]. These tubes
are usually 100-200mm in diameter, and 10-13 m long. This geometry
is used to optimize the heat transfer from the reformer burners [4].
However, only around 50% of the heat supplied by the reformer bur-
ners is transferred to the reforming reaction in the catalyst bed, the rest
of the heat is recovered in the waste-heat section and used for pre-
heating and steam production [4]. As a consequence, the technology
relies on economy of scale to make tubular reformers energy efficient
[4]. Additionally, in order to allow for controlled material expansion,
the reformer tubes are heated slowly to the reaction temperature, and
hence start-up times are long, often on the order of days.

Induction heating offers an alternative route to supply energy to the
steam methane reforming reaction that may solve some of the chal-
lenges of tubular reformers. Induction-heated steam methane reforming
will require a coil outside the catalyst bed, while an inductor material
(a magnetic material) is incorporated into the reactor [8]. When pas-
sing an alternating current through the coil, it generates an alternating
magnetic field, which enables local heating of the catalytic material
inside the reformer, either by magnetic hysteresis heating (dominating
in nanoparticles) [9] or by resistive heating due to eddy currents
(dominating in macroscopic conducting materials), and efficient heat
transfer to the reaction zone is possible. The direct heating would allow
for high reaction rates in the catalyst material, and by extension, more
compact reformer plants. Induction heating could also have the added
benefit of lowering the start-up time, as induction heating, in general,
provides a fast and more homogeneous heating response [10,11].
Lowering start-up times would also make the induction-heated steam
methane reformers more flexible, allowing for on demand production of
hydrogen.

Induction heating (by hysteresis) of nanoparticles has been studied
extensively as a way to treat cancer (magnetic hyperthermia) [12], but
efforts were also made to do hysteresis heated catalysis [9]. Previously,
induction (hysteresis) heating of magnetic particles in chemical reactors
was pioneered by Ceylan et al. [13] on liquid organic chemical synth-
esis using modifiable silica-coated iron oxide particles as the heatable
media. Chatterjee et al. [14] applied induction heating for fast and
isothermal heating of a micro-reactor to 80-100 °C, using nickel-ferrite
material as susceptor, and Bordet et al. [15] demonstrated induction
heating for continuous CO2 hydrogenation using iron carbide nano-
particles.

Within this topic, our group has demonstrated steam methane re-
forming on CoNi nanoparticles [16,17], which are both catalytically
active for induction-heated steam methane reforming and can be heated
to above 800 °C using only induction heating. In this configuration it is
desirable to maximize the hysteresis heating of the nanoparticles, while
also ensuring high catalytic activity, which must be secured in the
synthesis of the catalyst [17]. The previous work showed that the direct
delivery of heat to the active site lead to efficient transfer of energy to
the chemical reaction [17]. Consequently, the catalyst activity was
identified as the limiting factor in the reaction test [17]. In contrast,
industrial scale tubular reformers are typically limited by heat transfer
rates [4].

To utilize induction heating for industrial scale steam methane re-
forming, it is important to address the energy required to make an al-
ternating magnetic field, which is yet unaddressed, but the topic of this
article. We focus on optimizing the performance of induction-heated
steam methane reforming by manipulating two key parameters: the
frequency of the alternating magnetic field in the coil and the coil
geometry. We also establish a simple theoretical framework to explain
general trends in the performance as a function of these parameters,
with the aim of using the framework to study the prospective perfor-
mance of induction-heated steam methane reforming at larger scale.

2. Material and experimental methods

The catalytic material used for this study consisted of CoNi

nanoparticles on a porous samarium aluminium oxide support (CoNi/
Sm2O3-Al2O3). The nanoparticles of this system act both as catalyst for
steam methane reforming (due to the Ni) and as susceptor for magnetic
hysteresis heating (due to the ferromagnetic properties of the metallic
CoNi nanoparticles). The sample was synthesized as described by
Vinum et al. [17], and then reduced in H2 at 850 °C for 4 h, followed by
passivation in 1% O2 in N2 at 25 °C. Inductively coupled plasma mass
spectroscopy (ICP-MS) analysis showed a sample composition of
29.5 wt% Al, 15.6 wt% Co, 15.5 wt% Ni, and 8.15wt% Sm, and x-ray
diffraction showed dispersed CoNi particles of ≈24 nm in size on the
Sm2O3-Al2O3 support. Samarium was intentionally included in the
synthesis of the catalyst to increase the hysteresis heating of the CoNi
particles [18], but analysis of the sample showed that during the
synthesis Sm had oxidized and migrated to the support, leaving behind
practically un-doped CoNi nanoparticles on an oxide support. Still, the
catalyst was found suitable for induction-heated steam methane re-
forming and offered a good model system for the current investigation.
The system described here is very similar to the one described by Vinum
et al. [17]. This study saw no loss of activity for> 300 h of the ca.
50 nm CoNi nanoparticles in a similar setup as the one used in this
paper, and under similar conditions.

The catalytic activity of the sample during induction heating was
measured by an induction-heated steam methane reforming continuous
plug flow bench scale laboratory setup (similar to the one used in Refs.
[16] and [17]). In this setup, the sample was placed in a quartz reactor
tube, concentrically surrounded by insulation material and an induction
coil, as sketched in Fig. 1. The quartz tube had an inner radius, r1, of
6.5 mm and a length of 1m. For the reactor experiments, 11 g of the
CoNi/Sm2O3-Al2O3 sample was loaded in the quartz tube with quartz
wool situated above and below the sample. This gave a loading height
of the sample of hs= 9.5 cm and an average sample loading density of
0.87 g/cm3.

In all experiments, the sample was placed in the same relative po-
sition in the reactor and only coil dimensions (height h, and inner ra-
dius r2), insulation type, and frequency (f) of the alternating magnetic
field were changed. Two types of insulation were tested: Promat
Promasil 1000 L (cut to shape) and Promat FreeFlow (pellets) [19,20].
Water-cooled copper coils with three different dimensions (see Table 1)
were used to provide the alternating magnetic field. When the short
coils (h=6.0 cm, h=7.5 cm) were used, the bottom of the coil was
aligned with the bottom of the sample as illustrated in Fig. 1, whereas
for the long coil (h=13.5 cm) the sample was at the centre of the coil.

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional sketch of the reactor setup with sample, insulation and
coil.
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Here it should be mentioned that only the susceptor material placed
inside the coil was expected to contribute heating the reaction. This was
supported by COMSOL simulations of this system (see SI). The inlet
cooling water temperature of the coils was kept at 15 °C. An UPT-S2
Ultraflex power supply was used to provide a high current with am-
plitude (I0) and frequency f to the coils, where f is the resonance fre-
quency set by the power supply (by choice of capacitance) and by the
coil (by its geometry-dependent inductance). The measurements were
made at a low frequency of 68 kHz for the short wide coil and at a high
frequency of 189-201 kHz for the three coils with different geometries.
The power consumption (Pin) of the power supply was measured by an
ABB EQ series Energy meter.

Prior to running steam reforming in the setup, the passivated sample
was reduced in 50% H2 in N2 while inductively heated to 400 °C.
Afterwards, the sample was heated further by induction to the reaction
temperature, after which hydrogen, steam, and methane were fed to the
reactor.

Methane and hydrogen, grade 3.5 and 5.0, respectively, were fed to
the reactor using SLA850 type Brooks digital flow controllers (with an
estimated uncertainty on the gas flows of± 2%). Vaporized deminer-
alized water was provided to the reactor using a Knauer smartline HPLC
pump (with an estimated uncertainty of± 3%), and tubing to the cat-
alytic reactor was heat traced to above 110 °C when running experi-
ments. An Armstrong 11 LD drain trap was used to remove water from
the output gas and the dry gas was analysed by gas chromatograph of
type GC-TDC/FID in an Agilent 7890B system.

In order to quantify Curie temperature and the hysteresis area of the
CoNi/Sm2O3-Al2O3 sample at elevated temperatures, a portion of the
catalyst sample was analysed in a LakeShore 7407 vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM) equipped with a LakeShore 74034 oven option.
For this, a boron nitride holder with a screw-on cap was loaded with
35.72mg of CoNi/Sm2O3-Al2O3 sample in an argon atmosphere. The
VSM measurements were carried out under a volumetric flow of about
150ml/min of 2.4 mol% H2 in Ar. Hysteresis measurements of the
sample moment versus applied field were obtained for field amplitudes
between± Bmax, where Bmax ranged from 5mT to 55m T in steps of
5m T, at temperatures from 200 °C to 950 °C in steps of 50 °C. Curie-
temperature was determined from measurements of sample moment in
an applied field of 10m T versus decreasing temperature (900-200 °C at
5 °C/min, see SI).

3. Modelling

The power losses in the induction-heated reactor system can be
modelled as

P P P P Pin reaction coil iso rest= + + + (3)

where Pin is the power delivered to the power supply and equals the
total power loss in the system. The power loss Preaction is the power
consumed by the steam reforming reaction (Eqs. (1) and (2)) and the
heating of the gas to the required temperature, Pcoil is the loss due to
resistive heating of the copper coil, Piso is the energy loss through the
insulation, and Prest is any remaining losses, e.g. in the power supply,
cords and components, not studied directly in this article.

The energy transfer efficiency of the system, , is defined as the
energy transfer to the gas, Preaction, relative to the power received by the

system as a whole, Pin, i.e.,

P
P

reaction

in
=

(4)

3.1. Reaction thermodynamics

In order to calculate Preaction from the experimental data, the con-
version of methane was calculated from the carbon balance as

X
y y

y y y
CO CO

CO CO CH

2

2 4

=
+

+ + (5)

where yi is the molar fraction of the i’th compound in the dry product
gas. The energy supplied to the reaction was taken as the change in
enthalpy, given as

H y C dT
i

i T

T
p

ref
=

(6)

where Cp is the heat capacity, T is the absolute temperature, and Tref is
the reference temperature of the thermodynamical data. Data used for
the calculations were taken from Barin [21]. From the change in en-
thalpy, the power transfer to the gas was calculated as

P H F H Freaction out out in in= (7)

where F is the molar flow in or out of the catalyst bed.
From the changes in gas composition, the temperature where the

given gas would be in equilibrium, Teq, is defined as

Q K T( )SMR eq= (8)

where KSMR is the equilibrium constant for steam methane reforming.
The approach to equilibrium in the induction heating setup was found
by calculating the reaction quotient as

Q
y y

y y
pCO H

3

CH H O

22

4 2

=
(9)

where yi is the molar fraction of the i’th gas, and p is the measured
absolute total pressure.

3.2. Power dissipation

The power dissipated inside the reactor due to hysteresis (Phys) is
partly used to drive the steam methane reforming reaction and partly
lost through the insulation. Hence Preaction can also be derived as the
amount of power put into the inductor material (Phys) minus the power-
loss through the insulation (Piso) as

P P Preaction hys iso= (10)

The total input power is then also given as

P P P Pin hys coil rest= + + (11)

The amount of power dissipated by hysteresis heating at tempera-
ture T of magnetic sample with mass ms exposed to an alternating
magnetic field Bapp with amplitude Bmax and frequency f is

P A B T fm( , )hys hys max s= (12)

where Ahys(Bmax,T) is the area of the hysteresis loop given as:

A B T B T B( , ) ( , )d
Bhys max app app

max
= (13)

Here, σ is the mass-specific magnetization described by the hysteresis
loop at a given temperature T. For small Bmax, when σ is far from sa-
turation at Bmax, Ahys is expected to increase proportionally to Bmax

2

[22]. With increasing temperature, Ahys will generally decrease and be
zero above the Curie temperature.

For simplicity it is assumed that the magnetic field, Bapp, in a coil of
height h with N windings carrying the time-varying current

Table 1
Geometric specifications for the three different copper coils.

Coil Number of
windings (N)

Inner radius
(r2) [mm]

Height (h)
[cm]

Length of copper
tubing (L) [m]

Wide, short 9 20 7.5 1.23
Narrow, short 7 12.5 6.0 0.64
Narrow, long 17 12.5 13.5 1.18
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I t I ft( ) cos(2 )0= , is homogeneous and given by the expression for an
infinitely long air-coil as

B µ nI t( )app 0= (14)

where n=N/h is the winding density. Moreover, the magnetic field
amplitude is given in terms of the rms current as
B µ nI µ nI2max 0 0 0 rms= = .

COMSOL simulations were made to test the validity of this field
approximation (see SI). In these, we placed a magnetic material re-
presentative for the present sample in each of the three coils and
compared the magnetic field strength in the centre of the coil to that
obtained using Eq. (14). We found relative centre field strengths of 0.77
for the two short coils and 0.9 for the long coil. Therefore, Eq. (14)
overestimates the magnetic field, especially for the two short coils. The
COMSOL simulations did not take into account that the sample prop-
erties are functions of both magnetic field and temperature, where both
properties show a complex dependence on the spatial coordinate in the
catalyst material. At this point, we therefore use Eq. (14) in further
estimates in the present work and note that this may result in a slight
overestimation of the hysteresis heating. A more detailed analysis is left
for future work. Finally, the COMSOL simulations showed that the
magnetic field outside the coil decreases so rapidly, that it is reasonable
to assume that only the amount of sample situated inside the coil is
hysteresis heated, i.e. in Eq. (12), ms is given as:

m r hs 1
2

sc s= (15)

where hsc is the height of the catalyst sample inside the coil.
The temperature variation within the reactor will lead to a spatial

distribution of hysteresis losses. In Eqs. (12) and (10), the temperature
is assumed to be constant. If the temperature profile of the reactor is
known, it is possible to include it in the estimation of Phys. However, in
our case, we do not know the temperature profile and we therefore
make the simplifying assumption that the reactor temperature is given
by the average between inlet and outlet gas temperature (T1).

The power loss through the insulation material (Piso) is modelled
using Fourier’s law of heat conduction in cylindrical coordinates as

( )P h T T2
ln

( )
r
r

iso 1 2
2
1

=
(16)

where λ is the thermal conductivity of the insulation, h is the height of
the insulation cylinder, r1 and r2 are the inner and outer radii of the
cylinder of insulation, respectively, and T1 and T2 are the inner and
outer temperatures, respectively. As a simplification T1 was assumed as
the average between the inlet temperature and the equilibrium tem-
perature, and T2 as the cooling water temperature as this is the tem-
perature in the immediate vicinity of the outer surface of the insulation
(see Fig. 1).

The power loss in the coil (Pcoil) is due to Joule heating of the copper
tube. The resistive loss in the coil, carrying an alternating current, will
be subject to both the skin effect and the proximity effect at the fre-
quencies used in this study (68 kHz and 189-201 kHz). The skin effect is
the tendency for the current to concentrate near the surface at high
frequencies and hence increase the resistance of the conductor. The
characteristic length scale of the penetration depth of an alternating
current in a material, the skin depth, is [23]

d
fµ

=
(17)

where ρ is the resistivity, f is the frequency, and μ is the perme-
ability. For copper at f=68 kHz and 189 kHz, the skin depth is
d=250 μm and 150 μm, respectively. The proximity effect is caused by
the interaction of one turn in the coil with the changing magnetic field
from another neighbouring turn in the coil, whereby additional eddy
currents will be induced.

The AC resistance caused by the skin effect and the proximity effect

can be approximated with the following equation, adapted from Nan
and Sullivan [24] as

R R sinh(2 ) sin(2 )
cosh(2 ) cos(2 )coil DC= +

(18)

here R L A/DC = is the direct current resistance of a copper tube of
length L and cross section A. The proximity factor, , considers two
geometrical aspects, the first is how close the windings are to each other
and the second is the ratio of the conductor radius and the skin depth.
is given by

N r
h

r
d

0 0=
(19)

where r0 is the radius of the copper tube, h is the height of the coil, and
d is the skin depth [24]. As the coils used in this work have close
windings and a small penetration depth to tube radius, the proximity
factor is larger than 5, this results in the bracketed term in Eq. (18)
being very close to 1. Combining with the average resistive power
dissipation, P I Rrms

2
coil= , we obtain

P I L r
A

N r µ
h

fcoil rms
2 0 0=

(20)

Combining the expressions for Preaction (Eqs. (7) and (10)), Phys (Eq.
(12)), Piso (Eq. (16)) and Pcoil (Eq. (20)), the influences of the different
power losses in the reactor setup can be studied.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Hysteresis heating

Initially the catalyst’s magnetic properties were investigated to
verify its applicability for induction-heated steam reforming. The mass-
specific magnetization of the catalyst was measured as a function of
applied field and temperature in the VSM. These data were used to
calculate the hysteresis area as a function of magnetic field and tem-
perature. Fig. 2 shows the hysteresis area (Ahys) of the sample as
function of magnetic field amplitude (Bmax) and temperature. The data
show an almost quadratic behaviour with Bmax up to about 30mT. At
higher Bmax (up to 60mT) the area still increases but at a decreasing
rate possibly due to saturation effects. The hysteresis area decreases
with temperature, from ≈200mJ/kg at 200 °C to ≈10mJ/kg at 800 °C
at Bmax= 40 mT. From the VSM data, the Curie temperature was es-
timated to 877 °C (see inset in Fig. 2) by use of the two-tangent method
[25] (see SI). This Curie temperature is in agreement with that expected
for a material composition of Co50Ni50 (≈860 °C) [26].

4.2. Steam reforming and energy transfer efficiency

After confirming that the catalyst was susceptible to induction
heating up to high temperatures, it was subsequently applied for steam
methane reforming reactor tests. The reaction was measured using a
dedicated flow setup where the methane conversion (X) was de-
termined. Fig. 3 shows an example of such a measurement, where the
methane conversion is shown as a function of total input power, for the
experiment with the short wide coil insulated with Promasil at a fre-
quency of 68 kHz. At power consumptions between 400W and 1150W,
the conversion goes from 50% to more than 95%. This power input
corresponded to an applied magnetic field ranging from 28-48mT, as
also shown by Fig. 3. In the inset the relation between equilibrium
temperature, Teq, and conversion, X, is shown along with the corre-
sponding exit temperature Tout which spans an interval of 580-740 °C.

The power taken up by the reaction (Preaction) is determined from
the gas conversion (X) and shown on the right y-axis of Fig. 3. As the
energy transfer efficiency is η =Preaction/Pin, the efficiency can be de-
rived directly from any point in this dataset. Taking the circled point in
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Fig. 3 as an example, the received reaction power at a total input power
of 812W is 84W, yielding an energy transfer efficiency of η=10%.

Using the approach described above, a range of different config-
urations of the induction-heated setup was tested and evaluated. An
overall comparison of the results from the different configurations is
summarised in Fig. 4, showing η as function of Pin, in scenarios where
the frequency, coil length, coil diameter, and insulation are varied.

Any direct comparison between the experiments shown in Fig. 4
should be done with care as temperature, gas composition and Bmax
vary with the input power. One point from each series was therefore
selected for comparison. These points were chosen to have a methane
conversion close to 90% (in practice it was between 88% and 92%),
which corresponds to similar equilibrium temperatures in the range
from 691-703 °C. The same average temperature gives similar tem-
perature gradients and the hysteresis loss is then only dependent on the
magnetic field. It should be emphasized, that choosing a constant
temperature for the calculations means that the magnetic field strength
will not be the same between the chosen data points. An overview of
the chosen points can be seen in Table 2.

4.3. Frequency

In Fig. 4, the energy transfer efficiency are shown for the short, wide
coil at f=68 kHz (blue circular points) and f=189 kHz (red diamond-
shaped points). Changing from the low frequency to the high frequency
increased the energy transfer efficiency of the system. Specifically at the
selected points, for f=68 kHz in the wide coil, Pin> 800W was re-
quired to obtain 90% conversion of methane, resulting in an energy
transfer efficiency of 10%. At the higher frequency f=189 kHz, the
same methane conversion required only Pin ≈ 500W, consequently
giving a higher efficiency of 18%. According to Eq. (12), Phys is pro-
portional to f, while Eq. (20) shows that Pcoil only increases as f1/2. This
means that the received power increases more than the power losses
and hence the energy transfer efficiency should increase with fre-
quency.

Although the experiments indicate that increasing the frequency
increases the energy transfer efficiency, it cannot be increased in-
definitely. Resistive losses in the electronics (power-supply, trans-
former) will be a practical barrier for how high the frequency can be

Fig. 2. Hysteresis loop area as function of field amplitude for the
CoNi/Sm2O3-Al2O3 sample at 200-800 °C. Dashed lines are guides
to the eye. The inset is the mass-specific magnetization vs. tem-
perature for the CoNi/Sm2O3-Al2O3 sample at 10mT. Data in the
inset was taken during cooling from 950 °C at an absolute ramp
rate of 5 °C/min. The vertical line in the inset at 877 °C indicates
the Curie temperature. The sample mass in these measurements
was 35.7mg, and all data was measured under a volumetric flow
of 150ml/min of 2.4 mol% H2 in Ar.

Fig. 3. A measurement of methane conversion as a function of input power (Pin), using the CoNi/Sm2O3-Al2O3 catalyst, the short wide coil at a frequency of 68 kHz
and Promasil insulation. The gas flow was 30 NL/h of CH4, y 10.7 mol%H2 = , P=1bar, at a steam to carbon ratio of 2, and an inlet temperature of 300°C. The scale on
the magnetic field axis is not linear. The inset shows the equilibrium temperature (Teq) and the exit temperature (Tout) as a function of conversion. On average, the
approach to equilibrium in the inset is 10 °C. The circle marks the data point chosen for Table 2.
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set. In the case of the UPT-S2 Ultraflex power supply, used in this work,
about 200 kHz is the maximum frequency.

4.4. Insulation

Initially in the experimental series, the insulation used for the steam
reforming setup was Promasil hard shells. When changing the coil size,
FreeFlow insulation was used, as it was significantly easier to work
with. Fig. 4 shows the change in efficiency at 189 kHz for the short wide
coil, when the insulation is changed from Promasil (red diamond-
shaped data points) to FreeFlow (purple square datapoints). As can be
seen, FreeFlow leads to a slightly lower efficiency than Promasil (16%
vs. 18% efficiency at the selected points). Consequently, the energy
transfer efficiency is influenced by the insulation, but the change is
minor compared to that by the other variables investigated.

4.5. Coil geometry

4.5.1. Coil radius
From the data in Fig. 4 it can be seen that changing the coil geo-

metry from that of the short wide coil with an inner radius of 20mm
and a height of 75mm (purple squares) to that of the narrow short coil
with a radius of 12.5 mm and a height of 60mm (black triangles) in-
creases the energy transfer efficiency: The efficiency at 90% conversion
(circled points) increased from 16% to 23%, using Pin = 555W and
407W, respectively. When the radius is reduced, the coil tube length (L)
is shortened and consequently Pcoil decreases (Eq. (20)) and η increases.
The Comsol simulations (see SI) showed that the centre-fields were si-
milar in the two short coils, suggesting similar Phys for the two coils. By
the reduction in coil radius, the power loss through the insulation is
increased, as reducing the coil radius reduces the amount of insulation
in the current layout (see Eq. (16)). However, under the conditions
studied in this article, the increase in Piso is an order of magnitude
smaller than the decrease in Pcoil when the coil radius is reduced.

Therefore, decreasing the coil radius is still favourable when optimising
the energy transfer efficiency.

The above results suggest that a narrower coil is more optimal in
terms of efficiency. If a very thin but efficient layer of insulation could
be used, or if insulation could be placed outside the coil, the edge of the
coil could be placed close to the tube containing the catalyst material, it
is possible that the efficiency could be further increased. If the insula-
tion was to be placed outside the coil, it would probably be necessary to
have an un-cooled coil that can handle the heat radiating from the
quartz reactor. This concept of placing the insulation outside the coil
would present challenges on how well this un-cooled coil would func-
tion in a hot environment.

4.5.2. Coil height
The efficiency of two coils with same inner radius of 12.5mm, but

different heights, are compared in Fig. 4. The efficiency of the short
narrow coil with a height of 60mm is shown by the black triangles and
the efficiency of the long narrow coil with a height of 135mm is shown
by the green circles. For both coils, the energy transfer efficiencies at
90% conversion (circled points) were around 23%. The short coil
achieved this conversion at 410W, whereas the long coil needed 420W.
Based on the modelling in Section 3, this similarity between the effi-
ciencies may be explained by the scaling of Phys and Pcoil as both scale
linearly with height: Phys is proportional to the sample volume, and Pcoil
is proportional to the coil length. Additionally, the short coil uses only
some of the sample mass whereas the long coil uses all of it.

4.6. Distribution of power losses

Fig. 5 shows the power losses Preaction, Piso and Pcoil calculated ac-
cording to Eqs. (10),(16), and (20) for the selected five points in Fig. 4.
The calculated power losses were subtracted from the total experi-
mental power loss (Pin) to determine Prest (shown by green in Fig. 5). In
all high-frequency experiments, Prest was 200 ± 10W, while in the

Fig. 4. Experimental energy transfer efficiency (η) as a function of input power (Pin). All data series are at a flow of 30 NL/h of CH4 at a steam to carbon ratio of 2
using the CoNi/Sm2O3-Al2O3 catalyst. All lines are guides to the eye. Circles mark points chosen for Table 2.

Table 2
Data for calculating the energy transfer efficiency at the circled data-points in Fig. 4.

Coil Teq [°C] Pin [W] Irms[A] f [kHz] Bmax [mT] Ahys [mJ/kg] ηexp [%] ηcalc [%] X [%] Insulation

Short, wide 699 812 189 68 40 126 10 5 88 Promasil
Short, wide 691 505 104 189 22 51 18 13 89 Promasil
Short, wide 695 555 108 189 23 51 16 12 89 FreeFlow
Short, narrow 703 407 107 201 22 51 23 30 91 FreeFlow
Long, narrow 691 421 76 191 17 40 23 34 92 FreeFlow
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low-frequency experiment it was close to 290W. As Prest is approxi-
mately constant for fixed frequency, it was concluded to be directly
associated with power-losses in electrical components not included in
this study, in particular the power-supply. Additionally, the analysis of
the data shows that the theoretical framework captures the trends seen
in experiments. As the temperature, conversion and flow of methane in
the selected data were constant, the power put into driving the reaction
and heating the gas should be 84W. For comparison, Fig. 5 shows that
for all set-up configurations Preaction, calculated as Phys -Piso, is
70 ± 10W, which is consistent with this value. Therefore, the model
captures the trend of constant Preaction, even with the simplifications
made in the model. Pcoil, the blue part in Fig. 5, can be lowered through
choices in driving frequency and coil geometry, for a constant Preaction.

4.7. Extrapolating to larger-scale H2 production

The above sections showed that when changing coil geometry and
frequency, it is possible to increase the efficiency by a factor of 2, and
that the presented simple theoretical framework provided a consistent
description of the experimental observations. On this basis, we have
extrapolated the model to larger scale operation to assess the potential
performance upon upscaling to an industrially relevant production.

The upscaling is done in such a way that the magnetic field inside
the coil is constant. This is achieved by using the same coil current,
same winding density, and same ratio between coil radius and height.
The upscaling increases the reactor volume linearly with flow, keeping

the gas residence time constant, hence the conversion should be con-
stant when scaling up as well.

As the basis for this extrapolation, parameters from the narrow short
coil experiment at 201 kHz were used. The loss in the power supply Prest
was however assumed to be 5% of the total power loss in each case
(instead of ≈20%), as this is a typical loss in a commercial power-
supply in larger systems (see for example [27]).

The resulting efficiencies of these calculations can be seen in Fig. 6,
as well as the percentages of Phys, Piso, and Pcoil, of the total power loss.
The figure indicates, based on the simple theory presented in this ar-
ticle, that the induction-heated system will improve markedly in per-
formance when scaled up. This increase can be attributed to the in-
creasing volume-to-surface area in the system. The hysteresis loss scales
with the amount of sample in the system, which is a linear function of
the sample volume. The power-loss in the coil, which is the main loss in
the system, scales linearly with the coil length (see Eq. (20)), which in
turn depends linearly on the surface area of the system. From the figure,
it can also be seen that the relative contribution of Piso decreases with
upscaling, which is also attributed to the decreasing surface area re-
lative to volume.

In Fig. 6, the energy expenditure per Nm3 H2 is also plotted. At 100
Nm3/h, the electric energy expenditure is just around 1.0 kWh/Nm3.
For comparison, the electric energy requirement of an industrial alka-
line electrolysis unit in a capacity of 50-485 Nm3/h is 3.8-4.4 kWh/Nm3

[28]. Despite several differences existing between the two technologies,
and that the upstream and downstream unit operations of a reformer

Fig. 5. The estimated power losses in absolute values calculated for the selected points in Table 2 for setups using different frequencies, coil geometries and insulation
types.

Fig. 6. Calculated energy transfer efficiency and power loss percentages of scaled hydrogen production (left y-axis), as well as energy consumption per normal cubic
metre of hydrogen (right y-axis).
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have not been included to the reformer, the analysis indicates that in-
duction heating could be competitive to other electrically driven routes
to hydrogen production.

It is emphasized that this calculation only focused on the reforming
reactor and no efforts was made to make a full process evaluation of a
hydrogen plant. This result is based on extrapolation, hence care should
be taken when using these numbers directly as errors are extrapolated
as well. The trends seen are more trustworthy though.

5. Conclusions

We studied the performance increase of induction-heated steam
methane reforming introduced by changing the frequency and geo-
metry of the induction coil. Specifically by using a narrower coil with
less insulation around the sample and 3-fold higher frequency, we ap-
proximately doubled the maximum energy transfer efficiency from 11%
to 23%. This increase has been attributed to a higher hysteresis input
into the magnetic material by increasing the frequency, and a lower
resistive loss in the coil from shortening the copper tube, while main-
taining sufficient insulation. In order to explain these general trends in
performance, we created a simple theoretical framework to model the
hysteresis power loss, the power loss through the insulation, and the
resistive power loss in the coil. Using this framework, it was shown that
when the induction system was extrapolated to large scale H2 produc-
tion, the efficiency of the system is indicated to increase significantly
and could be close to 90%. The framework also indicated that when the
system is scaled up, it could become commercially competitive with
electrolyzers available on the market today.
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COMSOL simulations 
 

Throughout the paper, we assumed that the applied magnetic field inside the coil is given by the 

expression for an infinitely long coil, 𝐵 = µ0 𝐼𝑁 ℎ⁄ . This is a simplification compared to a real coil 

of finite dimensions, where the magnetic field will vary spatially, but also will be affected by the 

presence of a magnetic material inside the coil. Here, we investigate the validity of this 

approximation for the three coil geometries without a core material and with a core material 

representing a typical experimental value for the present system. The relative magnetic 

permeabilities (µr) used in the simulations are given below. 

 

The investigation was carried out using a finite element analysis in Comsol 5.2. The magnetic field 

was modelled using Comsol’s Magnetic and electric field module, solving Amperes law and current 

conservation. The three different coils were simulated using a 2D axi-symmetric model. The coils 

were assumed to consist of copper rings with a conductivity of 5.998107 S/m. The thermal 

insulation was assumed to have the same electromagnetic properties as air and thereby zero 

electrical conductivity. The electrical conductivity of the magnetic material was also set to zero, 

reflecting the low conductivity of the aluminum oxide support and that the magnetic material was in 

the form of nanoparticles. The boundaries on the side, 25 cm away from the coil, were given by an 

impedance boundary condition. The amount of energy put into the coil was below 50 mW at full 

power. The solution was found using the stationary solver in the frequency domain, with a mesh of 

more than 300000 elements. 

  

Coil with air (µr=1) 

Figure S1 shows the results of the Comsol simulations relative to 𝐵 = µ0 𝐼𝑁 ℎ⁄ . It is observed that 

the field is strongest in the centre of the coils and is generally lower than that predicted by the 

simple magnetic field expression. The reduction of the centre magnetic field is about 15% for the 



two short coils and 3% for the long coil. It is also noted that the long coil has a significant region 

with a field close to that in the centre. 

 

   
Figure S1: Norm of B-field obtained in finite element calculations relative to the field for an infinitely long air coil, B=µ0IN/h with 

no magnetic material inside the coils. The frequency of the applied current was 189 kHz, From left to right, the figure shows the wide 

coil, the short coil and the long coil. The white arrows indicate a snapshot of the magnetic field direction. 

 

Coil with core of magnetic material (µr=3.7) 

Based on VSM data obtained for Bmax = 25 mT at a temperature of 500C, we estimated the real 

part of the relative magnetic permeability to µr=3.7 and repeated the simulation with a core of this 

material.  The results are shown in Figure S2 relative to the field for an infinitely long air coil: 𝐵 =

µ0 𝐼𝑁 ℎ⁄ . 

 



   
Figure S2: Norm of B-field obtained in finite element calculations relative to the field for an infinitely long air coil, B= µrµ0IN/h with 

a magnetic material with a real relative permeability of µ𝒓=3.7. The frequency of the applied current was 189 khz, From left to right, 

the figure shows the wide coil, the short coil and the long coil. The white arrows indicate a snapshot of the magnetic field direction. 

The magnetic field intensity is observed to be concentrated in the magnetic material and is, as for 

the air filled coil, strongest in the centre of the magnetic material. The radial dependence of the field 

strength is weak and it is observed to decay rapidly near the ends of the coils, i.e., the field is 

localized to the part of the sample which is inside a coil. The field is most uniform over the 

magnetic material in the long coil. Comparing to the field for an infinitely long air coil, we find a 

reduction of the centre magnetic field of about 23 % for the two short coils and 5% for the long coil.  

 

 

Curie temperature determination 

 

Curie temperature measurements were made by recording the magnetization of the sample under 

cooling from 950°C to 200°C at absolute ramp of 5°C/min under a flow of 150 ml/min of 2.4 mol% 

H2 in Ar. During this, a data point was recorded every 2 seconds. A lag between the temperature of 

the sample and the temperature measured by the temperature-sensor in the VSM caused an 

underestimation of the Curie-temperature of around 10°C, which corresponds to a sample temperature 

lag of 1-2 minutes at above 700°C. The Curie temperature was determined after exposure of the 

sample to the mildly reducing atmosphere at 800°C for at least 12 h to ensure stable sample properties. 

The Curie temperature was estimated using Grommé’s two-tangent method [1]. This method defines 

the Curie-temperature as the temperature at the intersect between two tangent lines situated before 

and after the drop in magnetization, respectively (Figure S3). 

In our calculations, this was done by fitting the first straight line to the magnetization curve from 

halfway between the minimum and the zero-point of the second derivative of the magnetization curve 

to halfway between the zero-point and the maximum in the second derivative of the magnetization 



curve (see Figure S3). The second straight line was fitted to the magnetization curve between 930°C 

and 950°C. The intersection of these lines was found to 877°C. Grommé’s method has a tendency to 

overestimate the Curie temperature by 10-15°C [2] (estimated on basalt containing magnetite). This 

means, that the thermal lag from the measurement, and the overestimation in the method will 

counteract each other, leading to a possible systematic error of up to 10°C in the reported value. 

 

 
 

Figure S3: Schematic of two-tangent method for determination of the Curie temperature. 
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42 PAPERS AND RESULTS

3.3 Paper III: Tunability of CoNi Nanoparticle

Composition for Optimal and Curie-temperature-

controlled Induction-heated Catalysis

Following the work done in Paper I and Paper II, we synthesized a range of Cox
Ni(100−x)/Al2O3 with x varying from 10 to 90 mol% in steps of 10 mol%, and made
a systematic study of the influence of the CoNi nanoparticle composition on the
magnetic and catalytic properties, and how this relates to performance in induction
heated SMR.

The study showed that the catalytic properties and magnetic heating proper-
ties of the material are inversely correlated. A low Co-content resulted in a large
potential for heating at low temperatures, but with a low Curie temperature. The
opposite was true for the samples with high Co-contents. Additionally, the Curie
temperature put a hard limit on the maximum achievable temperature in the in-
duction heated reactor, with samples reaching a maximum in temperature approx.
30-40� under their respective TC’s. Increasing the Co content in the sample showed
an approximately linear increase in TC, and an increase in the magnetic hardness
of the material. This increase in magnetic hardness necessitated the use of higher
applied magnetic fields in the induction heated reactor, in order to access the larger
hysteresis area. The samples with higher Co contents (> 40 mol% Co) were not lim-
ited by their TC’s, and could reach methane conversions of > 90 %. Tests performed
in the induction heated reactor showed a strong qualitative correlation between the
magnetic hysteresis measurements and the heating performance during induction
heated SMR.

The work laid out in this paper presents the possibility of tuning the maximum
operational temperature to avoid overheating of a reaction by tuning Curie tem-
perature of the material. The tunability of the Cox Ni(100−x)/Al2O3 system also
presents the opportunity of optimizing reactor performance by tuning heat transfer
and reaction kinetics via the composition of the CoNi particles.
This paper is currently in preparation
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Abstract

Induction-heating by magnetic hysteresis of nanoparticles inside chemical reactors

is an interesting new approach for direct and electrified heating of high-temperature

endothermic catalytic reactions. Here, we show how it is possible to tune the induction

heating for steam methane reforming, using samples of ∼ 30 nm CoxNi(100−x) particles

on Al2O3 with well-defined alloy compositions (x varying from 10 to 90, in steps of
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10). We find that the heating increases with increasing Ni-content at lower temper-

atures and smaller induction fields due to Ni being magnetically softer than Co, but

the maximum heating temperature increases with Co-content due to the Curie tem-

perature being higher for Co than for Ni. Specifically, the sample Curie temperature

increases approximately linearly with Co-content and sets for each alloy a hard limit

to the maximum operation temperature in the induction-heated reactor. The compro-

mise between magnetic softness, Curie temperature, and catalytic activity leads to an

optimum Co-Ni sample composition at a given operation temperature and induction

field amplitude. The hard Curie temperature limit prevents overheating. The mag-

netic properties obtained on the Co-Ni particles are generally applicable to heating of

catalytic reactions. Based on the results, Co-Ni compositions can be chosen in order to

tune heat transport and reaction kinetics down through a reactor to optimize reactor

performance.
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Introduction

Steam methane reforming (SMR) is a highly endothermic process, in which hydrogen and

carbon monoxide are produced by converting methane and steam at temperatures of up to

950 ◦C.1 This process, which happens via reactions 1. 2,

CH4 + H2O = 3H2 + CO

(
∆H◦ = 206.15

kJ

mol

)
(1)

CO + H2O = H2 + CO2

(
∆H◦ = −41.16

kJ

mol

)
(2)

Around 75% of the world’s hydrogen is produced from natural gas,2 primarily through SMR.2

Most of the hydrogen is used in the production of ammonia for fertilizers.1 SMR currently

accounts for about 3 % of the world’s CO2 emission.3,4 In the case of a tubular reformer,

the heat and high temperatures needed are achieved through gas burners on the outside of

the reactor tube.1 This results in significant CO2 emissions but also slows start-up times for

the reactor, which is on the order of days.5 Moreover, external burners to drive endothermic

reactions also result in a radial temperature gradient from the hot surface of the reactor

tube to the relatively colder center. In industrial applications, heat transfer limitations

limit catalyst utilization to around 10% of the available catalytic activity.1 In conventional

heating of steam reforming, this heat transfer from burners to catalyst is the limiting factor.6

In addition, it is highly energy inefficient, with approximately 50% of the energy from the

burners driving the reaction.1 To combat this, conventional reactors use large heat exchangers

to bring the overall efficiency of the reformer to > 90%.1

One possible way to tackle simultaneously the heat transfer-challenge and the CO2 emis-

sion from the burners, is to utilize induction heating.6 Induction heating has the potential

to heat locally ”from the inside”, hence supplying heat where it is needed while avoiding

large temperature gradients across the reactor tube. At the same time, the heat can be

supplied by electricity from renewable sources. In that case, an AC conducting coil, which

is wound around susceptor material, produces an alternating magnetic field (”the induction

3



field”). Energy is then transferred directly to the susceptor inside the reactor, where it can

be converted into heat through either magnetic hysteresis or eddy current losses. In case of

eddy current losses, a current is induced in a conducting material and this heats the ma-

terial through resistive losses. This effect is pronounced in larger (> micrometer) metallic

structures. In case of hysteresis heating, the field-reversals of the magnetization in the sam-

ple induce an energy loss (hysteresis loss).7 If the susceptor material consists of magnetic

nanoparticles on a non-conductive and non-magnetic support, then the induction heating is

due to hysteresis heating of the particles and not due to eddy currents.7

Up to now, an often pursued application for induction heating of magnetic nanoparti-

cles has been magnetic hypothermia for cancer treatment.8–11 Recently, there has also been a

rapidly growing interest for utilizing magnetic nanoparticles for induction heating of chemical

reactions.6,12–25 This was pioneered by Kirschnings group, who studied liquid-phase reactions

using silica covered iron-oxide core-shell nanoparticle system as heating agent decorated with

catalytically active materials.12 Since then, multiple groups have used induction heating for

various reactions. For instance, Bordet et al. utilized iron-carbide nanoparticles for contin-

uous CO2 hydrogenation,16 Niether et al. used FeC-Ni core-shell nanoparticles to improve

water electrolysis,17 and Meffre et al.18 used iron particles for the exothermic Fischer-Tropsch

process.18 In case of high temperature endothermic processes, dry reforming was performed

by Varsano et al.,22 using a compacted disc of Ni40Co60 powder, and Marbaix et al.23 who

used a range of Fe-Co nanoparticle samples on silica-alumina support to tune the heating

properties and Curie temperature. Induction-heated SMR was demonstrated using a spinel-

supported dual functionality Co-Ni nanoparticle system which works both as catalyst and

magnetic susceptor.5,6,24 These many successful demonstrations of nanoparticles as heating

agents for different reactions suggest great promise for novel and sustainable applications

but also an increasing need for ways to study and tune induction heating and magnetic

properties of magnetic materials.
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Here, we present a comprehensive study of the tunability of the magnetic properties of

Co-Ni nanoparticles for induction-heating by varying the ratio of cobalt to nickel. We use

the magnetic characteristics for Co-Ni particles with a range of well-defined compositions

and comparable particle sizes to predict trends and Curie-temperature-control of heating

in induction-heated SMR. Based on this, we are able to provide a scheme to estimate the

optimum ratio of cobalt to nickel for induction-heating at induction fields of 10-55 mT and

temperatures of 200-950 ◦C.

Methods

Synthesis

Samples of CoxNi(100−x) nanoparticles (with x varying from 10 to 90 mol%) on a porous

aluminium oxide support were synthesized using the method developed by Vinum et al.5

Detailed characterization of the dual-function system can also be found in the paper by

Vinum et al.. After synthesis, the samples were reduced in pure hydrogen at 850 ◦C for 4

hours, followed by a passivation at 25◦C in 1% O2 in N2.
24 An overview of the samples used

in this study, along with materials characterisation using the techniques below, can be found

in Tab. 1.

Analyses

Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a PANAlytical X’PERT PRO diffrac-

tometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). The < 125 µm grain fraction for each

sample was measured between 5◦ < 2Θ < 75◦, and analysed neglecting lattice strain. The

average crystallite size was found via the Scherrer equation.

X-ray flourescence (XRF) was performed on a Rigaku, Supermini200 WD-XR, using a

method based on ISO 12677.

Inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) was performed
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on an Agilent 720 ES ICP-OES system, as in Mortensen et al.6

Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) measurements were performed by use of a LakeShore

7407 VSM. A LakeShore 74034 oven option was used to control the temperature. The sam-

ples were loaded in Lakeshore BN cups during measurement. The sample chamber and oven

were connected to a volumetric flow of around 100 mL
min

of 2.4 vol.% H2 in argon. The hys-

teresis measurements were performed between ±Bapp, for values of Bapp of 5 mT to 55 mT

in steps of 5 mT, and furthermore for 100 mT, 500 mT and 1500 mT. Temperatures used

for these investigations ranged from 200 to 950 ◦C, in steps of 50 ◦C. Curie temperature

(TC) measurements were performed in a constant field of 10 mT while cooling from 950 to

200 ◦C at 5
◦C
min

. TC was estimated as in Almind et al.,24 by fitting two straight lines to the

magnetization-curve obtained in the TC measurements. The first line is fitted from halfway

between the minimum to the zero-point in the second derivative of the magnetization-curve

to the halfway-point between the maximum and the zero-point in the second derivative of

the curve (for a visual representation of this, see the supporting information of Almind et

al.24). The second line was fitted to the magnetization-curve from 930-950◦C. The intersec-

tion between these two straight lines is taken as the Curie temperature. In Almind et al.,24

we estimate a possible systematic error of up to 10 ◦C in TC.

Intrinsic activity measurements were performed in a lab-scale plug flow reactor similar

to the one used in Mortensen et al.6 The reactor was loaded with 20-200 mg sample, in

the center of which a thermo pocket was placed to monitor temperature. A grain fraction

of 125 − 300µm was used in all measurements. The intrinsic activity was measured under

isothermal conditions at both 450 and 500 ◦C in a gas flow of 2 NL
h

CH4, 0.8 NL
h

H2, 6.45

g
h

H2O, at 1.2 bar. The dry gas was analyzed by an Agilent 7590 gas chromatograph thermal

conductivity detector/flame ionization detector (GC-TCD/FID).

Measurement of methane conversion driven by induction heating was investigated for

each sample in a reforming bench scale reactor.24 Here, approximately 5 g of sample with

grain fraction 1-1.3 mm was placed in a quartz tube (with inner diameter of 1.3 cm), and
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centered in a water-cooled induction coil (with 17 turns, 13.5 cm tall and 2.5 cm inner

diameter). Insulating material from Promasil26 was placed between the quartz tube and the

coil. An AC current (up to approximately 180 A) with a frequency of approx. 195 kHz, was

delivered to the coil by an UPT-S2 Ultraflex power supply. An ABB EQ series energy meter

measured the power input to the power supply. Gasses were fed to the system using Brooks

SLA850 type digital flowmeters which had an estimated uncertainty of ±2%. The methane

and hydrogen gas were of grade 3.5 and 4, respectively. A Knauer Smartline HPLC pump

(with an estimated uncertainty of ±3%) was used to deliver vaporized demineralized water.

When running experiments, the tubing from the Knauer pump to the reactor was traced to

> 110 ◦C. Water was removed from the gas using an Armstrong 11 LD drain tap, and the

dry gas was analyzed using an Agilent 7890B system, equipped with a GC-TDC/FID gas

chromatograph. Before running an experiment, the passivated Co-Ni sample was reduced in

a mixture of 50% H2 in N2, while induction-heated to 400 ◦C. Afterwards, the sample was

heated via induction to the reaction temperature, and H2, CH4, and steam were introduced.

For both the intrinsic activity measurements and induction-heated reactor studies, the

conversion of methane, χCH4, was calculated based on the carbon balance as:

χCH4 =
yCO + yCO2

yCO + yCO2 + yCH4

(3)

where the molar fraction of the x’th compound in the dry gas is denoted as yx.

χeq, the equilibrium conversion of methane, in Fig. 5 is calculated via. HSC Chemistry 5.1.

Results and discussion

Particle sizes and compositions

Table 1 shows the crystallite sizes, DCo,Ni, of the Co-Ni samples together with particle com-

positions and loadings obtained by XRD, XRF, ICP-OES. The crystallite sizes were found to
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be in the narrow range of 25-35 nm for all samples. This is in agreement with the results by

Vinum et al.,5 who synthesized samples of Co50Ni50/Al2O3 by the same synthesis and found

particle sizes of ca. 25 nm by XRD and ca. 40 nm by transmission electron microscopy. XRD

also shows that the metal loadings (Co+Ni wt%) are similar for all samples (33 ± 2 wt%)

and in agreement with the stoichiometric content of 33 wt%. Correspondingly, XRF and

ICP-OES show total Co and Ni loadings of 31.4± 0.5 wt% and 32.7± 0.8 wt%. Moreover,

as seen from Table 1, XRF and ICP-OES confirm the nominal Co-Ni compositions to be

correct within 0.5 %.

Table 1: XRD, XRF and ICP-OES analyses on the series of Co-Ni samples. All samples
were studied after reactor studies, except for *, which was a fresh sample. Co50Ni50,i.f. is an
inlet fraction (top layer) of the sample bed in the reactor. Percentages of Co and Ni are
atomic% of Co+Ni metal loading.

Sample XRD XRF ICP
DCo,Ni Co,Ni Al Co Ni Co+Ni Co Ni Co+Ni
[nm] [wt%] [wt%] [mol%] [mol%] [wt%] [mol%] [mol%] [wt%]

Co20Ni80 28.3 33 30 20 80 31 20 80 33
Co40Ni60 30.4 34 30 40 60 32 40 60 32
Co50Ni50* 27.6 34 30 50 50 32 - - -
Co50Ni50 34.9 33 30 50 50 31 - - -
Co50Ni50,i.f. 35.3 32 - - - - - - -
Co60Ni40 26.4 34 30 60 40 31 60 40 33
Co70Ni30 25.7 34 30 70 30 31 70 30 33

Curie temperature

Figure 1 shows the mass-specific magnetization, σR, of the Co-Ni samples in a static field

of 10 mT at temperatures up to 950 ◦C, normalized to the σR-value at 200 ◦C. From these

measurements, the TC’s, were determined to 617, 795, 850 and 921 ◦C for samples Co20Ni80,

Co40Ni60, Co50Ni50, and Co60Ni40, respectively. From this, TC was observed to increase lin-

early with increasing Co-content in agreement with data in Bozorth27 (see Fig.1b), which

showed an almost linear change in TC with composition between Ni (TC=358 ◦C27) and Co

(TC=1121 ◦C27). For the Cox-N(100−x)/Al2O3 samples with x ≥ 70% Co, TC was above the
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maximum recorded temperature of 950 ◦C, and could not be determined. In general, the

drop in magnetization close to TC was sharp for different samples, with the steepest part

of the slopes occurring over a range of approx. 75 ◦C. This reflects narrow Co-Ni composi-

tions, where the individual nanoparticles have Co-Ni compositions within ca. ±5wt% of the

nominal compositions of the samples. This is agreement with detailed chemical analyses of

individual particles in a similar Co50Ni50/Al2O3 sample.5

(a) (b)

Figure 1: a) Mass-specific magnetization in a field of 10 mT, normalized to the value at
200 ◦C, as a function of temperature for each sample. The Curie temperatures determined
from the curves by Gromme’s two-tangent method are marked on the temperature axis for
samples Co20Ni80 (617 ◦C, orange), Co40Ni60 (795 ◦C, black), and Co50Ni50 (850 ◦C, yellow).
For sample Co60Ni40, the TC of 921 ◦C (blue) was estimated as from where the tangent of
the steepest part of the slope crossed the T-axis. b) Experimentally obtained values for TC,
with the same colorscheme as a), along with values from litterature (in gray), taken from
Bozorth.27

Hysteresis heating

Figure 2a shows the parameters extracted from the hysteresis measurements: the hystere-

sis area, Wh, the coercive field, µ0HC, and the remnant mass-specific magnetization, σR.

Specifically, the hysteresis area, Wh, is the amount of energy dissipated as heat per mass

of sample, per field cycle with a given field amplitude, Bapp (maximal applied field in the

hysteresis loop), and at temperature, T :
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Wh(Bapp, T ) =

∮

Bapp

σ(B, T )dB (4)

We found the value of Wh(Bapp, T ) by area integration of the hysteresis loops (Fig. 2a) using

the trapezoidal rule, giving the values of Wh(Bapp, T ) in units of J
kg

. As an example, Fig. 2b

and 2c shows for Co40Ni60 how the hysteresis loop changes with applied field amplitude at

constant temperature (550 ◦C, Fig. 2b) and with temperature at constant field amplitude

(55 mT, Fig. 2c). If the hysteresis behaviour is independent of the induction field frequency,

f , then the heat loss per sample mass due to hysteresis, can be found as:

P = Wh(Bapp, T ) ∗ f. (5)

The value of P corresponds to the specific absorption rate (SAR) often reported in induction

studies of magnetic nanoparticles18,19,23 and typically given in units of W/g.
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Figure 2: Magnetic hysteresis measurements. a) Sketch of a hysteresis loop with relevant
parameters: maximum applied field, Bapp, coercive field, µ0H0, remnant magnetization, σR,
and hysteresis area, Wh. b) Examples of hysteresis loops as a function of Bapp for Co40Ni60.
c) Examples of hysteresis loops as a function of temperature for Co40Ni60/Al2O3.
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Figure 3 summarizes the values of the parameters Wh, µ0HC, σR for all the Co-Ni samples

as a function of temperature (250 - 950 ◦C) at field amplitudes of 20 mT, 55 mT and 1500 mT.

Here, 1500 mT is the largest field applied in this study and shows the saturation properties

of the materials, 55 mT is close to the maximum field amplitude obtainable in our induction-

heated reforming setup, and 20 mT is in the middle of the range of field amplitudes typically

applied in our induction-heated reforming setup.

From Fig. 3 it can can be seen that the sample which has the largest hysteresis area,

Wh, varies with field amplitude and temperature. Hence, there is no single answer to which

sample is most suitable for induction heating it depends on available Bapp and desired T and

hence on applications.

Specifically we note from Fig. 3 that at a field amplitude Bapp of 20 mT and tempera-

tures of around 250 ◦C, Wh is larger for the samples with lower Co content, with Co20Ni80

having the largest Wh. However, upon increasing temperature Wh decays quickly for the

Co20Ni80 sample compared to the more Co-rich samples due to its lower TC. For the samples

with higher cobalt content, Wh start from progressively lower values at 20 mT and 250 ◦C,

increases with temperature until it falls off when approaching TC. The peak in Wh for Bapp=

20 mT is found at progressively higher temperatures for increasing Co-content for samples

Co40Ni60, Co50Ni50, Co60Ni40, and Co70Ni30, i.e. at different T , different compositions pro-

vide the maximal value of Wh.

The increase in Wh with temperature at a low field amplitude of Bapp = 20mT is an

effect of the hysteresis loops being minor loops at low temperatures. When the temperature is

increased, the coercive field decreases, as can be seen from the change in µ0HC with increasing

temperature for Bapp = 1500 mT (Fig. 3). The decrease in µ0HC with temperature is a

magnetic ”softening” of the materials which makes more of the hysteresis loop accessible

by the applied field (here 20 mT). The peak in Wh is not seen for the Co-Ni samples when

measured at Bapp = 55 mT and 1500mT. In these cases, the applied field amplitude is higher
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than the coercive field at all temperatures (cf. the coercive field measured at 1500 mT is 25

mT or lower for all samples). However, the fact that the intermediate composition Co50Ni50

has the largest Wh at 55 mT, suggests that the full hysteresis area for the magnetically

harder, more Co-rich samples (60-80 mol.%Co), is still not revealed at this field amplitude.

The maximum values in Wh vs. Co-Ni composition shows a maximum at around 50

mol% Co at 55 mT (black dotted line in Fig. 4). At 55 mT, the Co50Ni50 sample shows

the largest heating among the different samples at approx. 500-700 ◦C, cf. Fig. 3. The

dissipated energy is around 0.5 J/kg sample at 500 ◦C. At an AC-field frequency of 200 kHz,

this would correspond to an anticipated heat dissipation of ca. 100 W/gsample or ca. 300

W/gCoNi, cf. Eq. 5.

We note that the samples do not show superparamagnetic behaviour. In case of super-

paramagnetism, the hysteresis parameters Wh, µ0HC, σR would become zero above at the

so-called blocking temperature,28 but these three parameters all have distinct values up close

to the Curie temperature, cf. Fig. 3. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the hysteresis

behavior is independent of frequency for applications, at least in the range of some hundred

kHz.

Based on the VSM results, we predict samples with high nickel content to heat more

efficiently at lower temperatures in the reactor than samples with a high cobalt content,

but also that the heating of Ni-rich samples are restricted to lower temperatures by their

TC. Conversely, the high Co-mol% samples are less restricted by their TC, but show less

heating as the material has a lower hysteresis area for the same field amplitude. In Fig.

5, the Wh-curve for the sample with the maximum hysteresis area at that temperature has

been plotted as a function of temperature for Bapp =50, 30, and 10 mT. This shows that

there is an optimal Co to Ni ratio for maximal heating, depending on the desired operation

temperature of reactor and the magnetic field amplitude of the setup. By extension, this

means there should be an optimum Co to Ni ratio to maximize methane conversion while

minimizing power input.
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Figure 3: Plots of hysteresis area Wh, coercive field µ0HC, and remanence σR as a function
of temperature for field amplitudes Bapp = 20, 55, and 1500 mT.

Intrinsic activity and optimization

Co-Ni particles may function both as heating agents and as catalysts for induction-heated

SMR.5,6 Due to the dual functionality, the optimal Co-Ni composition will depend both on

magnetic properties (described above) and catalytic properties, spanning from Ni, which

is a preferred catalysts for steam reforming, to Co, which has very low activity towards

steam reforming.29 Figure 4 shows the intrinsic reaction rate at 450 ◦C and 500 ◦C, the

Curie temperatures, and the maximum hysteresis area for each sample at a Bapp of 55 mT.

There is a clear decline in activity towards zero as the cobalt content increases, opposed
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by an increasing TC. There is an apparent optimum in hysteresis area for Co50Ni50/Al2O3.

From Fig. 4 it can be seen that utilizing these high TC nanoparticles for high temperature

application comes with a compromise in catalytic activity. This tunability of the magnetic

and catalytic properties of CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3 comes as a consequence of cobalt and nickel

being fully miscible in all proportions.27

Figure 4: Intrinsic methane conversion obtained from activity measurements (in blue), with
dashed lines as guides to the eye, maximal hysteresis area Wh at Bapp = 55 mT (in black)
with dashed line connecting points, and Curie temperature (in red) with a solid guide to the
eye, all as a function of cobalt-content. The dashed red guide to the eye is the estimated TC

for samples with TC > 950 ◦C
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Figure 5: The curve-section with the maximum hysteresis heating Wh of all the samples in
a certain temperature-range plotted as a function of temperature for Bapp = 10, 30, and 50
mT. The theoretical equilibrium methane conversion, χeq, as a function of temperature is
plotted as a dashed line.

Induction-heated reforming

We tested the trends seen for Wh against steam reforming measurements driven by induction

heating. Figure 6 shows the temperature obtained by induction-heated SMR for samples

Co20Ni80 and Co40Ni60 as a function of field amplitude Bapp, for flows of 100, 250 and 500 NmL
min

CH4, at a steam to carbon ratio of 2. The maximum temperature reached in a flow of 100

NmL
min

CH4 in Fig. 6 was 588 ◦C and 757 ◦C for Co20Ni80 and Co40Ni60, respectively, which is

29 and 38 ◦C below the estimated TC for the respective samples (dashed lines in Fig. 6). This

agrees with a power balance achieved in the system below TC between heat dissipated by

hysteresis, heat consumed by the SMR reaction, and heat lost to the surroundings through

the reactor walls and by the gas flow. The points in Fig. 6 that had the highest temperature

for these two samples had an average methane conversion of 57 % for Co20Ni80 and 94 %

for Co40Ni60. Considering the equilibrium conversion (plotted in Fig. 5), temperatures of

600 ◦C and 750 ◦C would give conversions of around 60 and 96 %, respectively, which is
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similar to the conversions obtained experimentally. The obtained operational temperatures

also match the temperatures of 600 ◦C and 750 ◦C above which the Wh-curves in Fig. 3 have

almost fully decayed.

These results demonstrate that the SMR operation temperature can be tuned using the

composition. This is generally very interesting as a way to avoid overheating in catalytic

processes. The maximum operating temperature could only be seen for the Co20Ni80 and

Co40Ni60 samples, as the induction-heated reforming setup was not designed to operate

temperatures higher than approx. 870 ◦C, but similar behavior at higher temperatures is

expected below TC for the different samples.

Figure 7 shows the methane conversion χCH4
as a function of Bapp for each sample, at a

flow of 250 NmL
min

CH4. It can be seen that the Co20Ni80 sample responds quickly even to a

very low field amplitude, but is also limited to a very low operating temperature and hence

low conversion, as a result of the low TC. This agrees with what was seen in the VSM results

(Fig. 3), where the Co20Ni80 sample has a large hysteresis area compared to the other sam-

ples at a low field and low temperatures. As the cobalt content increases, the samples can

heat to higher temperatures as TC increases, which is also reflected in the curves in Fig. 7.

Notice, that a higher Bapp is necessary to reach the same conversion when the cobalt content

increases. This correlates with the increasing magnetic hardness with increasing Co-content

(see Fig. 7). In practice, this could indicate a benefit from tuning the induction-coil to

the most optimal Bapp for the sample in question, at the specific temperature needed, thus

reducing the power needed to drive the induction field.

In this study, we have run SMR with one Co-Ni composition at a time, but the difference

in magnetic and hence induction properties for the different Co-Ni samples could potentially

be exploited to make layered reactors in order to further optimize the methane conversion.

Specifically, using the most reactive, Ni-rich, samples at the top of the reactor, and shifting
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towards the cobalt-rich samples in the bottom where the low intrinsic activity is compen-

sated by the high temperatures, allows for engineering an overall high reaction rate through

the entire catalyst bed. As seen from Fig. 5, the optimal layering of material depends on

the field amplitude, dictating Co50Ni50 being the first layer for Bapp = 50 mT, and Co20Ni80

being the first layer for Bapp=30 and 10 mT.

Figure 6: Outlet temperature of steam methane reformer as a function of field amplitude.
Orange data are for Co20Ni80 and black data for Co40Ni60. Guides to the eye added for
ease of viewing: 100 NmL

min
CH4 (solid), 250 NmL

min
CH4 (dashed), and 500 NmL

min
CH4 (dotted).

Horisontal dashed lines at 617 ◦C and 795 ◦C are the TC’s for samples Co20Ni80 and Co20Ni80,
respectively. Error bars indicate the standard deviation from repeated measurements (n ≥
3).
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Figure 7: Average methane conversion as a function of field amplitude, for all samples, at
a flow of 250 NmL

min
, with solid lines as guides to the eye. Error bars indicate the standard

deviation from repeated measurements (n ≥ 3). The outlet temperature of the last datapoint
is annotated in the figure.
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Conclusions

We have shown for 30 nm Co-Ni particles that the amount of heat delivered to the steam

reforming reaction through induction-heating directly relates to the magnetic properties of

the Co-Ni material measured by VSM. The magnetic properties can be tuned by changing

the Co:Ni ratio. High Ni-content gives rise to high initial hysteresis area and high intrin-

sic activities, but low Curie temperature. On the other hand, high Co-content gives rise

to smaller hysteresis heating and lower intrinsic activities, but higher operation tempera-

tures. The hysteresis heating plotted versus temperature show a peak-feature, when the

field amplitude is below the coercive field due to the hysteresis loops being minor loops at

low temperatures. The Curie temperature represents a hard upper bound for the opera-

tional temperatures available for induction-heated steam reforming, and is freely tunable

between cobalt’s and nickel’s Curie temperatures by changing the Co:Ni ratio. This hard

upper bound presents an opportunity to tune the maximum operational temperature in a

reactor to avoid overheating, as the material properties auto-regulates the temperature to be

below a certain value. This means that there is an optimum temperature-range of operation

for a certain Co:Ni-ratio and field amplitudes. This, coupled with the trends seen for the

hysteresis areas, could potentially be utilized in a layered-style reactor, with each material

being placed in the temperature-zone where their induction-heating is the most optimal, and

with induction-coils tuned to these conditions, hence minimizing the required energy needed

to heat the reactor.
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3.4 Universal Susceptors

In the CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3 system studied in Paper I-III, the catalytic and magnetic
properties are intertwined. If the cobalt content increases, the Curie temperature
increases, the material gets a higher maximum hysteresis area, and a lower intrinsic
activity (as shown in Paper III). Optimizing the magnetic and catalytic proper-
ties individually would necessitate a separation of cobalt from nickel. However, if
the nickel is separated from the cobalt, the cobalt is no longer stabilized in SMR
conditions[56]. Therefore, the cobalt needs to be shielded from the conditions of the
reaction somehow, in order to optimize the magnetic heating.

This resulted in our group pursuing a ”universal susceptor”. In this thesis, a
universal susceptor is defined as: ”a material that can be heated via an alternating
magnetic field under reaction conditions to high temperatures, (≥ 200 �), while
remaining non-reactive, and having the ability to be impregnated, or mixed, with
catalyst”. Two potential universal susceptors were investigated: treated cobalt-
aluminium powder (the ”Co-Al2O3 system”), and treated iron-chromium-aluminium
powder (the ”FeCr-Al2O3 system”). These materials have the ability to create an
alumina shell when exposed to the right oxidizing conditions. The idea is that this
shell could protect the magnetic material from the harsh conditions in a reactor.

The following two sections summarize the results of the investigations of the Co-
Al2O3 system and the FeCr-Al2O3 system as potential universal susceptors. This
was a collaborative work, where I was in charge of the magnetic characterisation of
the systems. Kimmie K. Moerner prepared and investigated the FeCr-Al2O3 system
in her Master’s project, and Nikolaj Ø. Langemark prepared and investigated the
Co-Al2O3 system in his Master’s project. Activity measurements on the Co-Al2O3

system was performed by our partners and Danish Technological institute by Jakob
S. Engbæk and Søren B. Vendelbo.

Cobalt-aluminium

In order to explore the possibility of a universal susceptor, we studied how to pref-
erentially oxidise Co79Al21 in order to form a protective shell of alumina around a
cobalt core. Via SEM and XRD, it was shown that for particles of around 5 µm this
preferential oxidation could yield a cobalt-rich core with a layer of approx. 0.5µm
alumina-shell. However, for particles larger than 5 µm, the particles showed a layer
of approx. 0.4-0.5 µm, where the aluminium had been drawn out of the alloy, with
the majority of the particle interior remaining Co79Al21. The sample presented in
this section was synthesized by ball-milling commercial Co79Al21 (from Goodfellow),
after which the powder was heated to 900 � for 10 hours in 5 vol.% H2 in Ar, which
had passed through a gas bubbler filled with water at 0 �.
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VSM was performed on the sample to investigate the hysteresis-heating capabil-
ities of the material, and the results can be seen in Fig. 3.1(a). Here it can be seen
how the treatment of the sample more than doubles Wh below 700 � in Bapp = 45
mT, with Wh showing a maximum of 0.15 J

kg
at 700 �. As the samples approach

their TC at 855 �, the difference shrinks, as Wh approaches zero. The TC of 855 �
indicates that the majority of the magnetic material in the sample remains Co79Al21,
with no evidence of the formation of pure Co. In order to draw out more of the
aluminium, future studies could focus on ball milling of the powdered alloy in order
to get smaller particles (≤ 5 µm). As seen in Paper IV, it may also be beneficial
to reduce the particle size further, down to the nanoscale (the SD size range), to
optimize hysteresis heating. Also, the calculations performed in Sec. 1.3 found hys-
teresis heating to be the dominating heat generating process up until approx. 8.5 µm.

The Co-Al2O3 sample was mixed with acatalyst of Ni NPs on a MgAl2O4 sup-
port. The sample could be heated to > 600 � in a bench scale induction heated
SMR reactor using only induction heating. In Fig. 3.1(b) it can be seen how the sys-
tem could reach approx. 90% conversion or above, for 100, 150, and 200 NmL

min
of CH4.

These results show a proof-of-concept for how a cobalt-aluminium core-shell sys-
tem can be synthesized and used as a ”universal susceptor” for endothermic reactions
when mixed with a catalyst and exposed to an alternating magnetic field. Shown in
this study for SMR using a Ni catalyst.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: a) Wh as a function of temperature for the Co-Al2O3 core/shell sample
at Bapp = 45 mT. b) Methane conversion as a function of applied field in the lab-
scale hysteresis heated reforming setup of the Co-Al2O3 core/shell system for a
hydrogen flow of 100 NmL

min
(blue), 150 NmL

min
, and 200 NmL

min
, with a steam to carbon

ratio of 2.

Iron-chromium-aluminium

Fe70Cr25Al5 was treated in a tube furnace with open ends for 8 hours at 900� in or-
der to create a protective aluminium-oxide shell. Afterwards, the powder was mixed
with MgAl2O4-spinel in a ratio of 1:4 FeCrAl to spinel. Finally, this powder was
then impregnated with 10 wt.% nickel via incipient wet impregnation (IWI) with
Ni(NO3)3. The powder impregnated with Ni(NO3)3 was dried and then calcined at
350 � in air for half an hour. The resulting nickel-oxide nanoparticles were then
reduced in the VSM at 850 � for 12 hours in 2.4 vol.% H2 in Ar, after 2 hours at
200 � to evaporate any moisture present in the sample.

VSM was used to investigate the magnetic properties of this material, to check
that the Ni catalyst particles had not alloyed with the FeCr, and that the hysteresis-
properties would be high enough to heat the material to high temperatures (> 200
�). The TC curve for the material can be seen in Fig. 3.2(a). Several drops in
magnetization are visible in the plot: a clear drop is seen around nickels Curie
temperature at 358 �[23], another drop is seen at 765 � close to TC of iron (770
�[23]), as well as at least two drops in between these two. The clear drop in
magnetization at the TC for nickel indicates that the impregnation was successful
with little to no alloying. The sharp drop in magnetization at around 600� matches
the µ0HC for a phase of approx. Fe75Cr25[23], whereas the gradual drop between 600
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and 750 � could originate from a range of different compositions of iron-chromium
(or iron-chromium-aluminium). The small decay of the signal close to the TC of iron
could indicate that only small amounts of relatively pure iron was formed during
the alumina-forming process.

Wh for this material can be seen for a range of applied fields and temperatures in
Fig. 3.2(b). As evident in this figure, the material does exhibit hysteresis, although
not as high as, for example, the CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3 system (see Paper I-III). The

FeCr-Al2O3 sample exhibits approx. 0.006 J
kg

at 500 � and Bapp = 55 mT, at

approx. 25 wt.% loading of susceptor material, whereas Co50Ni50/Al2O3 system
(see Paper I) exhibited approx. 0.45 J

kg
under the same conditions, with a loading of

33 wt.%. The FeCr-Al2O3 sample was still able to be heated inductively, as found
via calorimetry. Part of this heating could originate from resistive heating via eddy
currents, but further studies are needed in order to answer if this is the case.

This study showed how the FeCr-Al2O3 system could have the potential to be
used as a universal susceptor, although the system is still early in development. A
system like this opens up for a broad range of magnetic heating of catalytic reactions
using a universal susceptor that is not based on cobalt, which might be preferable
in some cases.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: VSM results from the FeCr-Al2O3 sample treated in air, mixed with
MgAl2O4, and impregnated with Ni. a) Curie temperature curve for Ni-impregnated
FeCr-Al2O3 on MgAl-spinel. b) Wh curve for Ni-impregnated FeCr-Al2O3 on
MgAl2O4.
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3.5 Paper IV: Size-dependent magnetic proper-

ties of cobalt nanoparticles for high-temperature

applications

In this paper, we address the role the particle size plays in the energy losses gen-
erating the heat for e.g. SMR. To do this, we synthesized samples with cobalt
nanoparticle sizes ranging from 19-50 nm, and measured the hysteresis properties
of these as a function of applied field (5-1500 mT) and temperature (200-950 �).
The results showed an optimum in Wh, σR, and µ0HC, that depended on the ap-
plied field, temperature, and particle size. We found that a particle size distribution
centred around 24-31 nm for cobalt had the highest hysteresis area in the broadest
range of temperatures and magnetic field amplitudes. This is consistent with the
particles being single domain (SD), but not superparamagnetic (SPM), at high tem-
peratures. This is supported by simple estimates of diameters, where SD particles
becomes SPM and where they become multidomain (MD).

These studies are of general importance for working with the magnetic properties
of cobalt at high temperatures, especially for heating applications, as it gives an
approximate size range for maximizing hysteresis heating as a function of applied
magnetic field and temperature.
This paper is currently in preparation
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Abstract

Cobalt has the highest known Curie temperature (1121 ◦C) and may be used for

high-temperature applications such as induction heating of catalytic reactions. How-

ever, the high-temperature size-dependent behavior of e.g. power losses in Co particles

needs further clarification. To remedy this, we synthesized five samples of polycrys-

talline cobalt nanoparticles with varying particle sizes (19 nm to 50 nm) on porous

support of aluminum-oxide (Al2O3) and studied by vibrating sample magnetometry

(VSM) their magnetic hysteresis properties at magnetic field amplitudes ranging from

5 to 1500 mT and temperatures ranging from 200 to 950 ◦C. From these studies, we

find that Co particles with sizes of around 24 nm show the largest hysteresis area (Wh)

over a large range of fields (from 55 mT and up) and temperatures (200-950 ◦C). The

maximum in hysteresis area shifts towards being for 31 nm particles at a combination

of both large field amplitudes and high temperatures (e.g. 500 mT, 800 ◦C). For a

combination of low applied fields and low temperatures (e.g. 45 mT, 200 ◦C), 19 nm

particles show the largest hysteresis area. The maximum in hysteresis measured by

VSM is shown to agree with particles being single-domain, but not superparamagnetic

at high temperatures.
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Introduction

In all applications of magnetic nanoparticles, it is crucial to understand how the size affects

the magnetic properties of the material. This is not trivial, as the magnetic properties are

a complex interplay of structure, material, temperature, degree of oxidation, defects, shape,

and size distribution. Several groups have, however, studied the effect of particle-size on

magnetic hysteresis properties for various materials both experimentally and theoretically.

For instance, Kneller and Luborsky1 showed a dependence of coercivity and remanence on

single-domain particle size both experimentally and theoretically on an iron-cobalt system at

up to 207 K Lee et al.2 used a hydrothermal polyol process to synthesize a magnetite multi-

grain nanoclusters of well-defined sizes, in a range of 10 to 500 nm, and used this model

system to show a maximum in coercivity as a function of particle size at room tempera-

ture. Li et al.3 performed experimental studies on the effect of size for cube-like magnetite

nanoparticles in the 10-300 nm range, at 300 K, and also found a maximum in the coercive

field as a function of particle size. Through numerical simulations, Bautin et al.4 estimated a

critical size of 32 nm for the magnetic single-domain (SD) to multi-domain (MD) cross-over

in polycrystalline cobalt nanoparticles, and quotes a critical size of 45 nm for monocrys-

talline particles. Several groups, including our own, have been interested in using magnetic

susceptor materials in high temperature catalytic applications.5–11 In these, our group has

focused on cobalt-containing alloys.7,8,10 There has, however, been a lack of research into the

optimal size of cobalt nanoparticles at high temperatures for maximizing hysteresis area.

In this study, we have endeavored to experimentally study how the size of cobalt nanopar-

ticles impacts the magnetic properties in fields ranging from 5 to 1500 mT, and temperatures

ranging from 200 ◦C to 950 ◦C. We investigated the following hysteresis parameters by Vi-

brating Sample Magnetometry (VSM): the coercive field, µ0HC, the mass-specific remnant

magnetization, σR, and the hysteresis area, Wh.
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Estimates of critical sizes for hysteresis

The hysteresis area represents the amount of energy lost through various mechanisms in a

material, and is found by integration of the hysteresis loop:

Wh(Bapp, T ) =

∮

Bapp

σ(B, T ) dB (1)

where Wh is the hysteresis-area (in J
kg

), B is the applied field (in T), Bapp is the field

amplitude (in T), T is the temperature (in ◦C), and σ is the mass-specific magnetization (in

Am2

kg
). Previous studies have shown that there is a maximum in coercive field and hysteresis

area for single-domain particles.1–4

If the particles are small enough, they will enter the superparamagnetic (SPM) regime,

where the thermal energy can overcome the energy-barrier of the anisotropy energy and flip

the magnetization of the nanoparticle. This will happen at some characteristic timescale τ

that depends both on nanoparticle size and temperature. The magnetization will average to

zero if the measuring time, t (0.3 s in the VSM), is longer than this characteristic timescale.

In this case, the hysteresis loop will close such that it has zero coercive field, zero rem-

nant magnetization, and zero hysteresis-area. The relationship between size and blocking

temperature, TB can be estimated by (here assuming uniaxial anisotropy):

TB =
KV

kB ln(αt/τ0)
(2)

where K = 4.3× 105 J
m3 is the anisotropy constant of cobalt at room temperature (RT),4 V

is the volume of the nanoparticle, kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The factor α is usually taken

to be around 100,12 the frequency factor, τ0, is usually taken to be around 10−9 s.12 From

Eq. 2, it can be derived that the onset of superparamagnetism will happen below a particle

size of ca. 8 nm at RT and of ca. 15 nm at 950 ◦C, assuming spherical particles and that K

is the same at RT and at 950 ◦C.

For sufficiently large particles, it will at some point be more energetically favourable to
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form magnetic domains rather than remain SD. The critical particle size for the cross over

between a SD particle and a two-domain (MD) particle can be estimated for a spherical Co

particle with uniaxial anisotropy. We calculate this as the diameter, where the demagnetiza-

tion energy of a SD particle equals the demagnetization energy of a two-domain particle and

the energy of a domain wall through the center of the two-domain particle.12 The energy

contributions are:

Ed =
1

2
µ0V NdM

2
S (3)

where Ed is the demagnetization energy, µ0 is the vacuum permeability, V is the volume (as-

sumed to be spherical), Nd = 1
3

is the demagnetization-factor for a SD sphere (approximating

Nd = 1
6

for the two-domain sphere), and MS is the saturation magnetization.

EBW = π
√
AK × Area (4)

where EBW is the domain wall energy, A is the exchange stiffness, K is the anisotropy

constant of cobalt, and Area is the area of the domain wall (assumed to be that of a circle).

From this, we find the critical diameter for Co at RT to:

dc =
18π
√
AK

µ0M2
S

(5)

As can be seen in Eq. 5, this simple calculation of the critical diameter depends on, A, K, and

the square of MS. Unfortunately, all three parameters depend on temperature,13–16 and are

not well studied at high temperature for fcc cobalt nanoparticles. Myers and Sucksmith15

found (for a macroscopic cobalt crystal) that the mass specific saturation magnetization

went from approx. 162.5 Am2

kg
at -183 ◦C, to 161.8 Am2

kg
at 20 ◦C, 159.1 Am2

kg
at 190 ◦C, to

104.6 Am2

kg
at 945 ◦C, with a change from hcp to fcc at 431 ◦C. The cobalt nanoparticles

studied here retain their fcc structure (the high-temperature phase) at room temperature

(also seen by Shukla et al.17). As the critical diameter in Eq. 5 depends on the square of
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the magnetization, the temperature, as well as the phase, could have a large impact on the

calculated critical diameter. The anisotropy constant, K, is also dependent on temperature14

and particle size,16 and can vary between 170 kJ
m3 to 230 kJ

m3 for fcc cobalt nanoparticles16,18

(although the nanoparticles in these studies were somewhat smaller than the nanoparticles

studied here). Likewise, the exchange stiffness, A, also depends on temperature,13 and can

vary from 1.3×10−11 J
m

and up to 4.3×10−11 J
m

13 for cobalt, with Moreno et al.13 calculating

a value of 3.62×10−11 J
m

for fcc cobalt. This means that calculations of the critical diameter

(via Eq. 5) can vary between 37 nm and 60 nm, using the ranges of parameters listed here

(with σS = 161.8 Am2

kg
,15 at 200 ◦C). The range of 37-60 nm should be an indication of where

we would expect to start to see a drop in the coercive field (and by extension, the hysteresis

area), as it would start to drop when multiple domains start to form.1–3 The coercive field

should then reach a maximum just before this range of sizes. However, given that the range

of sizes that the critical diameter could fall within is quite large, it is evidently challenging

to calculate the critical diameter from parameters found in literature. This means, that

experimental studies are necessary to investigate the magnetic hysteresis behaviour of cobalt

nanoparticles at high temperatures.

Synthesis

Five samples of Co nanoparticles of different sizes supported on porous 1 mm Al2O3 spheres

were synthesized. These were produced by incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) with cobalt

nitrate salt (Co(NO3)2x6H2O), followed by drying in air and a heat treatment processes. Two

different heat treatments were carried out: 1) heat treatment in one step using 5% H2 in

argon atmosphere (samples IN-01, IN-02 and IN-05); and 2) two-step heat treatment, first by

calcining the samples in air and then reducing the samples in pure hydrogen (samples IN-06

and IN-07). By modifying the metal loading and the heat treatment conditions, different

particle sizes were obtained. The preparation details of the five samples are given in Table
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1.

Table 1: Sample preparation details.

H
ea

t
tr

ea
tm

en
t

1

Sample name wt.% Co Drying, Air
Heat treatment,

5% H2

120 ◦C, 3 h
IN-01 10 12 h, RT 500 ◦C 3 h

1000 ◦C, 3 h

IN-02 18 48-72 h, RT

80 ◦C, 3.5 h
120 ◦C, 2 h
500 ◦C 3 h

1000 ◦C, 5 h
120 ◦C, 4 h

IN-05 14 80 ◦C (until dry) 500 ◦C, 3 h
1000 ◦C, 8 h

H
ea

t
tr

ea
tm

.
2

Sample name wt.% Co Drying, Air
Calcination, Reduction,

air pure H2

IN-06 10
2 h, RT 120 ◦C, 3 h

1000 ◦C, 3 h
75 ◦C, 1.5 h 500 ◦C, 3 h

IN-07 14
2 h, RT 120 ◦C,

1000 ◦C, 3 h
75 ◦C, 1.5 h 500 ◦C, 3 h

Characterisation methods

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired using a FEI Tecnai

T20 G2 microscope. The samples were prepared for TEM by crushing a small amount of

the sample in a mortar and suspending the powder in ethanol, followed by drop casting the

suspension on a holey carbon Cu-grid.

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurements were obtained on the samples using a

PANalytical Empyrean Series 2 diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation with a Bragg-Brentano

geometry. Each sample was measured at a 25◦ < 2θ < 85◦ range. The data were smoothed

(20 points Savitzky–Golay smoothing) and baseline corrected.

Vibrating Sample Magnetometry (VSM) was performed using a LakeShore 7407

VSM equipped with a LakeShore 74034 oven option. A small amount of sample (20-40 mg)
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was loaded into a boron-nitride cup in an argon atmosphere. The samples were measured at

temperatures up to 950 ◦C and in magnetic fields up to 1.5 T. All measurements were made

while supplying 2.4 vol.% H2 in Ar to the oven option in the VSM.

Results and discussion

Sample characterization

Figure 1 shows TEM images of the five samples of Co nanoparticles on Al2O3 support.

For each sample, the size of at least 200 Co particles were measured manually from TEM

images using the program ImageJ. In the case of spherical particles, the diameter was mea-

sured, for non-spherical nanoparticles the longest direction was measured. The resulting

size-distributions (seen in Fig. 1 were fitted with either a log-normal distribution (Samples

IN-02, IN-05. IN-06, IN-07) or a normal distribution (Sample IN-01), depending what pro-

duced the best fit. The obtained particle sizes are given in Table 2. The particle sizes for

the five samples are: approx. 19 nm, 24 nm, 31 nm, 40 nm and 50 nm.
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Figure 1: TEM images of samples of Co particles on Al2O3 support. Yellow annotations are
the average size (mode) of the particles.

Figure 2 shows XRD data obtained for the five Co samples as well as for a pure Al2O3

support. Rietveld refinement to the data showed a good fit to fcc cobalt nanoparticles on

an Al2O3 support, with no signs of significant amounts of other crystalline materials. fcc is

the high-temperature structure of cobalt. This implies the transition to fcc cobalt, induced

8



by the synthesis heat treatment, is irreversible (i.e., the room-temperature hcp phase is not

recovered), as also found by Shukla et al.17 This means that crystalline transitions between

fcc and hcp is not expected to show up e.g. in the magnetic measurements. The crystallite

size was estimated from the [200] reflection (as the Al signal from the support overlaps with

Co at 45
◦
). The sizes are listed in Table 2, and show the same trend in size as the TEM

sizes, but generally the crystallite sizes determined from XRD are smaller (ca. 50 %) than

the TEM sizes indicating that the particles are polycrystalline.

Figure 2: XRD measurements of the Co samples and Al2O3 support. Three cobalt reflections
are annotated in the plot.

In order to determine if the samples contained Co only in the form of metallic (reduced)

Co, the degree of reduction of Co in the samples we estimated. For this we compared, if

there was any reduction in the saturation magnetization of Co in the five samples compared

to reference values for Co. The degree of reduction (D.o.R.) of the samples was estimated

9



by:

D.o.R. =
σ∗
1500mT,200◦C

σS,ref.
(6)

where σ∗1500mT,200◦C is the saturation magnetization at Bapp = 1500 mT, and T= 200 ◦C

where the cobalt loading from Tab. 2 has been taken into account, and σS,ref. is the reference

saturation-magnetization calculated from Myers and Sucksmith’s value of 159.1 Am2

kg
at 190

◦C.15 The degree of reduction can be seen in Table 2. This, along with the Rietveld refine-

ment, support that the samples, while under investigation in the VSM, consist of metallic

cobalt nanoparticles on an alumina substrate, with little to no oxidation, contamination, or

alloying of Co.

Table 2: Mode of size-distribution from TEM, estimated crystallite sizes from XRD, cobalt
loading in wt.%, σ at 200 ◦C and Bapp = 1.5 T, and degree of reduction, for all samples.
Degree of reduction has been abbreviated as D.o.R.. *IN01 was fitted with a normal distri-
bution, whereas all other samples were fitted with a log-normal distribution.

Sample name
TEM size Cryst. size

Co wt.%
σ D.o.R.

[nm] [nm]
[
Am2

kg

]
[%]

IN-01* 19 9 10 15.4 97
IN-06 24 12 10 16.3 102
IN-07 31 19 14 22.4 101
IN-02 40 22 18 26.7 93
IN-05 50 24 14 21.4 96

In addition, magnetization curves as a function of temperature were measured to investi-

gate the Curie temperature (TC) or the approach towards it, cf. Fig. 3. The measurements

were made under cooling from 950 ◦C to 200 ◦C at 5
◦C
min

, with Bapp = 10 mT. As cobalt has

a TC of 1121 ◦C,19 and the VSM oven option is maximally operated at a temperature of 950

◦C, we could only observe a partial decrease in magnetization at 950 ◦C. From the curves

in Fig. 3 it can be seen that all samples studied here have a TC above 950 ◦C. This further

indicates that the nanoparticles are composed of relatively pure cobalt.

Despite a significant magnetization for all five samples at 950 ◦C, the smaller particles
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show a faster decrease in magnetization with increasing temperature than the samples with

larger particle sizes. This is likely to be explained by an approach to the superparamagnetic

(SPM) size limit. As the temperature increases, it is possible that the smallest of the particles

in the samples may reach their SPM limit, and the magnetization of the sample will drop.

Using Eq. 2, the blocking temperature was estimated. A plot of this can be seen in the

insert in Fig. 3. This simplified calculation shows that at 950 ◦C, particles of around 15

nm and below would be superparamagnetic at VSM time scales of 0.3 s. This supports the

idea of a fraction of the 19 nm sample could be superparamagnetic at 950 ◦C, and this could

explain the larger decrease in magnetization. It is, however, important to point out, that

this calculation is a simple one, and doesn’t take the approach to TC into account.

Figure 3: The magnetization σ for all samples as a function of temperature normalized to the
value at 200 ◦C. Insert: Blocking temperature as a function of particle size, calculated using
Eq. 2. The horizontal line labeled TC on the graph represents cobalt’s Curie temperature of
1121◦C.19 Horizontal dashed line in the insert is at 950 ◦C.
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Hysteresis properties

Hysteresis properties of the five Co samples on alumina support were measured at temper-

atures from 200 ◦C to 950 ◦C, in steps of 50 ◦C. At each temperature, a series of hysteresis

loops were measured using field amplitudes, Bapp’s, ranging from 5 to 1500 mT. In Fig. 4,

Wh, µ0HC, and σR can be seen for three representative field amplitudes of 45, 100 and 500

mT, for all five samples. From these measurements, we notice a relative fast decrease Wh,

µ0HC, and σR with increasing temperature for the sample with the smallest particle size (19

nm) compared to the samples with larger particle size (≥ 31 nm). Despite being the sample

with smallest particle size, the 19 nm sample has relatively large values in Wh, µ0HC, and

σR at 200 ◦C for small field amplitudes (<100 mT). This fast decrease with temperature

could be explained by a similar origin as for the premature drop in magnetization in the TC

curve, by the approach to the SPM limit. The larger particles (≥ 31 nm) retain, or slightly

increase, their Wh and σR, up to higher temperatures than the smallest particles (19 nm)

before decreasing. This slight increase (mainly observed at field amplitudes up to 100 mT)

could be attributed to a softening of the material (seen as a drop in the coercive field) with

temperature, which would lead to a larger hysteresis area at these small field amplitudes

with increasing temperature. The 24 nm particles generally show the largest Wh, µ0HC, and

σR values.

There is a trend towards saturation values for Wh, µ0HC and σR especially for the larger

particles when the applied field increases from 45 mT to 100 and 500 mT. As the field is

increased, the 19 nm sample shows a lower increase in hysteresis-area than the larger samples,

indicating that these are softer and therefore closer to saturation already at smaller fields.

At 500 mT, the samples with the highest hysteresis-areas are the 24 nm sample and the 31

nm sample. The decrease in hysteresis-area for particle-sizes larger than this could be due

to a pseudo-single domain to multidomain (MD) structure, as the particle sizes approach

the critical diameter (approx. 37-60 nm, found in Eq. 5). We will now go more into detail

about how this maximum in Wh changes as a function of temperature and applied field.
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Figure 4: Plots of Wh, µ0HC, and σR obtained from hysteresis loops with field amplitudes
of 45 mT, 100 mT and 500 mT at temperatures between 200 and 950 ◦C. Coloured lines are
guides to the eye. Wh and σR have been normalized by the cobalt loading from Tab. 1.

In Fig. 5, the hysteresis-area has been plotted as a function of NP diameter (D) for

three representative field amplitudes (again 45, 100 and 500 mT), and three representative

temperatures (200, 500 and 800 ◦C). Here it can be seen, that the smallest particles (19

nm) has the largest Wh at low field amplitudes and temperatures. The particles in the 19

nm samples are most easily magnetized at low field values, and have not yet started to

lose their magnetization at 200 ◦C. However, when the applied field is increased, the 24 nm

sample shows the largest Wh, which matches the effective single domain diameter found by

Bautin et al.4 Moreover, when the temperature is increased, the small particles start loosing

hysteresis-area, as the thermal energy approaches KV. This also means that at high field
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amplitudes and a high temperature, the maximal Wh is seen for the 24 nm samples and this

shifts to towards slightly larger particle-size (31 nm) at the highest temperatures.

Figure 5: Plot of the hysteresis area, normalized by the cobalt loading, as a function of
particle size for applied fields of 45, 100, and 500 mT, at 200, 500, and 800 ◦C. Black dashed
lines are guides to the eye.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we synthesized samples of Co nanoparticles with varying sizes impregnated on

porous Al2O3-spheres. VSM showed maxima in hysteresis-area, coercive field, and remnant

magnetization, which depended on the temperature, magnetic field amplitude, and particle

size. The largest hysteresis-area over the broadest range of fields and temperatures was

found for the 24 nm sample. At low temperatures and fields, this shifted towards lower

particle sizes (19 nm), and at higher temperatures and fields this shifted towards slightly

higher particle-sizes (31 nm), but the 24 nm sample was close to the maximum, in all cases.

For the samples with small particles, the relatively fast decay of the magnetic properties

could be an effect of the smallest particles in that sample becoming superparamagnetic.

This is supported by estimates of the blocking temperature as a function of particle size.

For larger particles, a switch from a single-domain to a multi-domain magnetic structure

could explain the decrease in hysteresis-area. This is supported by a simple calculation

of the critical diameter for domain-wall formation. These results could be of use in high

temperature magnetic applications of cobalt, as it gives a rough estimate of the particle size

most optimal for maximizing hysteresis loss, although the results are of general importance

in all applications involving cobalt nanoparticles at elevated temperatures.
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90 PAPERS AND RESULTS

3.6 Paper V: Retrofittable plug-flow reactor for in

situ high-temperature vibrating sample mag-

netometry

Throughout the project, VSM was used to study the magnetic properties of various
susceptor-materials used for heating in induction heated SMR. In our conventional
VSM from Lake Shore the sample is situated in a closed boron-nitride cup, in which
there is very limited knowledge, or control, of the atmosphere around the sample.
Also, conventional VSM has no way of exposing a sample to reducing or oxidizing
gas-mixtures relevant to catalysis. Thus, in order to approach in situ conditions, we
designed and fabricated a novel retrofittable in situ holder, capable of withstanding
the vibration of the VSM, temperatures up to 1000 �, with the ability to expose
the sample to a known gas-mixture chosen by the user, which is not possible in the
conventional holder. This system also has the possibility of adding e.g. a mass-
spectrometer to analyse the exit-gas.

The paper presented in this section contains a comparison of the retrofittable in
situ VSM holder to a conventional high-temperature VSM holder. It showcases the
in situ holder’s ability to conform to the mass and spatial limitations of the VSM,
that it can tolerate the vibrations of the VSM, that is able to be exposed to high
temperatures for prolonged periods of time, and that it has the ability to expose a
sample to reducing and oxidative gas-mixtures. The current prototype is made of
inexpensive materials, and can be readily implemented in conventional type VSM’s.

One thing not mentioned in this paper is that we suspect that the 2.4 vol.%
H2 i Ar gas mixture used in the conventional VSM oven option wears down the
oven. We have gone through approx. one oven a year during this project, and the
manufacturer only recommends using argon. Therefore, the repeated exposure to
H2 (which is reducing to metals, and can also lead to hydrogen embrittlement[57])
could be the cause of the ovens breaking after a year. If this is the case, using the
in situ option is the only option available for performing measurements in the VSM
using other gasses than Ar, save for purchasing a new oven each year.

The retrofittable in situ holder opens up new possibilities for what is possible
to measure on commercially available VSM’s. With this holder, samples would be
able to be measured in a broad range of gas-mixtures, specified by the user, at high
temperatures.

This paper is currently in preparation
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Abstract

We developed an in situ sample-holder - akin to a quartz-based plug-flow reactor -

for vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) measurements in gas-controlled environ-

ments at ambient pressure and temperatures up to approx. 1000 ◦C. The holder

matches onto a specific type of vibrating sample magnetometer (Lake Shore model

7404-S), but the principles are applicable to other types of VSM. The holder has been

tested on powder samples of Co particles on MgAl2O4 support in both reducing and

oxidizing atmospheres. The results show control of gas composition and degree of sam-

ple reduction/oxidation. In comparison with conventional semi-gas-tight boron nitride
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sample cups, the in situ holder shows similar sensitivity but more repeatable measure-

ments while using equivalently small sample amounts. Moreover, the in situ holder

uses a closed gas tubing system such that the active gas only passes by the sample and

it is not in contact with the VSM and oven parts.
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Introduction

Vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) is one of the most commonly used techniques to

measure hysteresis properties and Curie temperatures of magnetic samples. In practice, the

technique typically has a measurement sensitivity of 10−8 Am2,1 2 corresponding to that

a sample of 6 µg Co with a saturation magnetization of 162.5 Am2

kg
3 at room temperature

can be measured to 1 % reproducibility.2 The wide use of VSM relies on its speed, ease of

operation, and flexibility in terms of samples that can be measured. VSM also allows for

doing magnetometry at elevated temperatures (>75 ◦C). Commercial instruments allow for

measurements of up to 727 ◦C4 or 1000 ◦C.5 However, at elevated temperatures the sample

may change. For instance, powder samples may, depending on conditions of the sample

environment, e.g. oxidize and/or sinter during measurements. In recent years, there has

been a rising interest in heating chemical reactions by induction heating6–12 using magnetic

materials at high temperatures. This puts further emphasis on the importance of being able

to measure and characterize magnetic samples at relevant conditions at high temperatures.

In order to be able to study catalytic particles in situ by magnetometry, M. Claeys et

al. invented an combined chemical reactor and vibrating sample magnetometer13 for studies

during reactions, like the Fischer-Tropsch process,14–16 in relevant gasses, up to 600+ ◦C,

50+ bar, and 2 T.16 This instrument is, however, a custom-built tool for magnetometry at

chemical reactor conditions. For many groups, acquiring this sort of instrument is either not

financially possible, or is impractical in cases where the group already has a conventional

VSM.

Implementing the capability of doing in situ measurements in a conventional VSM at

high temperatures comes with several challenges: the holder needs to be non-magnetic, be

able to handle the vibration of the VSM while keeping the sample fixed in the holder, and

take into account the mass constraints of the vibration head and the spacial constraints of

the particular oven option.

Here, we show the proof-of-concept of an in situ VSM holder based on quartz tubes
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which, while not of the same height of functionality as the VSM in Claeys’ group, can

expose a powder sample to a chosen gas-mixture at high temperatures (up to 950-1000 ◦C),

at atmospheric pressure, for extended periods of time, while being inexpensive and easily

retrofittable onto any commercially available VSM.

Conventional boron nitride sample cups

For high-temperature measurements (up to 1000 ◦C), Lake Shore offers commercial boron

nitride (BN) sample cups (type 730937) to be used together with their 7400 series VSM

and a Lake Shore 74034 oven option. Here the sample material (typically 20-50 mg) is

loaded into a BN cup, which is then screwed onto a quartz sample tail, which is connected

via a screw to the head drive of the VSM. The gas environment around the BN sample

holder is typically Ar, which is recommended by Lake Shore mainly to avoid oxidation of

the surrounding oven and of the sample at elevated temperatures. We have also used an Ar

gas with 2.4 vol.% H2 in an attempt to ensure a more reducing sample environment than

Ar. The threading in the BN cups does not create a leak-tight seal, and gas might diffuse

in and out of the sample holder, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This can exploited to adjust the

sample environment, but the gas flow in and out of the sample is less than optimal. Hence,

the gas environment of the sample is subject to large uncertainty during measurement. A

concern to us is for instance that water desorption from the particle surfaces can remain

in the holder and enhance particle oxidation and sintering with increasing temperature for

unspecified time and temperature ranges.

The new in situ sample holder

In order to have a controlled gas environment of samples during high-temperature VSM

measurements, we developed an in situ sample holder akin to a plug-flow reactor, which

could be used on a standard vibrating sample magnetometer. As a rule of thumb, to achieve
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Figure 1: a) Sketch of the conventional boron-nitride sample cup from Lake Shore with an
less than optimal degree of gas-diffusion, gas in (red), gas out (blue). b) Sketch of the in
situ holder. The sample is loaded into the inner quartz tube and there is a forced gas-flow
though the sample, gas in (red), gas out (blue). The outer quartz tubes ensures that the
sample gas is separated from the surrounding oven.

plug flow conditions the catalytic particle size must be at least 10 times smaller than the

reactor diameter, and at least 50 times smaller than the height of the reactor bed.17 The

support used in this study (PURALOX MG 2818) has particle sizes of 30 µm, which is

approx. 65 times smaller than the width of the inner quartz tube (2 mm, see Fig. 2), and

100 times smaller than the bed height (approx. 3 mm), which fulfills the rules of thumb for

establishing plug flow conditions. Plug flow conditions will ensure that the material in the

inner quartz tube will be uniformly exposed to the gas flowing through the quartz tube. In

this case the gas will only have to diffuse through the porous support particles to achieve

uniform exposure to the gas, while in the conventional BN cup the gas has to diffuse through

the threading of the BN cup, and then through the porous support, in order to uniformly

expose the sample.

The entire holder is made to match a maximum load of 23 g on the head drive, and to
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be able to fit into the 7 mm opening in the Lake Shore 74034 oven option. The principle of

the forced gas flow through the sample in the in situ holder is shown in Fig. 1b. The gas is

lead through the holder and out without being in contact with the VSM oven or other VSM

parts. At the same time the oven is kept in Ar gas as recommended by Lake Shore.

The in situ holder consists of an inner and an outer quartz tube together with an assembly

that connects the quartz tubes to the gas system and the VSM head drive. A schematic of

the holder can be seen in Fig. 2. The assembly consists of: a top screw, a body, a bottom

screw, two plastic spacers, all 3D printed in plastic, and four o-rings. The top screw connects

to the VSM head drive via a screw made to fit into the Lake Shore head drive. The whole

assembly sits just below the head drive (see Fig. 3b), far from the heating zone of the oven.

The lower part of the top screw is hollow, and is equipped with a spout for letting in gas and

can be screwed into the body. Two NBR 90 o-rings (inner diameter 3 mm, outer diameter 6

mm) and a plastic spacer fit over the inner quartz tube. These o-rings clamp down on the

tube when the top screw is screwed into the body. This is what holds on to the inner quartz

tube when the holder vibrates, and also prevents gas from flowing from the head screw and

out of the body without flowing through the inner tube. The body is equipped with a spout

which functions as gas outlet. The outer quartz tube is held by two NBR 70 o-rings (5 mm

inner diameter, 8.5 mm outer diameter) in the same way as the inner quartz tube, when the

bottom screw is screwed into the body.

The sample is situated in the inner quartz tube, in a plug-flow reactor style, sandwiched

between two layers of Insulfrax quartz wool,19 cf. Fig. 2. The inner tube is approximately

300 mm long, with an outer diameter of 3 mm, and an inner diameter of 2 mm. Two indents

were made approx. 10 mm from the bottom of the inner tube. These are used to anchor

the bottom layer of quartz wool that the sample rests on. The inner tube is considered

disposable and is loaded with approximately 10 mm3 (5-10 mg) sample material. The outer

tube is approx. 300 mm long with an inner diameter of 4 mm and an outer diameter of 5

mm. The outer tube is closed at the bottom end.
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The loading procedure of the inner quartz tube (see Fig. 1b and Fig. 2b and c) was

performed under a fume hood. When loading the inner sample tube, a 1.5 mm thick steel

rod is used to gently guide the quartz wool down to the indents from the top of the tube.

Then, a pipette tip is put into the opening at the top of the tube to act as a funnel for

the sample powder. Powder is deposited into the pipette tip, and the quartz tube is gently

tapped on the table surface in order for any powder stuck to the side of the quartz tube to

trickle down and settle on top of the quartz wool. Afterwards, another layer of quartz wool

is put on top of the sample, an the layered structure is gently, but firmly, pressed together,

in order for the layered structure not to move from the vibration of the VSM.

When gas is let in through the spout in the top part, it then travels down through the

inner quartz tube, where the sample is situated, up through the outer quartz tube, and out

through the spout in the body part.

Several tests were made with sample mounted in the inner tube of the in situ holder, while

10
mL

min
2.4% H2 in Ar was sent through the tube. Here, it was tested that the hydrogen-

argon mixture only exited through the tube, and not through the threading in the body (see

Fig. 2), by searching for H2 leaks with a Testo 316-EX leak detector. In these tests, leaks

through the threading were never experienced.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: The in situ holder. (a) Technical drawing of the in situ holder consisting of an
inner and outer quartz tubes and an assembly for connection to gas system and the head
drive. The threading on the top and bottom screws is M8x1. (b) Picture of the fabricated in
situ holder. (c) Close-up picture of the concentric quartz tubes with sample (black powder)
loaded in the inner quartz tube.
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Gas system

Figure 3a shows a diagram of the gas-system we set up to handle the inlet and outlet gas.

The gas tubing outside the VSM is 1/8” stainless steel, and mass flow controllers of type

MKS GM50A supply gasses (i.e., hydrogen and argon, in this study). Synthetic air (20 vol.%

O2 in N2) was supplied at the variable gas line via a gas flow meter. Pneumatic valves open

for the flow of gas, that can either be led through the in situ holder, or through the bypass.

Figure 3b shows a picture of the gas inlet and outlet to in situ holder mounted in the

VSM. It is important that the tubes from the gas system to the sprouts on the sample

holder are flexible enough that the vibration of the holder is minimally affected. For this

we chose tubes of ISO-VERSINIC (a fluoroelastomer) seen as black tubes in Fig. 3b. The

ISO-VERSINIC is connected to the 1/8” steel tubing and the spouts of the in situ holder by

simply sliding the tubes over the steel tubing and the plastic sprouts. The system might be

optimized by more leak-tight solutions. However, no leakage was detected from these tubes,

or anywhere else in the system, when searching for leaks with a Testo 316-EX leak detector.

Even after several days of running experiments, and multiple exposures of the tip of the

sample holder (where the sample is situated, see Fig. 2c) to 950◦C, no leaks were detected.

Instrument preparation

For measurements using BN sample cups, a Lake Shore model 7407 with a Lake Shore 74034

oven option was used. The VSM was calibrated with a nickel sphere calibration sample

provided by Lake Shore to a value of 6.92 mAm2 at an applied magnetic field of 0.5 T.

For in situ measurements, a Lake Shore model 7404-S VSM was calibrated using a Ni

calibration sample from Lake Shore. The calibration sample is a nickel sphere with a diameter

below 2 mm, that has a moment of 254 µAm2 at an applied magnetic field of 0.5 T. The Ni

sphere was mounted in one of the disposable inner tubes in the in situ holder, and saddled

in the VSM without the oven mounted. Then, a rotational alignment was made. In this,
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Figure 3: The gas system. (a) Diagram of the system supplying gas to the in situ holder.
(b) Picture of the gas supply to the in situ holder mounted underneath the VSM head drive
together with the VSM oven.

after saddling at the 0◦ orientation, the holder was rotated until the maximum deviation in

moment was found. This means that the sample was closer to one of the sets of pickup coils.

The holder tilt was then adjusted, then the sample was saddled again at the 0◦ orientation.

This procedure was repeated until the holder was straight enough to not be touching the

oven wall when mounted in the Lake Shore 74034 oven option. The holder was then removed,

the oven mounted, the holder re-mounted, and the oven centered around the holder. The

tubes used for gas inlet and outlet were mounted, and a single-point magnetic moment gain

calibration was performed. Afterwards, the sample holder was taken out, the oven taken

off, and the sample to be measured was mounted in the in situ holder. Another rotational

alignment was performed with the holder, and the oven was mounted (and centered around

the holder, if needed). The inlet and outlet tubes were connected, and a flow of 10 mL
min

of

2.4 vol.% H2 in Ar was sent through the holder.

The thermal insulation vacuum in the oven option was then pumped down, approx. 150

mL
min

of Ar connected to the oven option, and the flow through the holder was checked by

submerging the tube with the exit gas into water, and seeing that bubbles were rising. Also,
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the exit gas was measured with the Testo leak detector, to measure that the hydrogen-argon

mixture ran through the holder. Additionally, the area around the in situ assembly was

searched for H2 leaks before starting an experiment. Leaks through the assembly were never

experienced. After this, the system was ready to begin measuring.

This procedure, including loading the sample tube, can take anywhere from 2 to 4 hours.

From experience, training new users in how to load the holder, prepare the instrument for

in situ measurements, and running the experiments, takes up to 1.5 days split over several

sessions. These sessions include up to one day for showing and explaining all the steps,

and one to two sessions of a couple of hours where the trainee performs all the steps under

supervision.

Sample material

We prepared a material of partially oxidized Co nanoparticles on porous MgAl2O4 spinel

support. This material allowed us follow the oxidation and reduction via change of the

magnetic moment and thereby test the functionality of the in situ holder. A batch of 2 g of

MgAl2O4 with 10 wt.% cobalt was made by incipient wetness impregnation of cobalt-nitride

salt (Co(NO3)2) on PURALOX MG 28 (MgAl2O4) from Sasol.18 The impregnated sample

was dried at 80◦C on a hot plate overnight followed by calcination of the cobalt-nitride

salt to cobalt oxide (CoO/Co3O4) nanoparticles at 450 ◦C in air for 1 hour. Afterwards,

the particles were partially reduced (to Co/CoO/Co3O4). Metallic Co is ferromagnetic up

to 1121 ◦C, whereas a fully oxidized cobalt sample (CoO/Co3O4) possesses a close-to-zero

magnetic moment. The moment of Co enables magnetic centering of the sample for VSM

measurements. The partial reduction was carried out by heating the sample in an atmosphere

of 2.4% H2 in Ar, first to 110 ◦C for 2 h to remove any moisture in the sample, and then to

850 ◦C where it was left for 45 min. Afterwards the sample was cooled to room temperature.

Eight powder samples were taken from the batch of partly reduced Co/CoO/Co3O4
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particles on MgAl2O4 spinel support. Four of the samples were measured on a Lake Shore

7407 model VSM in commercial boron-nitride (BN) cups. The other four samples were

measured in the in situ holder on a 7404-S model Lake Shore VSM.20 All samples were

measured vs. temperature in a reducing atmosphere of 2.4 vol.% H2 in Ar. One of the in situ

samples was subsequently oxidized and then re-reduced in the VSM. The two VSM’s are very

similar and differences in the measurements presented below are considered a consequence

of variations in samples and sample holders and not the different VSMs.

VSM measurements of sample magnetizations rely on sample mass determination. For

the BN holders, the empty cups were first measured five times. Then, each cup was filled

with approx. 20-50 mg of sample powder, closed, and also weighed five times. The sample

mass (listed in Table 1) was determined from the differences of the averages. Weighing was

performed on an Ohaus PA224C balance with 0.1 mg precision. Afterwards, the BN sample

cup was opened and closed in an Ar atmosphere to replace the air in the sample cup with

argon, and then transferred directly to the VSM, spending as little time as possible in air.

The mass-specific saturation magnetization σS for the samples in the BN holders at RT

at 1.5 T are determined from at their magnetic moment measured by VSM divided by their

sample mass (cf. Table 1) to 12.3 ± 0.4
Am2

kg
. For pure Co, a σS of 162.5

Am2

kg
is expected,

hence for 10 wt% Co a magnetization of 12.3
Am2

kg
shows that the sample as prepared is

partly oxidized Co (approx. 24 % of the Co is oxidized).

For the in situ holders, the sample mass is determined in a different way than for the BN

samples, as our balance could not accommodate the 300 mm quartz tubes. Specifically, we

determined the sample mass in the in situ holders from their magnetic moment at 1.5 T at

RT (listed in Table 1) divided by the average mass-specific magnetization of the BN samples

at 1.5 T at RT (12.3
Am2

kg
). The derived sample masses are given in Table 1 (denoted

by *). This method is relies on the assumptions that all the samples have the same mass

specific magnetization at RT at 1.5 T and that the masses of the samples in the BN cups

are well determined. The uncertainty on the sample mass in the in situ holders is estimated
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to approx. 3 %.

Table 1: Sample masses for the as-prepared samples together with their sample magnetic
moments mRT,1.5T at RT and 1.5 T, and the mass-specific magnetizations σRT,1.5T for the
samples in BN holders at RT and 1.5 T. The masses for the samples in the in situ holder
(marked with *) have been calculated as mRT,1.5T divided by the average σRT,1.5T obtained
for the samples in BN cups (12.3 Am2/kg, † in the table).

Sample
holder

sample
mass mRT,1.5T σRT,1.5T

[mg] [µAm2] [Am2

kg
]

BN1 22.3 288 12.9
BN2 32.1 393 12.2
BN3 14.1 173 12.3
BN4 16.3 192 11.8

INSITU1 8.8* 109

12.3†
INSITU2 6.0* 74
INSITU3 10.2* 125
INSITU4 6.4* 78

Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the magnetization of the partly reduced samples in an applied field of 1 T

after they have been heated in a 2.4 vol.% H2 in Ar gas, first to 200 ◦C for 2 hours to facilitate

evaporation of water moisture in the samples, and then to 850 ◦C. The measurement of the

magnetization shown in Fig. 4 was then carried out over up to 20 hours. As evident, there is

significant variation in the measured curves. In principle, the variation between the curves

is not very large on an absolute scale, only roughly 5 % at the end of the 20 hours (note

the scale of the y-axis). Some of the variation could originate from uncertainty in weighing,

saddling, and calibration of the VSM. However, this does not explain the variation in shapes

between the in situ samples and the BN samples. The four curves seen in Fig. 4 for the

BN samples have very different shapes. Two curves increase in a linear fashion, and then

suddenly transition to another linear part with a much lower slope. One curve is almost

flat (except for a noisy part), and one does not follow the same trend as the others at
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all. The different shapes might be caused by different rates of diffusion in different sample

cups, perhaps by how tightly they are screwed together. In case of the BN samples, the

magnetization never reached a saturation value, not even after 20 hours. In contrast to

this, the curve shapes for the in situ samples in Fig. 4 are consistently similar. They are

represented by a fast initial increase in magnetization (= reduction) that flattens out to

a plateau as the sample approaches full reduction. This reproducible behavior points to a

much more controlled gas environment in the in situ holders.

The blue curve in Fig. 4 is for a sample (INSITU4) that was first reduced as described

above, then oxidized in synthetic air (20 vol.% O2 in N2, hence the name INSITU4-oxi), and

then re-reduced using the same experimental profile as the others. This treatment could

have induced changes in the sample, such as sintering, morphological changes caused by

differences in diffusion rates (Kirkendall effect), etc., so it is not surprising that it does not

follow the trend of the other in situ samples.

For the measurements of the INSITU samples (Fig. 4) we note fluctuations in σ. Such

variations could originate from small mechanical instabilities of the holder, e.g. from the

inner quarts tube moving or flexing slightly inside wall of the outer quartz tube. The

data obtained after 10 hrs of measurements (Fig. 4) shows a maximal variation of approx.

0.04 Am2

kg
, which is equivalent to less than 3 per mille variation in the measurement. This

uncertainty is 10 times less than that from weighting the sample. Moreover, these fluctuations

correspond to variations in measured magnetic moment of less than approx. 3×10−7 Am2,

which can then be viewed as the current sensitivity when using the in situ holder with the

oven option and a measurement time of 0.3 s per datapoint. This is close to the instrument

sensitivity given by the manufacturer (i.e., ca. 10−8 Am2, when using the oven option and

similar data acquisition times20). This shows that the in situ holder performs very well,

i.e. that we have succeeded in constructing a stable and durable holder for in situ high-

temperature VSM studies. It is possible that the any minor mechanical instabilities in the

holder can be fully remediated by e.g. having fixating quartz wool between the inner and
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outer quartz tubes or by making the holder assembly in a more rigid material than plastic,

e.g. aluminium, but it is not necessarily needed.

Figure 4: Magnetization curves showing the reduction of samples of Co/CoO/Co3O4 particles
on porous MgAl-spinel as a function of time. The measurements are taken at 850◦C in an
applied magnetic field of 1 T. INSITU samples are coloured red, with the oxidised INSITU
sample coloured blue. BN samples are coloured black.

The oxidation of INSITU4-oxi can be seen in Fig. 5. Here, the gas fed to the in situ

holder was switched from 2.4 vol.% H2 in Ar, to synthetic air (20 vol.% O2 in N2), at room

temperature, in an applied magnetic field of 1 T, whereafter the temperature was increased

in steps up to 400 ◦C. From the figure, it is clearly seen, that as the temperature in the VSM

oven option is raised, σ drops, as a result of the oxidation of the sample. Full oxidation is

reached at 300 ◦C. Hereafter, only a magnetization of around 0.3 Am2

kg
remained. This kind
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of investigation is not possible in conventional high temperature VSM using a BN sample

cup, as the oven cannot handle exposure to oxidizing atmospheres at elevated temperatures.

Figure 5: Magnetization σ and temperature as a function of time for a Co nanoparticle
sample on porous MgAl-spinel support during oxidation in the in situ VSM holder. In this
experiment the sample was exposed to a flow of synthetic air and an applied field of 1 Tesla.

For some of the samples, we also measured their magnetization while ramping from 200

to 850 ◦C in an applied field of 1 T. This data can be seen in Fig. 6. The sample that had

already been oxidized in the in situ holder starts from a close to zero magnetization (around

0.3 Am2

kg
, blue curve). The other samples (two in BN holders and two in in situ holders)

start at higher magnetization, as these are the samples partially reduced when introduced

to the VSM. For all these samples, the reduction starts at around 300 ◦C. Upon increasing

temperature, the magnetization in all five cases rises to a peak, after which the magnetization

decays. The decay is caused by the drop in magnetization as temperature approaches the

Curie temperature of the samples. Again, the behavior of the similar samples (i.e. those that

were partly reduced before the measurement) is almost identical in the in situ holders but
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less consistently reproduced in the BN cups probably due to the less optimal gas flow. We

also performed measurements at 950 ◦C (not shown). The in situ system showed stability

also at this high temperature. Measurements at 950 ◦C took approx. 2 hrs and were done

twice or more per sample. No changes of the sample holder were observed, neither to the

assembly, nor to the inner disposable quartz tubes and the re-used outer quartz tube.

Figure 6: Magnetization σ as a function of temperature while heating to 850 ◦C, in an
atmosphere of 2.4 vol.% H2 in Ar. The measurements were performed in an applied field of 1
Tesla. Samples measured in the in situ quartz holder are coloured red. Samples measured in
a BN cup are coloured black. The blue curve is from the sample that had also been oxidized
in the in situ holder prior to this measurement.

The data presented here showed, that the in situ holder can measure just as well as

the BN system in these sorts of experiments where a sample is reduced, and the magnetic

properties investigated in a weakly reducing atmosphere. Additionally, the in situ also works

for studies in an oxidizing atmosphere of synthetic air. As presented in Table 1, the masses

of the INSITU samples varied between 6-10 mg. With the loading of 10 % cobalt, this meant

that the samples contained about 0.6-1 mg of Co. This is a reduction of magnetic material
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of 90-94 % when comparing to the approx. 0.1 g of magnetic material used in the in situ

reactor in Claeys’s group.14

The advantage of this system lies in the freedom to expose the sample to various gas-

mixtures, which is not a possibility in the conventional VSM where the gas will interact with

the oven. Here, we limited the investigations to a hydrogen-argon mix and synthetic air,

but these investigations can be expanded to many different gas mixtures. The gas flow of 10

mL
min

, and the estimated sample volume of 10 mm3, makes for an exchange of sample volume

in gas approximately 17 times per second. If pure H2 gas had been chosen instead of H2 in

Ar, it is likely that the samples in the in situ holders would reduce even faster than what is

shown in this paper. The use of pure H2 is a possibility only in the in situ holder, as pure

hydrogen would be a safety hazard in the open air system used for the BN sample cups.

Other advantages of the in situ system include the possibility to analyze the exit gas, and

that this system is made of relatively inexpensive materials, that can be easily manufactured.

Things yet to be addressed would include an improved estimation of the mass in the quartz

tube, and an improvement on the design, allowing for higher-risk gasses to be sent through

the system, such as CO.
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Conclusions

In this study, we presented proof-of-concept for an in situ VSM sample holder. The holder

can withstand the vibration of the VSM, temperatures of 950◦C for prolonged periods of

time, at atmospheric pressure, and expose the sample to a gas mixture defined by the user

(hydrogen, argon and synthetic air in this study). The results presented here indicate a more

controlled reduction of cobalt in the in situ holder than in conventional boron-nitride cups.

This is most likely related to a better exposure of the sample to gas. Moreover, with the in

situ holder it is possible to do VSM studies in an oxidizing atmosphere at high-temperature,

an option not allowed by the conventional VSM setup with BN cups. More measurements

are needed to firmly established the advantages of the in situ holder, but the results as of

now indicate that this system can perform the same measurements as a conventional system,

but has the added features of the user being able to change and control the atmosphere that

the sample is exposed to. Future versions of this holder could include a gas-tight holder

capable of working with poisonous gasses, adding several more gas-lines, adding an option

for introducing water vapour, and a quadropole mass-spectrometer to analyse the exit gas.
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Chapter 4

Summary and Perspectives

In this project, we first demonstrated the synthesis of a dual function CoNi/Al2O3

system where the synthesized NPs dispersed on an Al2O3 support acted as both
susceptor and catalyst for induction heated SMR (see Paper I). The synthesized
CoNi NPs exhibited a high Curie temperature and Wh, and could heat to high tem-
peratures in a bench scale induction heated SMR reformer, using only induction
heating. Testing this system in the induction heated reformer showed that running
SMR on the system is not limited by heat transfer, like in a conventional reformer.
Instead, the system is limited by reaction kinetics. This is because the NP’s are
heated locally, inside the reactor, and deliver heat directly to the catalytic sites,
which minimizes heat transfer times. The system was stable for >300 hours in re-
action conditions, showing no loss of activity or heating ability.

Through the synthesis presented in Paper I, the synthesized material can be
modified to contain any active metal needed, which opens up for the use of these
types of dopeable and tunable systems for a range of different reactions.

In Paper III, we performed a systematic study of how magnetic properties change
when varying the Co content in the dual function CoNi/Al2O3 system, and how
this affects heating performance in the induction heated reactor. To do this, we
synthesized a range of CoxNi(100−x)/Al2O3, for x = 20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 mol%.
Investigations using VSM showed that samples with low cobalt content had a high
initial Wh, but a low TC. These samples were able to heat at low Bapp’s in the
induction heated reactor, but were limited in operational temperatures to 30-40 �
below their respective TC’s, matching the decay in the Wh curves.

When increasing the amount of cobalt in the sample, we found an approximately
linear increase in TC. Increasing the amount of cobalt also made the material mag-
netically harder, which was reflected in Wh, as samples with a higher cobalt content
had lower coercive fields at low Bapp’s, but higher coercive fields at Bapp = 1500 mT.
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This meant that a higher field was needed when running SMR on the samples with
high cobalt contents in the induction heated reformer, in order to access a larger
hysteresis area. These samples were, however, not limited by their TC, and could
reach conversions of > 90 %.

When looking at the spread of Wh-curves presented in the data, most of the
curves showed a peak in Wh as a function of temperature. We think, that this peak
occurs as an effect of the hysteresis loops being minor loops at low Bapp’s. The
increased temperature would make the sample less magnetically hard, giving access
to larger a hysteresis-area at higher temperatures and low applied fields.

The results obtained in Paper III presents the opportunity to tune the TC of the
material to prevent overheating in the reactor, as we have shown in the paper that the
TC puts a hard limit to the operational temperature. Another opportunity presented
by the results in this paper, is to layer a reactor with pellets containing different
Co:Ni-ratios in order to tune the heating and reaction kinetics down through the
reactor, and in that way optimize reactor performance. The results in this paper also
show the strong qualitative correlation that exists between the magnetic properties
found via VSM, and the heating performance observed in the induction heated
reformer.

In Paper II we focused on how to improve the performance of induction heated
SMR, by changing the frequency and coil geometry used in the induction heated
bench scale reformer. We found that using a narrower coil minimized the resis-
tive power losses in the coil, and increasing the coil frequency from 68 kHz to 201
kHz increased the amount of heat supplied to the reactor. By changing these two
parameters, the maximum energy transfer efficiency rose from 11 % to 23 %. We
constructed a simple mathematical framework to model the power losses in the sys-
tem. Using this framework we found that most of the losses occurred in the AC coil,
and the surrounding electronics (such as the power-supply). Based on the frame-
work, we made a volumetric scaling of the induction heated reactor to industrially
relevant conditions, which indicated an increase in efficiency to > 80 %. This ex-
trapolation also indicated that the system would be commercially competitive with
currently available electrolyzers, when considering only energy requirements.

These results are promising for the development of induction heated catalytic
reactions in general, as we through Paper I-III have presented a system that can
be tuned to fit a reaction, tuned to optimize heating and reaction kinetics down
through the reactor, and indicates a favourable scaling in energy efficiency when
scaling to industrial conditions.

In the dual-function CoxNi100−x)/Al2O3 system studied in Paper I-III, the mag-
netic and catalytic properties are intertwined. In order to optimize these aspects
separately we began our research on universal susceptor systems that should be
able to act as susceptors in a wide range of reactions, at high temperatures, while
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remaining non-reactive.
Two candidates for universal susceptors were studied in Sec. 3.4: a Co-Al2O3 sys-

tem, and a FeCr-Al2O3 system. The investigations of the Co-Al2O3 system yielded
a TC of approx. 850 �, indicating that not all Al had been withdrawn from the
Co21Al79 alloy to form the protective alumina shell. Wh was approx. 0.15 J

kg
at

Bapp = 55 mT. With a metal loading of 33% in some support (comparable to that
of the CoNi/Al2O3 system), this would bring Wh down to approx. 0.05 J

kg
. This is

lower than the approx. 0.17 J
kg

for Co50Ni50/Al2O3 at the same applied field and

temperature (data taken from the Co50Ni50 sample in Paper III). The system was
able to deliver enough heat to drive SMR in the induction heated reactor, reaching
≥ 90 % conversion for up to 200 NmL

min
. Future work on this material could include

drawing out more aluminium in order to have more pure Co. This could be achieved
by e.g. ball milling to smaller particles sizes, or increasing the temperature of the
alumina forming step.

The FeCr-Al2O3 system could form a protective alumina shell, but showed mul-
tiple magnetic phases. Via the TC-curve we could identify phases ranging from a
phase matching Fe75Cr25 at 600 �, to a phase close to that of pure iron at approx.
765 � (iron, at 770 � would be within the uncertainty of the TC estimation). This
system did not have the heating capabilities to drive SMR when put in the induction
heated reactor. However, this system would also be more suitable for reactions at
temperatures lower than those of SMR. This could for example be propane dehydro-
genation (also studied by Marbaix et al.[40]), which typically runs at temperatures
from 500 � to 650 �[58], and the TC of Fe75Cr25 at around 600 � would make the
FeCr-Al2O3 system a good candidate to heat this reaction.

An aspect not addressed in these investigations is the role of heating via eddy
currents. As the universal susceptor systems have particle sizes in the µm range, the
simple calculations from Section 1.3 indicate that there could be a significant contri-
bution to heating from both hysteresis losses and eddy current losses. Modelling of
the eddy current and hysteresis losses in combination with heating data could help
provide a clearer picture of how much each effect contributes to heating. Moreover,
calorimetry studies to measure the samples at different frequencies and in relevant
gas mixtures could, when compared to VSM-measured hysteresis heating, help in
investigating the role of eddy current heating of the universal susceptor systems.

These universal susceptor systems are still early in development, but present an
interesting opportunity to make susceptor systems that can heat a multitude of re-
actions.

The strong qualitative correlation between magnetic properties observed for
NP’s, and heating performance in the reactor (seen in Paper I-III), presents an
opportunity to investigate which particles sizes are optimal for heating in a reactor,
based on their Wh in the VSM. In Paper IV, we investigated the effect of NP size
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on cobalt NP’s as a function of applied field and temperature. These investigations
found an optimum to be around 24-31 nm in diameter for the highest Wh in the
widest array of temperatures and fields. For higher fields and temperatures, this
optimum would move slightly towards larger diameters, and the reverse for lower
fields and temperatures. For future studies using cobalt NP’s in this temperature
range, this paper presents an optimum size-range, if maximization of hysteresis loss
is desired. Relaxation losses and eddy current losses could also play a role in the
induction heating of the susceptor particles. Calorimetry studies at different fre-
quencies and relevant gas atmospheres, could help to elucidate contributions to the
heating from relaxation losses and eddy current losses for, respectively, SPM parti-
cles (≤ 15 nm, depending on the temperature) and large MD particles (≥ 5µm).

In order to study the effect of various gas-mixtures on the magnetic properties of
susceptors at high temperatures we fabricated a retrofittable in situ holder for the
VSM. This holder can withstand the frequency of the VSM, function at up to 1000
�, and expose a sample to various gas-mixtures in a closed system in the VSM oven
option. We showed the performance of this holder in Paper V, where a reduction,
oxidation, an re-reduction of cobalt NP’s was shown. These sorts of experiments
are not possible in the conventional VSM setup, and this proof-of-concept opens
up a wide range of investigations using reducing and oxidative gas-mixtures. The
functionality could be expanded upon with the addition of a mass spectrometer to
analyse the exit-gas, and a gas-bubbler which can saturate the gas-mixture with
water. This last option could be used in future studies of the universal susceptors.

The holder itself is a prototype, and even at this stage of development it consid-
erably increases what is possible to study in the VSM. In future versions, the holder
could be made leak-tight, so the use of toxic gasses such as CO could be possible.
We have developed concept drawings of this, that could be used for future versions
of the in situ holder. Further testing of the holder on various samples could provide
valuable data on the stability and capabilities of the holder. One interesting study
to be conducted is the utilization of the in situ holder to study when and how the
alumina shell forms in the Co-Al2O3 system, which could improve the understanding
of how to optimize the synthesis of this universal susceptor. For this, addition of the
gas-bubbler mentioned earlier is necessary. This would allow the user to investigate
which temperature, time, and gas-mixture is optimal for formation of the protective
layer of alumina.

As a last point of discussion we will turn to the goal of this project: ”The char-
acterization of magnetic susceptor materials for induction-heated steam methane re-
forming”. Of the systems characterized through this ph.d.-project, the CoxNi(100−x)/
Al2O3 and Co-Al2O3 systems could deliver the heat necessary to run SMR. This is
promising in regards to the overall goal of the project of electrifying SMR. Cur-
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rently, resistive heating of SMR is favoured[59], as the challenge of how to scale
the induction coil to industrial sizes, and how to implement them in a reactor, has
not yet been solved. However, these challenges were outside the scope of the project.

Still, induction heating does have advantages over resistive heating. In resis-
tive heating, presented by Wismann et al.[7, 15], gas diffusion of reactants from
the centre of the reactor tube to the washcoat was shown to be the limiting factor.
This, and the short contact times of gas to the catalyst washcoat, would make it
challenging to use for reactions with slower reaction kinetics that typically use a lot
of catalytic material. These could be reactions such as propane dehydrogenation,
ammonia cracking, or methanol cracking. For these reactions the typical tubular
reactor loaded with catalyst pellets would minimize the bulk diffusion, and the uni-
form heating made by dispersing susceptor-material through the pellets would make
induction heating a likely candidate for electrifying the heating of these processes.

The proof that these magnetic materials can function in the harsh conditions of
SMR (Papers I-III, as well as Sec. 3.4) make the challenges of applying these sus-
ceptor materials for induction heating of other reactions less daunting. Application
of these materials in areas where the current heating method is based on fossil fuels
could potentially aid in limiting CO2 emissions. The magnetic susceptors also have
unique properties, such as the Curie temperature, that could be exploited when
heating reactions, e.g. utilizing TC as a way to avoid overheating. Applying these
materials in other reactions is a possible next step, and the studies of NP size for
optimal heating, and the in situ holder, should prove useful for any future study of
induction heating of these sorts of materials.
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Appendix

A.1 Scripts for data-analysis

This section gives an overview of the data-manipulation performed on the VSM data
via a couple of Python 3 scripts. The scripts can be seen in the following subsections.
The structure of scripts described here is the structure as of the date of writing, but
the scripts are subject to change. All hysteresis-data from the VSM is stored in
txt-files, as tab-delimited columns specifying Bapp, the magnetic moment, and the
temperature. One file, called the ”Master-file”, details the time each measurement
was performed, and what file it was saved to. Fig. A.1 outlines how the scripts takes
these files, and outputs the plots seen throughout this thesis.
First, the mass and folders where the data is located are specified manually. Ac-
cessing folders is done via the ”os”-package[60], and scanning though text-files is
done via the ”re”-package[61]. By looking through the Master-file, the script finds
what temperatures and Bapp’s have been used. Afterwards, the datafiles are loaded
into Pandas dataframes (DF)[62], and sorted into runs (see Ch. 2 for the definition
of a ”run”). These datafiles are treated as described below (bb in Fig. A.1 that
references Fig. A.2), put into dataframes, and saved for later access. The shape
of the dataframe can be seen in Fig. A.1 at the b. The dataframes containing the
Curie temperature curves have a slightly different shape, as they only have one Bapp,
namely 10 mT. Therefore, these have the same shape as the original datafile, with
three columns containing datapoints for time, moment, and temperature. All DF’s
are saved for easy retrieval for other scripts. From there, the data are plotted via
the Matplotlib package[63].

The data-treatment performed on the data (bb in Fig. A.1) has been outlined
in Fig. A.2. For the hysteresis-area, Wh, the hysteresis loop in each datafile is split
into two, as seen in the figure. The resulting curves are displaced equal amounts
to be in the first and second quadrant, this is done to avoid complications when
computing the area under the curve. The area between the curve and the x-axis is
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Figure A.1: Flowchart of the script used to import, treat, and plot VSM data for
all samples seen in this thesis. Circles in b represents data-entries, and DF stands
for Pandas Dataframe. bbrefers to the analysis of the data in Fig. A.2

computed via the Numpy-package’s trapz-function[63]. These areas are subtracted
from each other to compute Wh.
σR, µ0HC, and σS were computed in similar ways. For σR the datapoints closest
to the y-axis were found, subtracted, and averaged: +σR−(−σR)

2
. For µ0HC, this was

done around the values closest to the x-axis instead. For σS, the maximum and
minimum moments were averaged in the same way as for σR and µ0HC.

When comparing data across samples, the DF’s mentioned above are imported
into a new DF, the shape of which can be seen in Fig. A.3, with each dataframe
being indexed with the corresponding sample name. If activity-data from the
induction-heated reformer (see Paper I-III) is available for the samples, it is im-
ported to dataframes via the Pandas package[62]. Using this, the specific columns
of the excel-sheet (as the activity-data is provided in excel) can be imported to a
dataframe. Any experimental outliers are deleted, and the data-points are rounded
to three decimal-places. Multiple data-points were recorded at each applied field in
the induction-heated reformer. These groups of points are averaged, the standard
deviation calculated, and written to a dataframe. Plots are then generated from the
dataframes via the Matplotlib package[63].
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Figure A.2: Sketch of the data treatment performed in the script in Fig. A.1 at
the bb. Top part: obtaining Wh, bottom part: points used for obtaining σR, µ0HC,
and σS.
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Figure A.3: Flowchart of the script used to compare data over a range of sample.
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A.1.1 Example of base script for treating raw data

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Tue Nov 28 15:26:13 2017

4

5 @author: marad

6 """

7

8 import os

9 os.chdir(’C:\\ Users \\marad\\ Desktop \\ INDUCAT_PhD \\VSM\\ Cobalt

stoerrelse investigation \\191018 Co 20 nm on AlOx , 37.9 mg’)

10

11 import numpy as np

12 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

13 import pandas as pd

14 from matplotlib.pyplot import cm #colour -map for plotting

15 from load_defv5 import get_line ,get_data ,gethys_param ,get_tcdata ,

Tc_tangent

16 from def_load_check import Co_load_check

17 import re

18

19 # path to data

20 path = "191018 Co 20 nm on AlOx , 37.933 mg , T-run1 (ProfileData)/"

21

22 """ List of all files in folder """

23

24

25 name_list = os.listdir(path) # Go into the given folder and make

list of the paths

26 var_path = "191018 Co 20 nm on AlOx , 37.933 mg variables/" #

variable folder path

27

28

29 # sometimes there can be troubles with the timestamp , therefore we

will sort the list by the last number in the string

30 full_list = [os.path.join(path ,i) for i in name_list]

31 #name_list.sort(key=lambda str: re.sub (".*#" , "", str));

32 full_list.sort(key=lambda x: int(’’.join(filter(str.isdigit , re.sub

(".*#", "", x)))))

33 mass = 37.933*10**( -3) # sample weight in grams / should be made

into function

34 master = full_list [-1]

35 search_string = re.escape("#")

36

37 #

==============================================================================

38 # Automation of getting the experimental profile , fieldstrengths ,
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and temperatures

39 #

==============================================================================

40 # variables for the lines and values of the temperature levels and

field levels , respectively

41 lines_T = get_line("Executed RAMP(HTEMP",master)

42 T_list = []

43

44 lines_B = get_line("\hys_c_",master)

45 B_list = []

46

47 with open(master) as datafile:

48 # since it would be annoying to iterate , as well as opening and

closing , the master file every time , we will save it to a list ,

and delete it later

49 master_list = [line.strip () for line in datafile]

50 # get the temperature/ field values you need from each line in

lines_T and lines_B

51

52 for i in lines_T:

53 T_list.append(int(re.findall(r’\d+’, master_list[i])[0])) #

the txt file number is the last number r’\d+’ finds all WHOLE

numbers in text

54

55 for i in lines_B:

56 B_list.append(int(re.findall(r’\d+’, master_list[i])[0])) #

field in Oersted the txt file number is the last number r ’\d+’

finds all WHOLE numbers in text

57

58 # portion the temperature list and field list into runs ASSUMING:

that a new run is when wither the temperature or the field drops

/are not ascending anymore

59 T_runs = []

60 B_runs = []

61

62 #for the temperature

63 T_indices = [0]

64 i_start = 0

65 for i in range(1,len(T_list)): #we dont take the first index ,

as that is where the run starts. Otherwise we would get an empty

data -entry

66 # if i == 0:

67 # continue

68

69 if T_list[i] <= T_list[i-1]:

70 T_runs.append(T_list[i_start:i])

71 i_start=i

72 T_indices.append(i)
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73 if i == len(T_list) -1:

74 T_runs.append(T_list[i_start:i+1])

75 T_indices.append(i)

76 #for the field

77 B_indices = [0]

78 i_start = 0

79 for i in range(1,len(B_list)): #we dont take the first index ,

as that is where the run starts. Otherwise we would get an empty

data -entry

80 # if i == 0:

81 # continue

82

83 if B_list[i] <= B_list[i-1]:

84 B_runs.append(B_list[i_start:i])

85 i_start=i

86 B_indices.append(i)

87 if i == len(B_list) -1:

88 B_runs.append(B_list[i_start:i+1])

89 B_indices.append(i)

90 ints = np.divide(B_runs [0] ,10) # fieldstrengths in mT

91

92 #

==============================================================================

93 # Get hysteresis data , Coercive fields , Remnant field , and Curie

Temperature(s)

94 #

==============================================================================

95 varlist = os.listdir(var_path)

96 hys_df_list = []

97 Mr_df_list = []

98 Hc_df_list = []

99 list_of_Tcs = []

100 if "hysarea_df0.pkl" in varlist: #check that the hysteresis data

for the first run is there , otherwise get all the data

101

102

103 for i in range(len(varlist)):

104 if re.search(’hysarea_df ’,varlist[i]):

105 hys_df_list.append(pd.read_pickle(var_path+varlist[i]))

106 if re.search(’Mr_df’,varlist[i]):

107 Mr_df_list.append(pd.read_pickle(var_path+varlist[i]))

108 if re.search(’Hc_df’,varlist[i]):

109 Hc_df_list.append(pd.read_pickle(var_path+varlist[i]))

110 if re.search(’Tc_df’,varlist[i]):

111 list_of_Tcs.append(pd.read_pickle(var_path+varlist[i]))

112 Tc_tangent_method = np.load(var_path+"Tc_tangent_method.npy",

allow_pickle=True)
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113

114

115 else:

116 #Get all the data

117 runs_list ,places = get_data(master ,ints ,mass ,full_list)

118

119 hys_df_list ,Hc_df_list ,Mr_df_list ,Ms_df_list = gethys_param

(runs_list ,ints)

120

121 #Get the Tc data

122 Tc_names = ["Measvstime 375 min in 100G"] # first part of

the name of the file where the Tc -experiment is saved

123 list_of_Tcs = get_tcdata(master ,path ,Tc_names ,mass ,

full_list)

124 # Calculate the Tc using the 2nd derivative to make a line ,

the other line at 930 -949 degrees C, use Gromm~A©s tangent

method

125 Tc_tangent_method = Tc_tangent(list_of_Tcs ,201)

126 np.save(var_path+"Tc_tangent_method",Tc_tangent_method)

127 for i in range(len(hys_df_list)):

128 hys_df_list[i]. to_pickle(var_path+"hysarea_df"+str(i)+"

.pkl")

129 for i in range(len(Mr_df_list)):

130 Mr_df_list[i]. to_pickle(var_path+"Mr_df"+str(i)+".pkl")

131 for i in range(len(Hc_df_list)):

132 Hc_df_list[i]. to_pickle(var_path+"Hc_df"+str(i)+".pkl")

133 for i in range(len(list_of_Tcs)):

134 list_of_Tcs[i]. to_pickle(var_path+"Tc_df"+str(i)+".pkl"

)

135

136

137 #

==============================================================================

138 #Create experimental profile

139 #

==============================================================================

140 B_profile_runs = [None]*len(T_runs) #create list of same dimensions

as T_runs , so the plotting is easier

141 #figure out which field -datafiles go into which T-runs by using the

indices from earlier

142

143 for i in range(0,len(T_indices) -1):

144 B_profile_indices = []

145 for indice in B_indices: #see what indices in B_indices

correspond to the first (50 mT) measurement in the different T-

runs

146
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147 # if lines_B[B_indices[j]]> lines_T[T_indices[i]] and

lines_B[B_indices[j]]< lines_T[T_indices[i+1]]:

148 if lines_T[T_indices[i]] < lines_B[indice]< lines_T[

T_indices[i]+1]: #the +1 in lines_T because we want the next

TEMPERATRUE , not the next time we go to a new run!

149 # print lines_T[T_indices[i]], lines_B[indice], lines_T[

T_indices[i]+1],i,indice

150 B_profile_indices.append(indice)

151

152 # The code snippit above can , unfortunately , only find the FIRST

indice which is within the temperature run.

153 # this is because we find the linenumbers of the first indice in

each "run" in field (typically 50 mT), and

154 # the next instance of the "first indice" (50 mT) is in the next

temperature run. Therefore we will find this next linenumber

155 # for the #first indice" in the following "run" in field , and

simply take the "B_indice" before that , as this should be the

last

156 # field in the "field run" we are looking for.

157 # This hopefully explains the anoying "+1"] below ..

158

159 if B_profile_indices: #checks if list is empty

160

161 B_profile_indices.append(B_profile_indices [0]+1)

162 B_profile_runs[i]=[ B_list[B_indices [0]: B_indices [1]]]

163 # print B_profile_indices

164 #would this work if there is only one fieldstrength in the

run?

165

166 del lines_T , lines_B

167 #%%

168 #

=============================================================================

169 # checking the magnetization vs intrinsic saturation of Co, taking

loading into account

170 #

=============================================================================

171 # Co_load_check(mass ,0.1, runs_list ,’IN01 -1’,0)

172 Co_load_check(’IN01 -1’ ,18.1,mass ,0.1, runs_list ,1)

173

174 #%%

175 #

==============================================================================

176

177

178
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179 # FREOM HERE IT IS PLOTTING

180

181

182

183 #

==============================================================================

184 #%%

185 #

==============================================================================

186 # Plotting the experimental profile

187 #

==============================================================================

188 #plt.close ("all")

189 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

190 ax = plt.gca()

191 ax1 = fig.add_subplot (111)

192

193 #for i in range(len(T_runs)):

194 ax1.step(range(len(T_list)),T_list ,"-",color="red",linewidth=3,

where=’post’)

195 ax1.set_ylabel("Temperature [$^\ circ$C]",size =22)

196 ax1.tick_params(axis="x",labelsize =18)

197 ax1.tick_params(axis="y",labelsize =18)

198

199 #ax2 = fig.add_subplot (111, sharex=ax1 , frameon=False)

200 ax2 = ax1.twinx()

201

202 for i in range(len(B_profile_runs)):

203 if B_profile_runs[i]:

204 for j in range(T_indices[i],T_indices[i]+len(B_profile_runs

[i]) ,1):

205 ax2.plot([j+0.5]* len(B_profile_runs[i][0]),np.divide(

B_profile_runs[i][0] ,10),"o",color="green",linewidth =3)

206 ax2.set_ylabel("B$_{applied}$ [mT]",size =22)

207 ax2.tick_params(axis="y",labelsize =18)

208

209 box = ax.get_position ()

210 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ]) #

THIS

211 #plt.xlim(-1,12)

212 #plt.ylim (0 ,0.1)

213 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth =0.18 ,

alpha =0.5)

214 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth =0.18 ,

alpha =0.5)

215 plt.grid(True)
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216 #plt.xlabel ("B [mT]",size =22)

217

218

219 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True ,

bbox_to_anchor = [1.18 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

220 plt.title("Experimental profile", size = 25)

221 fig.tight_layout () # otherwise the right y-label is slightly

clipped

222 plt.savefig("plots/profile.png", format=’png’, dpi =300)

223

224

225 #%%

226 #

==============================================================================

227 # Plot Wh as a function of field

228 #

==============================================================================

229 plt.close("all")

230

231 #ax = plt.gca()

232

233 for i in range(len(hys_df_list)):

234 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

235 color=iter(cm.jet(np.linspace (0,1,len(hys_df_list[i]. columns)))

)

236 for x in hys_df_list[i]. columns:

237 c = next(color)

238 plt.plot(hys_df_list[i].index ,hys_df_list[i][x],"o",

linestyle="--",color=c,linewidth =3,label=str(x)+"$^\ circ$C") #

plot the curves

239

240 box = ax.get_position ()

241 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ])

#THIS

242 plt.xlim (0 ,120)

243 plt.ylim (0 ,1.5)

244 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

245 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

246 plt.grid(True)

247 plt.xlabel("B [mT]",size =22)

248 plt.ylabel("W$_h$ [J/kg]",size =22)

249 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

250 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

251 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.18 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)
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252 #plt.title ("W$_h$(B), Run "+str(run_nr [0]+1) , size = 25)

253 plt.savefig("plots/W_h_B_run %.0f.png"%(i+1), format=’png’, dpi

=300)

254

255 #%%

256 #

==============================================================================

257 # Plot Wh as a function of temperature

258 #

==============================================================================

259 #plt.close ("all")

260

261 for i in range(len(hys_df_list)):

262 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

263 ax = plt.gca()

264 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(hys_df_list[i].index)))

)

265 for x in range(len(hys_df_list[i]. index)):

266 # if i == 1:,

267 c = next(color)

268 plt.plot(hys_df_list[i].columns ,hys_df_list[i].iloc[x],"o",

linestyle="-",color=c,linewidth =3,label=str(hys_df_list[i].

index[x])+"mT run "+str(i+1)) # plot the curves

269

270 box = ax.get_position ()

271 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ])

#THIS

272 plt.xlim (150 ,970)

273 # plt.ylim (0 ,.5)

274 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

275 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

276 plt.grid(True)

277 plt.xlabel("Temperature $^\ circ$C",size =22)

278 plt.ylabel("W$_h$ [J/kg]",size =22)

279 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

280 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

281 plt.title("W$_h$(T)", size = 25)

282 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.18 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

283 # plt.savefig ("plots/W_h_T_run %.0f.png"%(i+1), format=’png ’,

dpi =300)

284

285

286 #%%

287 #
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==============================================================================

288 # Plot hysteresis curve for a field strength as a function of

temperature

289 #

==============================================================================

290 plt.close("all")

291 for run in range(len(hys_df_list)):

292 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

293 ax = plt.gca()

294 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,2,len(runs_list[run]))))

295 for i in range(0,len(runs_list[run]) ,2):

296 for j in [12]:#[len(ints) -3]:

297 c = next(color)

298 plt.plot(runs_list[run][i][j]["Field(mT)"],runs_list[

run][i][j]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"],linewidth=2, color = c, label =

str(round(runs_list[run][i][j]["Temperature(C)"][0]))+"$^\ circ$C

") # plot the curve

299 # plt.plot(field_down ,moment_down ,linewidth =3, color= "blue

") # plot the curve

300 plt.grid(True)

301 plt.xlabel("B [mT]",size =22)

302 plt.ylabel("$\sigma$ [Am$^2$/kg]",size =22)

303 box = ax.get_position ()

304 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ])

#THIS

305 # plt.xlim (-25,25)

306 # plt.ylim (-10,10)

307 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

308 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

309 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

310 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

311 plt.title(str(ints[j])+" mT , Run "+str(run+1), size =22)

312 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.18 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

313 plt.savefig("plots/hysteresis_curves_run_ %.0f_%0. f_mT.png"%((

run+1),ints[j]), format=’png’, dpi =300)

314

315

316

317

318 #%%

319 #

==============================================================================

320 # Plot hysteresis curve at a temperature as a function of field
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strength

321 #

==============================================================================

322 plt.close("all")

323 for run in [0,1]:

324 # ints =[15000] # field in Gauss

325 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

326 ax = plt.gca()

327 color=iter(cm.jet(np.linspace (0,1,len(ints))))

328 for i in [0]:#range(len(runs_list[run])):

329 for j in range(len(ints)):

330 c = next(color)

331 plt.plot(runs_list[run][i][j]["Field(mT)"],runs_list[

run][i][j]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"],linewidth=2, color = c, label =

str(ints[j])+"mT") # plot the curve

332

333 plt.grid(True)

334 plt.xlabel("B [mT]",size =22)

335 plt.ylabel("$\sigma$ [Am$^2$/kg]",size =22)

336 box = ax.get_position ()

337 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ])

#THIS

338 # plt.xlim ( -125 ,125)

339 # plt.ylim (-75,75)

340 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

341 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

342 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

343 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

344 plt.title(str(T_runs[run][i])+ "$^\circ$C , Run "+str(run+1),

size = 22)

345 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.19 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

346 # plt.savefig ("plots/hysteresis_curves_run_ %.0f_%0. f_degrees.png

"%( run+1,T_runs[run][i]), format=’png ’, dpi =300)

347

348

349

350

351

352

353 #%%

354 #

==============================================================================

355 # Plotting Tc data

356 #
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==============================================================================

357 #plt.close ("all")

358

359

360 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(list_of_Tcs))))

361 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

362

363 ax = plt.gca()

364 T_curie = []

365 for i in range(len(list_of_Tcs)):

366 #i = 0

367 c=next(color)

368 # plt.plot(list_of_Tcs[i][" Temperature(C)"], savgol_filter(np.

gradient(savgol_filter(np.gradient(savgol_filter(list_of_Tcs[i

][" Moment(Am^2/kg)"],n_smth ,3)),n_smth ,3)),n_smth ,3),linewidth

=3,color=c,mec=c,label="Run"+str(i+1)) # plot the curve

369 plt.plot(list_of_Tcs[i]["Temperature(C)"],list_of_Tcs[i]["

Moment(Am^2/kg)"],linewidth=3,color=c,mec=c,label="Run"+str(i+1)

) # plot the curve

370 # plt.axvline(x=Tc_tangent_method[i], color = c, linestyle=’-’,

linewidth = 4, label = "Tangent method - Run "+str(i+1))

371

372

373 #plt.plot(Tc_900C [1][: ,2] ,np.array(Tc_900C [1][: ,1])*1e-3/ mass_900C ,

linestyle = "--",linewidth =3,color=c,mec=c,label ="900C from

master ") # plot the curve - hvor kom massen og 10** -3 fra?

374 box = ax.get_position ()

375 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ]) #

THIS

376

377 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth =0.18 ,

alpha =0.5)

378 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth =0.18 ,

alpha =0.5)

379 plt.xlabel("T [$^\ circ$C]",size =22)

380 plt.ylabel("$\sigma$ [Am$^2$/kg]",size =22)

381 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

382 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

383 plt.xlim (200 ,950)

384 plt.ylim (0)

385 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’best’, fancybox = True , shadow = True ,

bbox_to_anchor = [1. ,0.5], fontsize = 18)

386 #plt.title ("Curie temperature curves , average Curie temperature:

%.0f "%np.average(T_curie)+t+"C", fontsize = 24)

387 plt.title("Curie temperature curves", fontsize = 24)

388 # plt.savefig ("plots/Tc.png", format=’png ’,bbox_inches=’tight ’, dpi

=300)

389
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390 #%%

391 #

==============================================================================

392 # Plot Hc as a function of field

393 #

==============================================================================

394 plt.close("all")

395

396 ax = plt.gca()

397

398 for i in range(len(Hc_df_list)):

399 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

400 color=iter(cm.jet(np.linspace (0,1,len(Hc_df_list[i]. columns))))

401 for x in Hc_df_list[i]. columns:

402 if i ==1:

403 c= next(color)

404 else:

405 c = next(color)

406 plt.plot(Hc_df_list[i].index ,Hc_df_list[i][x],"o",

linestyle="--",color=c,linewidth =3,label=str(x)+"$^\ circ$C") #

plot the curves

407

408 box = ax.get_position ()

409 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ])

#THIS

410 plt.xlim (0 ,100)

411 #plt.ylim (0 ,0.1)

412 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

413 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

414 plt.grid(True)

415 plt.xlabel("B [mT]",size =22)

416 plt.ylabel("H$_c$ [mT]",size =22)

417 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

418 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

419 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1,0.5], fontsize = 18)

420 plt.title("H$_c$(B), Run "+str(i+1), size = 25)

421 # plt.savefig ("plots/H_c_B_run %.0f.png"%(i+1), format=’png ’, dpi

=300)

422

423 #%%

424 #

==============================================================================

425 # Plot Hc as a function of temperature
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426 #

==============================================================================

427 #plt.close ("all")

428

429 for i in range(len(hys_df_list)):

430 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

431 ax = plt.gca()

432 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(Hc_df_list[i].index))))

433 for x in range(len(hys_df_list[i]. index)):

434 # if i == 1:,

435 c = next(color)

436 plt.plot(Hc_df_list[i].columns ,Hc_df_list[i].iloc[x],"o",

linestyle="-",color=c,linewidth =3,label=str(hys_df_list[i].index

[x])+"mT run "+str(i+1)) # plot the curves

437 box = ax.get_position ()

438 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ])

439 plt.xlim (150 ,970)

440 plt.ylim (0,20)

441 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

442 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

443 plt.grid(True)

444 plt.xlabel("Temperature $^\ circ$C",size =22)

445 plt.ylabel("H$_c$ [J/kg]",size =22)

446 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

447 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

448 plt.title("H$_c$(T)", size = 25)

449

450 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.225 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

451 plt.savefig("plots/H_c_T_run %.0f.png"%(i+1), format=’png’, dpi

=300)

452 #%%

453 #

==============================================================================

454 # Plot Mr as a function of field

455 #

==============================================================================

456 plt.close("all")

457

458 #ax = plt.gca()

459

460 for i in range(len(Mr_df_list)):

461 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

462 color=iter(cm.jet(np.linspace (0,1,len(Hc_df_list[i]. columns))))
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463 for x in Hc_df_list[i]. columns:

464 if i ==1:

465 c= next(color)

466 else:

467 c = next(color)

468 plt.plot(Mr_df_list[i].index ,Mr_df_list[i][x],"o",

linestyle="--",color=c,linewidth =3,label=str(x)+"$^\ circ$C") #

plot the curves

469

470 box = ax.get_position ()

471 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ])

#THIS

472 plt.xlim (0 ,100)

473 #plt.ylim (0 ,0.1)

474 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

475 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

476 plt.grid(True)

477 plt.xlabel("B [mT]",size =22)

478 plt.ylabel("W$_h$ [J/kg]",size =22)

479 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

480 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

481 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1,0.5], fontsize = 18)

482 plt.title("M$_r$(B), Run "+str(i+1), size = 25)

483 plt.savefig("plots/M_r_B_run %.0f.png"%(i+1), format=’png’, dpi

=300)

484

485 #%%

486 #

==============================================================================

487 # Plot Mr as a function of temperature

488 #

==============================================================================

489 plt.close("all")

490

491 for i in range(len(hys_df_list)):

492 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

493 ax = plt.gca()

494 color=iter(cm.jet(np.linspace (0,1,len(Mr_df_list[i].index))))

495 for x in range(len(hys_df_list[i]. index)):

496 # if i == 1:,

497 c = next(color)

498 plt.plot(Mr_df_list[i].columns ,Mr_df_list[i].iloc[x],"o",

linestyle="-",color=c,linewidth =3,label=str(hys_df_list[i].index

[x])+"mT run "+str(i+1)) # plot the curves
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499 box = ax.get_position ()

500 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ])

501 plt.xlim (150 ,970)

502 plt.ylim (0,5)

503 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

504 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

505 plt.grid(True)

506 plt.xlabel("Temperature $^\ circ$C",size =22)

507 plt.ylabel("W$_h$ [J/kg]",size =22)

508 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

509 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

510 plt.title("M$_r$(T)", size = 25)

511

512 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.225 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

513 plt.savefig("plots/M_r_T_run %.0f.png"%(i+1), format=’png’, dpi

=300)

514 #%%

515

516 #

==============================================================================

517 #

518

519 ### WRITING TO CSV

520

521

522 #

==============================================================================

523

524

525 #%%

526 #

==============================================================================

527 # Hysteresis to csv

528 #

==============================================================================

529 for i in range(len(hys_df_list)):

530 hys_df_list[i]. to_csv("csv_files/hysarea_run %0.f.csv"%(i+1))

531 #%%

532 #

==============================================================================

533 # Write Tc Dataframes to CSV
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534 #

==============================================================================

535 for i in range(len(list_of_Tcs)):

536 list_of_Tcs[i]. to_csv("csv_files/Tc_run"+str(i+1)+".csv",index=

False)

Listing A.1: Base script for raw data analysis

A.1.2 Example of base script for slicing through data across
samples

1 """

2 Created on Fri Aug 16 09:50:18 2019

3

4 @author: marad

5 """

6

7 import os

8 import re

9 import numpy as np

10 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

11 import pandas as pd

12 from matplotlib.pyplot import cm #colour -map for plotting

13 import seaborn as sns

14

15

16 os.chdir(’C:\\ Users\\ marad\\ Desktop \\ INDUCAT_PhD \\VSM\Cobalt

stoerrelse investigation ’)

17 cwd = os.getcwd ()

18 folders = next(os.walk(cwd))[1]

19 # Sort the folders strings by what comes after the V the whole

thing , (if no V - compare whole string)

20 folders.sort(key=lambda str: re.sub(".*V", "", str));

21

22 # Delete the last entry as it is the plot folder

23 folders = folders [0: -2]

24

25 # as the CoAl -01 100 nm sample does not have a precise mass , it is

deleted

26 del folders [3]

27 del folders [-1]

28 del folders [-1]

29

30 # sample names are not trivial to import automatically here , so it

is done manually

31 sample_names = ["1.6um","2um","7.5um","30nm","16nm","700nm","100 nm

on AlOx","20 nm on AlOx","45 nm on AlOx","40 nm on AlOx","20 nm

on AlOx 2","15-60 nm on AlOx","30 nm on AlOx"]
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32

33 paths = []

34

35 for i in range(len(folders)):

36 paths.append(folders[i]+"/"+folders[i]+" variables/")

37

38

39 #

==============================================================================

40 # Get hysteresis data , Coercive fields , Remnant field , and Curie

Temperature(s)

41 #

==============================================================================

42

43 Q_dataframe = pd.DataFrame(columns = sample_names)

44 Hc_dataframe = pd.DataFrame(columns = sample_names)

45 Mr_dataframe = pd.DataFrame(columns = sample_names)

46 Tc_dataframe = pd.DataFrame(columns = sample_names) #contains the

data for Tc curves

47 #Tc_list = [] #contains the estimations of Curie -temperature

48 runs_list_dataframe = pd.DataFrame(columns = sample_names)

49

50 for j in range(len(paths)):

51 var_path = paths[j]

52 varlist = os.listdir(paths[j])

53

54

55 hys_df_list = []

56 Mr_df_list = []

57 Hc_df_list = []

58 list_of_Tcs = []

59 if "hysarea_df0.pkl" in varlist: #check that the hysteresis

data for the first run is there , otherwise get all the data

60 for i in range(len(varlist)):

61 if re.search(’hysarea_df ’,varlist[i]):

62 hys_df_list.append(pd.read_pickle(var_path+varlist[

i]))

63 if re.search(’Mr_df’,varlist[i]):

64 Mr_df_list.append(pd.read_pickle(var_path+varlist[i

]))

65 if re.search(’Hc_df’,varlist[i]):

66 Hc_df_list.append(pd.read_pickle(var_path+varlist[i

]))

67 if re.search(’Tc_df’,varlist[i]):

68 list_of_Tcs.append(pd.read_pickle(var_path+varlist[

i]))

69 else:
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70 print("Data missing ..")

71

72 Q_dataframe[sample_names[j]]= hys_df_list

73 Hc_dataframe[sample_names[j]]= Hc_df_list

74 Mr_dataframe[sample_names[j]]= Mr_df_list

75 try:

76 Tc_dataframe[sample_names[j]]= list_of_Tcs

77 except ValueError:

78 Tc_dataframe[sample_names[j]]=pd.Series(list_of_Tcs) #

WOrkaround , appearantly , the lists are not equal length

79

80 del hys_df_list ,Mr_df_list ,Hc_df_list ,list_of_Tcs , #

Tc_tangent_method

81

82

83 #%%

84 #

=============================================================================

85

86

87 # From here on it is plotting and saving

88

89 #%%

90 #

=============================================================================

91 # Plotting Tc’s, might need to check up with "Data slicing v03.

py" for finding Tc’s directly in this script , but that is for

later

92 #

=============================================================================

93 plt.close("all")

94

95 names_sorted = [’20 nm on AlOx’,’20 nm on AlOx 2’,’30 nm on AlOx’,

’40 nm on AlOx’, ’15-60 nm on AlOx’, ’45 nm on AlOx’, ’100 nm on

AlOx’]

96 sizes_sorted = [18.8 ,18.8 ,27.4 ,38.2 ,40.1 ,45.6 ,60.9]

97

98 color=iter([’b’,’b’,’darkorange ’,’k’,’g’,’darkviolet ’,’r’])

99 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (8,8))

100

101 ax = plt.gca()

102 T_curie = []

103

104 for i in names_sorted:

105 c=next(color)

106
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107 for j in Tc_dataframe[i]. index:

108 try:

109 #Select dashed linestyle for the first run

110 if j%2 ==0: # % checks for remainder after dividing

111 continue

112 # style = ’--’

113 else:

114 style = "-"

115 if i == "30nm" or i == "16nm" or i == "700nm": # these

three datasets only have 2 Tc curves

116 j = 1

117 # plt.plot(list_of_Tcs[i][" Temperature(C)"],

savgol_filter(np.gradient(savgol_filter(np.gradient(

savgol_filter(list_of_Tcs[i][" Moment(Am^2/kg)"],n_smth ,3)),

n_smth ,3)),n_smth ,3),linewidth=3,color=c,mec=c,label="Run"+str(i

+1)) # plot the curve

118 # plt.plot(Tc_dataframe[i][j][" Temperature(C)"],

Tc_dataframe[i][j][" Moment(Am^2/kg)"], linestyle=style ,linewidth

=3,color=c,mec=c,label=i+" Run"+str(j+1)) # plot the curve

119 plt.plot(Tc_dataframe[i][j]["Temperature(C)"],

Tc_dataframe[i][j]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"]/ Tc_dataframe[i][j]["Moment

(Am^2/kg)"][len(Tc_dataframe[i][j]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"]) -1],

linestyle=style ,linewidth =3,color=c,mec=c,label=str(round(

sizes_sorted[names_sorted.index(i)]))+’ nm’)#+" Run"+str(j+1)) #

plot the ’normalized ’ curve

120 # plt.axhline(y=np.max(Tc_dataframe[i][1][" Moment(Am^2/kg)

"])/2, color = c, linestyle=’-’, linewidth = 4)#, label = "

Tangent method - Run "+str(i+1))

121 except TypeError:

122 continue

123

124

125

126 box = ax.get_position ()

127 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height ]) #

THIS

128 ax.tick_params(direction=’in’)

129 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth =0.18 ,

alpha =0.5)

130 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth =0.18 ,

alpha =0.5)

131 plt.xlabel("T [$^\ circ$C]",size =22)

132 plt.ylabel(r"$\sigma/\ sigma_ {200^\ circ \rm C}$ ",size =22)

133 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

134 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

135 plt.xlim (200 ,950)

136 plt.ylim (0)

137

138 # fixing overlap in ticks at origo
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139 plt.rcParams[’xtick.major.pad’] = 8

140 plt.rcParams[’ytick.major.pad’] = 8

141

142 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’best’, fancybox = True , fontsize = 18)#,

bbox_to_anchor = [1,1])

143 #plt.title ("Curie temperature curves , average Curie temperature:

%.0f "%np.average(T_curie)+t+"C", fontsize = 24)

144 # plt.title ("Curie temperature curves", fontsize = 24)

145 plt.savefig("plots/Tc_v05.png", format=’png’,bbox_inches=’tight’,

dpi =300)

146 #

147

148 #%%

149

150 #

=============================================================================

151 #Plotting Q(T) for each of the samples

152 #

=============================================================================

153

154 #plt.close ("all")

155

156 for i in Q_dataframe.columns:

157 print(i)

158 for j in Q_dataframe[i]. index:

159 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

160 ax = plt.gca()

161 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(Q_dataframe[i][j].

index))))

162 for x in range(len(Q_dataframe[i][j]. index)):

163 # if i == 1:,

164 c = next(color)

165 plt.plot(Q_dataframe[i][j].columns ,Q_dataframe[i][j].

iloc[x],"o", linestyle="-",color=c,linewidth=3,label=str(

Q_dataframe[i][j].index[x])+"mT run "+str(j+1)) # plot the

curves

166

167 box = ax.get_position ()

168 ax.set_position ([box.x0 , box.y0 , box.width *0.94, box.height

]) #THIS

169 plt.xlim (150 ,970)

170 # plt.ylim (0 ,0.05)

171 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’,

linewidth =0.18 , alpha =0.5)

172 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’,

linewidth =0.18 , alpha =0.5)

173 plt.grid(True)
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174 plt.xlabel("Temperature $^\ circ$C",size =22)

175 plt.ylabel("W$_h$ [J/kg]",size =22)

176 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

177 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

178 plt.title("W$_h$(T) sample "+i, size = 25)

179 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow =

True , bbox_to_anchor = [1.18 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

180 # plt.savefig ("plots/W_h_T_ "+str(i)+".png",bbox_inches=’

tight ’, format=’png ’, dpi =300)

181

182

183 #%%

184

185 #

=============================================================================

186 # Plotting Q(T) for a specific field across all samples

187 #

=============================================================================

188

189 plt.close("all")

190

191 mT = [20 ,55 ,100 ,1500]

192 for x in mT:

193 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

194 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(Q_dataframe.columns))))

195 for i in sample_names [6:]:#[’20 nm on AlOx ’]:#, ’45 nm on AlOx

’]:#[’100 nm on AlOx ’,’20 nm on AlOx ’, ’45 nm on AlOx ’]:#

196 # incorporate correction for cobalt in this:

197 if i ==’100 nm on AlOx’:

198 load_correct =0.14

199 # print ("done")

200 if i ==’20 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’20 nm on AlOx 2’ or ’15-60

nm on AlOx’:

201 load_correct =0.1

202 if i ==’45 nm on AlOx’:

203 load_correct =0.18

204 if i ==’30 nm on AlOx’:

205 load_correct =0.1

206 if i ==’40 nm on AlOx’:

207 load_correct =0.14

208 if i ==’30nm’ or i ==’30nm’:

209 continue

210 else:

211 load_correct = 1 # no correction

212 c = next(color)

213 for j in [1]:#Q_dataframe[i]. index:

214 if j%2==0:
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215 style="--" #every equal run (here only the first)

will be dotted

216 else:

217 style ="-"

218 plt.plot(Q_dataframe[i][j].columns ,Q_dataframe[i][j].

loc[x]/ load_correct ,"o", linestyle=style ,color=c,linewidth=3,

label=str(i)+" run "+str(j+1)) # plot the curves

219 plt.xlim (150 ,970)

220 # plt.ylim (0 ,0.5)

221 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

222 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

223 plt.grid(True)

224 plt.xlabel("Temperature $^\ circ$C",size =22)

225 plt.ylabel("W$_h$ [J/kg]",size =22)

226 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

227 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

228 plt.title("W$_h$(T), "+str(x)+" mT", size = 25)

229 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.25 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

230 # plt.savefig ("plots/W_h_T_ "+str(x)+"_run"+str(j+1)+"

_corrected_v02.png",bbox_inches=’tight ’, format=’png ’, dpi =300)

231 plt.show()

232 #%%

233

234 #

=============================================================================

235 # Plotting Hc(T) for a specific field across all samples

236 #

=============================================================================

237

238 plt.close("all")

239 mT = [20 ,55 ,100 ,500]

240 for x in mT:

241 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

242 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(Hc_dataframe.columns)))

)

243 for i in Hc_dataframe.columns:

244 c = next(color)

245 for j in [1]:#Hc_dataframe[i]. index:

246 if j%2==0:

247 style="--" #every equal run (here only the first)

will be dotted

248 else:

249 style ="-"

250 plt.plot(Hc_dataframe[i][j].columns ,Hc_dataframe[i][j].
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loc[x],"o", linestyle=style ,color=c,linewidth=3,label=str(i)+"

run "+str(j+1)) # plot the curves

251 plt.xlim (150 ,970)

252 plt.ylim (0,25)

253 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

254 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

255 plt.grid(True)

256 plt.xlabel("Temperature $^\ circ$C",size =22)

257 plt.ylabel("Field [mT]",size =22)

258 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

259 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

260 plt.title("H$_c$(T), "+str(x)+" mT", size = 25)

261 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.18 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

262 plt.savefig("plots/H_c_T_"+str(x)+"mT_run"+str(j+1)+"_v01.png",

bbox_inches=’tight ’, format=’png’, dpi =300)

263 #

264 #%%

265

266 #

=============================================================================

267 # Plotting Mr(T) for a specific field across all samples

268 #

=============================================================================

269

270 plt.close("all")

271 mT = [20 ,55 ,100 ,500]

272 for x in mT:

273 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

274 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(Mr_dataframe.columns)))

)

275 for i in Mr_dataframe.columns:

276 if i ==’100 nm on AlOx’:

277 load_correct =0.14

278 print("done")

279 if i ==’20 nm on AlOx’:

280 load_correct =0.1

281 if i ==’45 nm on AlOx’:

282 load_correct =0.18

283 else:

284 load_correct = 1 # no correction

285 c = next(color)

286 for j in [0]:# Mr_dataframe[i]. index:

287 if j%2==0:

288 style="--" #every equal rune (here only the first)
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will be dotted

289 else:

290 style ="-"

291 plt.plot(Mr_dataframe[i][j].columns ,Mr_dataframe[i][j].

loc[x]/ load_correct ,"o", linestyle=style ,color=c,linewidth=3,

label=str(i)+" run "+str(j+1)) # plot the curves

292 plt.xlim (150 ,970)

293 # plt.ylim (0 ,2.5)

294 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

295 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

296 plt.grid(True)

297 plt.xlabel("Temperature $^\ circ$C",size =22)

298 plt.ylabel("Moment [Am$^2$/kg]",size =22)

299 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

300 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

301 plt.title("M$_r$(T), "+str(x)+" mT", size = 25)

302 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.25 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

303 plt.savefig("plots/M_r_T"+str(x)+"mT_run"+str(j+1)+"

corrected_v01.png",bbox_inches=’tight ’, format=’png’, dpi =300)

304 #%%

305 #

=============================================================================

306 # Q vs. size for 20 and 55 mT at 700 deg. C

307 #

=============================================================================

308

309 names_sorted = [’20 nm on AlOx’,’20 nm on AlOx 2’,’30 nm on AlOx’,

’40 nm on AlOx’, ’15-60 nm on AlOx’, ’45 nm on AlOx’, ’100 nm on

AlOx’]

310 sizes_sorted = [18.8 ,18.8 ,27.4 ,38.2 ,40.1 ,45.6 ,60.9]

311 sizes_err = [6.4 ,6.4 ,8.3 ,13.8 ,20.2 ,14.1 ,28.4]

312

313 sizes = [1.6E-6,2E-6 ,7.5E-6,30E-9,16E-9 ,700E-9 ,100E-9,20E-9,45E

-9,40E-9,20E-9 ,37.5E-9,30E-9]

314 sizerange_low = np.multiply ([0,0,0,0,0,0,60,15,30,30,15,15,20],1E

-9)

315 sizerange_high = np.multiply ([0,0,0,0,0,0,150,30,55,60,30,60,40],1E

-9)

316

317 # color=iter([’b’,’b’,’darkorange ’,’k’,’g’,’darkviolet ’,’r ’])

318

319 plt.close("all")

320 mT = [20 ,30 ,55 ,100 ,500 ,1500]

321 plot_temp = 200
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322 for x in mT:

323 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

324 # color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(Q_dataframe.columns)))

)

325 color=iter([’b’,’b’,’darkorange ’,’k’,’g’,’darkviolet ’,’r’])

326 for i in names_sorted:#range(len(sizes)):

327 # correction for Co load if it is 100 % Co

328 load_correct = 1

329 c = next(color)

330 col_name = i

331 if col_name ==’100 nm on AlOx’:

332 load_correct =0.14

333 # print("done")

334 if col_name ==’20 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’20 nm on AlOx 2’ or i

==’15-60 nm on AlOx’:

335 load_correct =0.1

336 if col_name ==’45 nm on AlOx’:

337 load_correct =0.18

338 if col_name ==’30 nm on AlOx’:

339 load_correct =0.1

340 # print(’works ’)

341 if col_name ==’40 nm on AlOx’:

342 load_correct =0.14

343 if col_name ==’30nm’ or col_name ==’30nm’:

344 continue

345 for j in [1]:# Mr_dataframe[i]. index:

346 if j%2==0:

347 style="--" #every equal rune (here only the first)

will be dotted

348 else:

349 style ="-"

350

351 plt.errorbar(x=sizes_sorted[names_sorted.index(i)],y=

Q_dataframe[col_name ][j].loc[x][ plot_temp ]/ load_correct ,xerr=

sizes_err[names_sorted.index(i)],fmt="o",color=c,markersize =10,

label=str(sizes_sorted[names_sorted.index(i)])+" nm") # plot the

curves

352 # plt.xlim (0 ,150E-9)

353 # plt.ylim (0 ,0.02)

354 plt.ticklabel_format(axis=’x’, style=’sci’, scilimits =(0,0))

355 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

356 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

357 plt.grid(True)

358 plt.xlabel("d [m]",size =22)

359 plt.ylabel(r"W$_{\rm h}$ [J/kg]",size =22)

360 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

361 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)
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362 plt.title("Q(d), "+str(x)+" mT "+str(plot_temp)+", $^\ circ$C",

size = 25)

363 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’upper right’, fancybox = True ,

fontsize = 18)#bbox_to_anchor = [1.1 ,0.8])

364 # plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’best ’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, fontsize = 18)

365 # plt.savefig ("plots/Size_dep_ "+str(x)+"mT_"+str(plot_temp)+"deg

"+" _run"+str(j+1)+" _corrected_v02.png",bbox_inches=’tight ’,

format=’png ’, dpi =300)

366 #del hys_temp

367 #%%

368 #

=============================================================================

369 # Hc vs. size for 20 and 55 mT at 700 deg. C

370 #

=============================================================================

371

372 names_sorted = [’20 nm on AlOx’,’20 nm on AlOx 2’,’30 nm on AlOx’,

’40 nm on AlOx’, ’15-60 nm on AlOx’, ’45 nm on AlOx’, ’100 nm on

AlOx’]

373 sizes_sorted = [18.8 ,18.8 ,27.4 ,38.2 ,40.1 ,45.6 ,60.9]

374 plt.close("all")

375 mT = [100]

376 plot_temp = 950

377 for x in mT:

378 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

379 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(Q_dataframe.columns))))

380 # color=iter(cm.jet(np.linspace (0,1,len(sizes))))

381 for i in names_sorted:# [6,7,8,9,10,11,12]:# range(len(sizes)):

382 # correction for Co load if it is 100 % Co

383 load_correct = 1

384 c = next(color)

385 col_name = i

386 if i ==’100 nm on AlOx’:

387 load_correct =0.14

388 # print ("done")

389 if i ==’20 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’20 nm on AlOx 2’ or i==’

15-60 nm on AlOx’:

390 load_correct =0.1

391 if i ==’45 nm on AlOx’:

392 load_correct =0.18

393 if i ==’30 nm on AlOx’:

394 load_correct =0.1

395 if i ==’40 nm on AlOx’:

396 load_correct =0.14

397 if i ==’30nm’ or i ==’30nm’:

398 continue
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399 for j in [1]:# Mr_dataframe[i]. index:

400 if j%2==0:

401 style="--" #every equal rune (here only the first)

will be dotted

402 else:

403 style ="-"

404 plt.plot(sizes_sorted[names_sorted.index(i)],

Hc_dataframe[i][j].loc[x][ plot_temp ]/ load_correct ,"o", linestyle

=style ,color=c,linewidth =3,label=str(sizes_sorted[names_sorted.

index(i)])+" run "+str(j+1)) # plot the curves

405 plt.xlim (0,65)

406 plt.ylim (0)

407 # plt.ticklabel_format(axis=’x’, style=’sci ’, scilimits =(0,0))

408 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

409 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18 , alpha =0.5)

410 plt.grid(True)

411 plt.xlabel("d [nm]",size =22)

412 plt.ylabel("H$_C$ [J/kg]",size =22)

413 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

414 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

415 plt.title("H$_C$(d), "+str(x)+" mT " + str(plot_temp)+" C",

size = 25)

416 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True ,

bbox_to_anchor = [1.2 ,0.8] , fontsize = 18)

417 # plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’best ’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, fontsize = 18)

418 # plt.savefig ("plots/Size_dep_HC_ "+str(x)+"mT_"+str(plot_temp)+"

deg"+" _run"+str(j+1)+" _corrected_v01.png",bbox_inches=’tight ’,

format=’png ’, dpi =300)

419

420 #%%

421 #

=============================================================================

422 # Mr vs. size for 20 and 55 mT at 700 deg. C

423 #

=============================================================================

424

425 sizes = [1.6E-6,2E-6 ,7.5E-6,30E-9,16E-9 ,700E-9 ,100E-9,20E-9,45E

-9,40E-9,20E-9 ,37.5E-9,30E-9]

426

427

428 #plt.close ("all")

429 mT = [500]

430 plot_temp =950

431 for x in mT:
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432 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

433 # color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(Q_dataframe.columns)))

)

434 color=iter(cm.jet(np.linspace (0,1,len(sizes))))

435 for i in [6,7,8,9,10,11,12]:#range(len(sizes)):

436 # correction for Co load if it is 100 % Co

437 load_correct = 1

438

439 c = next(color)

440 col_name = Mr_dataframe.columns[i]

441 if i ==’100 nm on AlOx’:

442 load_correct =0.14

443 print("done")

444 if i ==’20 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’20 nm on AlOx 2’ or i==’

15-60 nm on AlOx’:

445 load_correct =0.1

446 if i ==’45 nm on AlOx’:

447 load_correct =0.18

448 if i ==’30 nm on AlOx’:

449 load_correct =0.1

450 if i ==’40 nm on AlOx’:

451 load_correct =0.14

452 if i ==’30nm’ or i ==’30nm’:

453 continue

454 for j in [1]:# Mr_dataframe[i]. index:

455 if j%2==0:

456 style="--" #every equal rune (here only the first)

will be dotted

457 else:

458 style ="-"

459 plt.plot(sizes[i],Mr_dataframe[col_name ][j].loc[x][

plot_temp ]/ load_correct ,"o", linestyle=style ,color=c,linewidth

=3,label=str(sizes[i])+" run "+str(j+1)) # plot the curves

460 plt.xlim (0,150E-9)

461 plt.ylim (0)

462 plt.ticklabel_format(axis=’x’, style=’sci’, scilimits =(0,0))

463 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

464 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth

=0.18, alpha =0.5)

465 plt.grid(True)

466 plt.xlabel("d [m]",size =22)

467 plt.ylabel(r" M$_{\rm R}$ [J/kg]",size =22)

468 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

469 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

470 plt.title("M$_R$(d), "+str(x)+" mT "+str(plot_temp)+" C", size

= 25)

471 plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, bbox_to_anchor = [1.25 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)
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472 # plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’best ’, fancybox = True , shadow = True

, fontsize = 18)

473 # plt.savefig ("plots/Size_dep_MR_ "+str(x)+"mT_"+str(plot_temp)+"

deg"+" _run"+str(j+1)+" _corrected_v01.png",bbox_inches=’tight ’,

format=’png ’, dpi =300)

474

475 #%%

476 #%%

477 #

=============================================================================

478 # Q vs. size raster plot

479 #

=============================================================================

480

481 names_sorted = [’20 nm on AlOx’,’20 nm on AlOx 2’,’30 nm on AlOx’,

’40 nm on AlOx’, ’15-60 nm on AlOx’, ’45 nm on AlOx’, ’100 nm on

AlOx’]

482 sizes_sorted = [18.8 ,18.8 ,27.4 ,38.2 ,40.1 ,45.6 ,60.9]

483 sizes_err = [6.4 ,6.4 ,8.3 ,13.8 ,20.2 ,14.1 ,28.4]

484

485

486 plt.close(’all’)

487 nrow = 3

488 ncol = 3

489 fig , axes = plt.subplots(nrow ,ncol ,figsize = (12 ,12))

490 mT_plot = [45 ,100 ,500]

491 plot_temps = [200 ,500 ,800]

492 # samples =[6,7,8,9,10,11,12] #= [0,1,2,6,7,8] #range(len(sizes))

493 #b = mT_plot [0]

494 data_for_eyeguide = []

495 l_style = ’-’

496 m_style = ’o’

497 plt_cols = [’b’,’b’,’darkorange ’,’k’,’g’,’darkviolet ’,’r’]

498 for r in range(nrow):

499 plot_temp = plot_temps[r]

500 for c in range(ncol):

501 color=iter(plt_cols)

502 b = mT_plot[c]

503 axes[r,c]. tick_params(labelsize =14, direction=’in’)

504 for i in names_sorted:

505 farve=next(color)

506 # correction for Co load if it is 100 % Co

507 load_correct = 1

508

509 if i ==’100 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’40 nm on AlOx’:

510 load_correct =0.14

511 # print (" correct 100")
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512 if i ==’20 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’20 nm on AlOx 2’ or i ==

’30 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’15-60 nm on AlOx’:

513 load_correct =0.1

514 # print(’correct 20s ’)

515 if i ==’45 nm on AlOx’:

516 # print(’correct 45’)

517 load_correct =0.18

518

519 col_name = i

520 #specify run

521 j = 1

522 axes[r,c]. errorbar(x=sizes_sorted[names_sorted.index(i)

],y=Q_dataframe[col_name ][j].loc[b][ plot_temp ]/ load_correct ,xerr

=sizes_err[names_sorted.index(i)],fmt="o",color=farve ,markersize

=10,label=str(round(sizes_sorted[names_sorted.index(i)]))+" nm")

# plot the curves

523 date_for_eyeguide.append(Q_dataframe[col_name ][j].loc[b

][ plot_temp ]/ load_correct)

524 if c == 2:

525 axes[r,c]. legend ([str(plot_temp)+’ $^\ circ$C ’], loc

=’lower right ’,fancybox = True , fontsize = 13)

526 else:

527 axes[r,c]. legend ([str(plot_temp)+’ $^\ circ$C ’], loc

=’upper right ’,fancybox = True , fontsize = 13)

528 # legend = plt.legend(handletextpad =-2.0, handlelength

=0)

529 # axes[r,c]. annotate(str(plot_temp)+’ $^\ circ$C ’, xy

=(0.5 ,0.5))# ,transform = axes[r,c].transAxes ,fontsize =18)

530 # axes[r,c]. set_ylabel ("W$_h$ [J/kg]",size =22)

531 # axes[r,c]. set_ylim ([0 ,2.5])

532 # print ("works ")

533 if r == 0:

534 axes[r,c]. set_title(str(b)+" mT", size = 22)

535

536

537

538 axes [0,0]. set_ylabel(r"W$_{\rm h}$ [J/kg]",size =25)

539 axes [1,0]. set_ylabel(r"W$_{\rm h}$ [J/kg]",size =25)

540 axes [2,0]. set_ylabel(r"W$_{\rm h}$ [J/kg]",size =25)

541 axes [2,0]. set_xlabel("D [nm]",size =22)

542 axes [2,1]. set_xlabel("D [nm]",size =22)

543 axes [2,2]. set_xlabel("D [nm]",size =22)

544

545 axes [0,2]. legend ([ str(round(i))+’ nm’ for i in sizes_sorted],ncol=

1, loc=’upper left’,bbox_to_anchor =[1.01 ,1.01] , fancybox = True

, fontsize = 18)

546 plt.savefig("plots/D_raster_plot_v02.png",bbox_inches=’tight’,

format=’png’, dpi =300)

547 #del hys_temp
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548 #%%

549 #

=============================================================================

550 # Raster plot with particle sizes

551 #

=============================================================================

552 plt.close("all")

553 #sizes = [1.6E-6,2E-6 ,7.5E-6,30E-9,16E-9 ,700E-9 ,100E-9,20E-9,45E-9]

554 #IN01 ,IN01 ,IN06 ,IN07 ,IN08 ,IN02 ,IN05

555 names_sorted = [’20 nm on AlOx’,’20 nm on AlOx 2’,’30 nm on AlOx’,

’40 nm on AlOx’, ’15-60 nm on AlOx’, ’45 nm on AlOx’, ’100 nm on

AlOx’]

556 sizes_sorted = [18.8 ,18.8 ,27.4 ,38.2 ,40.1 ,45.6 ,60.9]

557

558 nrow = 3

559 ncol = 3

560 fig , axes = plt.subplots(nrow ,ncol ,figsize = (12 ,12))

561 mT_plot = [45 ,100 ,500]

562 # samples =[6,7,8,9,10,11,12] #= [0,1,2,6,7,8] #range(len(sizes))

563 #b = mT_plot [0]

564

565 l_style = ’-’

566 m_style = ’o’

567 plt_cols = [’b’,’b’,’darkorange ’,’k’,’g’,’darkviolet ’,’r’]

568 for r in range(nrow):

569 for c in range(ncol):

570 axes[r,c]. tick_params(direction=’in’)

571 color=iter(plt_cols)

572 b = mT_plot[c]

573 if r == 0:

574

575 for i in names_sorted:

576 farve=next(color)

577 # correction for Co load if it is 100 % Co

578 load_correct = 1

579

580 if i ==’100 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’40 nm on AlOx’:

581 load_correct =0.14

582 # print (" correct 100")

583 if i ==’20 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’20 nm on AlOx 2’ or

i ==’30 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’15-60 nm on AlOx’:

584 load_correct =0.1

585 # print(’correct 20s ’)

586 if i ==’45 nm on AlOx’:

587 # print(’correct 45’)

588 load_correct =0.18

589
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590 plot_this = 1/ load_correct*Q_dataframe[i][1]. loc[b]

591 plot_this.plot(ax = axes[r,c],marker = m_style , ls=

l_style ,linewidth = 3,color=farve)

592

593 # axes[r,c]. set_ylabel ("W$_h$ [J/kg]",size =22)

594 # axes[r,c]. set_ylim ([0 ,2.5])

595 # print ("works ")

596 axes[r,c]. set_title(str(b)+" mT", size = 22)

597

598

599

600

601 if r == 1:

602 for i in names_sorted:

603 farve=next(color)

604 Hc_dataframe[i][1]. loc[b].plot(ax = axes[r,c],

marker = m_style , ls=l_style ,linewidth = 3,color=farve)

605 # axes[r,c]. set_ylabel ("H$_c$ [mT]",size =22)

606 # axes[r,c]. set_ylim ([0 ,26])

607

608 if r == 2:

609 for i in names_sorted:

610 farve=next(color)

611 # correction for Co load if it is 100 % Co

612 load_correct = 1

613

614 if i ==’100 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’40 nm on AlOx’:

615 load_correct =0.14

616 # print (" correct 100")

617 if i ==’20 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’20 nm on AlOx 2’ or

i ==’30 nm on AlOx’ or i ==’15-60 nm on AlOx’:

618 load_correct =0.1

619 if i ==’45 nm on AlOx’:

620 load_correct =0.18

621 plot_this = 1/ load_correct*Mr_dataframe[i][1]. loc[b

]

622 plot_this.plot(ax = axes[r,c],marker = m_style , ls=

l_style ,linewidth = 3,color=farve)

623

624 axes[r,c]. set_xlabel("Temperature $^\ circ$C",size

=22)

625 axes[r,c]. set_label(str(b)+" mT")

626 # axes[r,c]. legend ()

627 # axes[r,c]. set_ylim ([0 ,10])

628 # axes[r,c]. yaxis.grid(True , alpha = 0.2)

629 # axes[r,c]. xaxis.grid(True ,alpha = 0.2)

630 axes[r,c]. tick_params(labelsize =18)

631 # plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

632
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633 # label on y axis only on the left

634 axes [2,0]. set_ylabel(r"$\sigma_ {\rm R}$ [Am$^2$/kg]",size =25)

635 axes [1,0]. set_ylabel(r"$\mu_{\rm 0}$H$_{\rm C}$ [mT]",size =25)

636 axes [0,0]. set_ylabel(r"W$_{\rm h}$ [J/kg]",size =25)

637

638

639 axes [0,2]. legend ([ str(i)+’ nm’ for i in sizes_sorted],ncol= 1, loc

=’upper left’,bbox_to_anchor =[1.01 ,1.01] , fancybox = True ,

fontsize = 18)

640 # plt.savefig ("plots/raster plot_v05.png",bbox_inches=’tight ’,

format=’png ’, dpi =300)

641

642 #%%

643 #

=============================================================================

644 # Calculation of blocking temperature

645 #

=============================================================================

646 def TB(d,t_meas):

647 kB = 1.38064852E-23 #J*K-1

648 alpha = 100

649 tau_0 = 1E-9 # to 1E-12

650 # K = 2.7E5 #J/m^3

651 K = 2.5E5 #J/m^3 from Petit2004

652 V = (4/3)*np.pi*(((d*10**( -9))/2) **3) # assume spherical

653 T_B = K*V/(kB*np.log(alpha*t_meas/tau_0)) - 273.15

654 # T_B = (K*4/3* np.pi*((d*10**( -9))/2) **3)/(kB*np.log(alpha*

t_meas/tau_0))

655 return(T_B)

656 #%%

657

658 kB = 1.38064852E-23 #J*K-1

659 alpha = 100

660 tau_0 = 1E-9 # to 1E-12

661 # K = 2.7E5 #J/m^3

662 K = 2.5E5 #J/m^3 from Petit2004

663 # V = (4/3)*np.pi*(((d*10**( -9))/2) **3) # assume spherical

664 X = Symbol(’X’)

665 r_crit_950 =((3*(950+273.15)*kB*np.log(alpha *0.3/ tau_0))/(4*np.pi*K

))**(1/3) *2*10**9

666 # print(TB(10 ,0.1))

667 #%%

668 plt.close("all")

669 plt_sizes = np.linspace (0 ,100 ,100)

670

671 fig = plt.figure(figsize = (16,8))

672 color=iter(cm.Dark2(np.linspace (0,1,len(Hc_dataframe.columns))))
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673 style ="-"

674

675 plt.axhline(y=1121 , color = ’k’)

676 plt.axhline(y=950, xmin=0, xmax=r_crit_950 /20, color = ’k’,

linestyle=’--’)

677 plt.axvline(x=r_crit_950 , ymin=0, ymax =(950+273.15) /(1200+273.15) ,

color = ’k’,linestyle=’--’)

678

679 plt.plot(plt_sizes ,TB(plt_sizes ,0.3), linestyle=style ,color=’r’,

linewidth=3,label=str(i)+" run "+str(j+1)) # plot the curves ’

680

681 plt.xlim (0,20)

682 plt.ylim ( -273.15 ,1200)

683 plt.grid(which=’major’,color="0.3", linestyle=’-’, linewidth =0.18 ,

alpha =0.5)

684 plt.grid(which=’minor’,color="0.3", linestyle=’:’, linewidth =0.18 ,

alpha =0.5)

685 plt.grid(True)

686 plt.xlabel(r"D$_{\rm C}$ [nm]",size =22)

687 plt.ylabel(r’T$_{\rm B}$ [$^\ circ$C]’,size =22)

688 plt.xticks(fontsize =18)

689 plt.yticks(fontsize =18)

690 # plt.title ("H$_c$(T), "+str(x)+" mT", size = 25)

691 # plt.legend(ncol= 1, loc=’right ’, fancybox = True , shadow = True ,

bbox_to_anchor = [1.18 ,0.5] , fontsize = 18)

692 # plt.savefig ("plots/T_B_v03.png",bbox_inches=’tight ’, format=’png

’, dpi =300)

693

694 #%%

695 #

=============================================================================

696 # Get mean and variance from lognormal parameters

697 #

=============================================================================

698 import scipy

699 def CDF(x,mu ,sigma):

700 cdf = 0.5+0.5* scipy.special.erf((np.log(x)-mu)/(np.sqrt (2)*

sigma))

701 return cdf

702 INXX_lognorm_size = pd.read_csv("IN-XX_lognorm_size.csv")

703

704 # m = np.exp(INXX_lognorm_size ["mu"])

705 # v = np.exp(INXX_lognorm_size ["sigma "])

706

707 m = np.exp(INXX_lognorm_size["mu"] - INXX_lognorm_size["sigma"]**2)

708 # v = np.exp(2 * INXX_lognorm_size ["mu"] + INXX_lognorm_size ["sigma

"]**2) * (np.exp(INXX_lognorm_size [" sigma "]**2) - 1)
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709 # v=np.sqrt(np.log (1+( INXX_lognorm_size ["sigma "]/ INXX_lognorm_size

["mu"]) **2))

710 v=np.sqrt(np.exp(INXX_lognorm_size["sigma"]**2) -1)*

INXX_lognorm_size["mu"]

711 # check =

712 # test = pd.concat ([ INXX_lognorm_size ,m])

713 # test = INXX_lognorm_size.join({’mean ’:m})

714 INXX_lognorm_size[’mode’] = m

715 # INXX_lognorm_size[’v_geo ’] = v

716 print(CDF(INXX_lognorm_size["mode"],INXX_lognorm_size["mu"],

INXX_lognorm_size["sigma"]))

717 # print (0.5+0.5* scipy.special.erf((np.log (40.129743) -3.77327)/(np.

sqrt (2) *0.29009)))

Listing A.2: Example of base script for slicing through data across samples

A.1.3 Scripts for definitions and functions used in the scripts

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Thu Dec 14 08:25:18 2017

4

5 @author: marad

6 """

7

8 import re

9 import os

10 import pandas as pd

11 import numpy as np

12

13 def get_line(string ,master):

14 """

15 Returns first linenumber containing a specific string.

16 Used e.g. to find start of data with search_string =*** DATA ***

17 """

18

19 # Convert search string to make sure * is interpreted as \* and

not a wildcard symbol

20 search_string = re.escape(string)

21

22 # Go through datafile line by line

23 lines = []

24 with open(master) as datafile:

25 for linenumber , line in enumerate(datafile):

26

27 # Search for string in the line

28 match = re.findall(search_string , line)

29 if match:

30 lines.append(linenumber)

31
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32 # if not match:

33 # linenumber = None

34 return lines

35 #%%

36

37 def load_vsm_file(filepath):

38 # Load a full datafile from the VSM

39 # Delimiter of \s+ means any whitespace is delimiter

40 data = pd.read_csv(filepath ,

41 delimiter=’\s+’,

42 header=get_header(filepath))

43

44 return data

45

46 #%%

47 #

==============================================================================

48 # Import of data via textrecognition

49 #

==============================================================================

50

51 def get_data(master ,fieldstr ,mass ,namelist):

52 fieldstr = np.multiply(fieldstr ,10) #go from mT to Oe

53 for elmnt ,sym in enumerate(namelist [0]):

54 search_string = re.escape("#")

55 match = re.findall(search_string , sym)

56 if match:

57 l=(elmnt)

58 generated_filename = namelist [0][0:l+1] #+1 because otherwise

the l’th element isn’t included

59 list_for_length = get_line("hys_c_%i("%fieldstr [0], master)

60 field_sorted_list = np.empty ([int(len(list_for_length)/2) ,0]).

tolist () #half the size because "hys_c_%i(" comes twice in the

master file for every time the field is ramped

61

62

63

64

65 temp_places = [] # to check why we have an empty run in the

beginning

66 for i in range(len(fieldstr)):

67 # Get all lines in the master file than has the chosen

field -strengh

68 mT = get_line("hys_c_%i("%fieldstr[i],master)

69 #

==============================================================================
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70 # TODO : lav lav hentningen af filnavnet automatisk

71 #

==============================================================================

72 # Convert search string to make sure * is interpreted as \*

and not a wildcard symbol

73

74

75 # Go through datafile line by line and save the line that

states in which file the data is stored

76 data_lines = []

77

78 with open(master) as datafile:

79

80 for linenumber , line in enumerate(datafile):

81

82

83 for j in range(0,len(mT) ,2):#every second index due

to the way we look through the file right now

84 if linenumber == mT[j]+1: # the line we look

for is one line below the one we find

85 data_lines.append(line)

86 del linenumber

87

88

89 # Find the file -number in which the data is stored

90 places = []

91 for line in data_lines:

92 places.append(re.findall(r’\d+’, line)[-1]) # the txt

file number is the last number

93

94 temp_places.append(places)

95

96 # loading data

97 # here it is only for the first place in each loop! der

skal itereres i places

98 for x in range(len(places)):

99 filepath = generated_filename+places[x]+".txt"

100 filename = generated_filename+places[x]+".txt"

101 header_line = get_line("*** DATA ***",filename)[0]-1

102

103 pd_temp = pd.read_csv(filepath , delimiter=’\s+’, header

=header_line , names =("Field(Oe)","Moment(emu)","Temperature(C)")

)

104

105

106

107 # convert to millitesla and ampere meter ^2/kg

108 pd_temp["Field(Oe)"]= pd_temp["Field(Oe)"]*10**( -1) #
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convert from Gauss to mT

109 pd_temp.rename(columns ={"Field(Oe)":"Field(mT)"},

inplace=True)

110 pd_temp["Moment(emu)"]= pd_temp["Moment(emu)"]/mass #

from emu to emu per gram , which is equal to Am^2/kg

111 pd_temp.rename(columns ={"Moment(emu)":"Moment(Am^2/kg)"

},inplace=True)

112

113 # Delete empty lines from the dataframe as "

skip_empty_lines = True" did not work in the import

114 pd_temp = pd_temp[np.isfinite(pd_temp["Field(mT)"])]

115 field_sorted_list[x]. append(pd_temp)

116 del pd_temp , header_line

117

118 # Divide the list of dataframes in to runs and append to

run_list

119 run_indx = []

120

121 # first loop checks where the temperature from the previous

cycle is higher than the current one

122 # e.g. when we go from 950 to 200 deg C in the new run

123 run_tempcheck = 0 # the temperature from the previous loop ,

used to check if we have gone down in temperature / e.g. started

a new run

124 for i in range(len(field_sorted_list)):

125 if np.round(field_sorted_list[i][0]["Temperature(C)"][0]) <

np.round(field_sorted_list[i -1][0]["Temperature(C)"][0]):

126 run_indx.append(i)

127 else:

128 run_tempcheck = np.round(field_sorted_list[i][0]["

Temperature(C)"][0])

129 del run_tempcheck

130

131 runs_list = []

132 # The next part splits up the field_sorted_list into runs in

the runs_list

133 for i in range(len(run_indx)):

134 try:

135 runs_list.append(field_sorted_list[run_indx[i]: run_indx

[i+1]])

136 except IndexError:

137 runs_list.append(field_sorted_list[run_indx[i]:len(

field_sorted_list)+1])

138

139 return(runs_list ,temp_places)

140 # delete various unneded variables

141 # del field_sorted_list , data_lines , data_temp

142 #%%

143 #%%
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144 #

==============================================================================

145 # Get all the data from Tc files

146

147 #

==============================================================================

148 def get_tcdata(master ,path ,Tc_names ,mass ,full_list):

149 #

==============================================================================

150 # Get all the data from Tc files

151 # TODO: lav det meste af dette til separat (generel) funktion

152 #

==============================================================================

153 measvtime = []

154 # Get lines where the curie temp is measured

155 for i in range(len(Tc_names)):

156 #measvtimeDown = get_line (" MeasVsTimeDown9100s ",master)

157 #measvtimeUp = get_line (" MeasVsTimeUp9100s began ",master)

158 measvtime= measvtime+get_line(Tc_names[i],master)

159

160

161

162 data_lines = []

163 with open(master) as datafile:

164

165 for linenumber , line in enumerate(datafile):

166 for j in range(0,len(measvtime) ,2):#every second index

due to the way we look through the file right now

167 if linenumber == measvtime[j]+1: # the line we look

for is one line below the one we find

168 data_lines.append(line)

169 del linenumber

170

171 list_of_Tcs = []

172 places = []

173 for line in data_lines:

174 places.append(re.findall(r’\d+’, line)[-1]) # the txt file

number is the last number r’\d+’ finds all WHOLE numbers in text

175

176 #find the generic filename (everything up to, ad counting , the

hashtag)

177 # this is done by searching with regular expressions

178

179 i_start = re.search("/",full_list [0]).start()+1 # find the / in

the first entry in the list of of filenames. The +1 is because
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the wau python indexes , so from the index AFTER the / To (

INCLUDING) the #

180 i_end = re.search("\#",full_list [0]).start ()+1 # find the # in

the first entry in the list of of filenames.

181 gen_filename = full_list [0][ i_start:i_end]

182

183

184 #full_list [0][49+1:85+1]

185

186 for x in range(len(places)):

187 filepath = path+gen_filename+places[x]+".txt"

188 filename = gen_filename+places[x]+".txt"

189 header_line = get_line("*** DATA ***",path+filename)[0]-1

190 pd_temp = pd.read_csv(filepath , delimiter=’\s+’, header=

header_line , names=("Field(Oe)","Moment(emu)","Temperature(C)","

Time(sec)"))

191 pd_temp["Moment(emu)"]= pd_temp["Moment(emu)"]/mass # from

emu to emu per gram , which is equal to Am^2/kg

192 pd_temp.rename(columns ={"Moment(emu)":"Moment(Am^2/kg)"},

inplace=True)

193 # pd_temp.rename(columns ={" Temperature(K)":" Temperature(C)

"},inplace=True) # rename to celsius

194 list_of_Tcs.append(pd_temp)

195 # del pd_temp

196 return(list_of_Tcs)

197 # del pd_temp

198

199 #%%

200 #

==============================================================================

201

202

203 # Get Tc from tangent line method using the peaks of the second

derivative

204

205

206 #

==============================================================================

207

208 def Tc_tangent(list_of_Tcs ,smoothing_window):

209 from scipy.signal import savgol_filter

210 Tc_tangent_method = []

211 for i in range(len(list_of_Tcs)):

212 n_smth = smoothing_window #how many points to smooth the

over in the graph

213 T_grad2 = savgol_filter(np.gradient(savgol_filter(np.

gradient(savgol_filter(list_of_Tcs[i]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"],n_smth
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,3)),n_smth ,3)),n_smth ,3)

214 T_grad = savgol_filter(np.gradient(savgol_filter(

list_of_Tcs[i]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"],n_smth ,3)),n_smth ,3)

215 data_M= list_of_Tcs[i]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"]

216 data_T= list_of_Tcs[i]["Temperature(C)"]

217 # The T_scale is only used for scaling the plots

218 # T_scale = [h for h, x in enumerate(data_T) if x>300

and x< 301]

219

220

221 # Temperature interval for finding the mid slope

222 T1 = np.nanargmin(T_grad2) #the "nan" ignores NaN’s

223 T2 = np.nanargmax(T_grad2)

224

225 # find mid slope

226 if T1 < T2:

227 p = T1

228 k = T2

229 tag = "Up"

230 else:

231 p = T2

232 k = T1

233 tag = "Down"

234 # Add the start indice where you look for the slope (p) to

where fx. the middle of the slope is

235 mid_slope = np.argmin(np.abs(T_grad2[p:k]))+p

236 max_mom = max(np.abs(T_grad))

237 mid_slope_temp = data_T[mid_slope]

238 mid_slope_mom = data_M[mid_slope]

239

240 if T1 < T2:

241 p = mid_slope -int(round(np.abs(mid_slope -T1)/2))

242 k = mid_slope + int(round(np.abs(T2-mid_slope)/2))

243 else:

244 p = mid_slope -int(round(np.abs(mid_slope -T2)/2))

245 k = mid_slope + int(round(np.abs(T1-mid_slope)/2))

246 x1 = data_T[p:k]

247 y1 = data_M[p:k]

248 lin_fit1 = np.polyfit(x1,y1 ,1)

249 fit_fn1 = np.poly1d(lin_fit1)

250

251 T5 = [h for h, x in enumerate(data_T) if x> 930 and x< 931]

252 T6 = [h for h, x in enumerate(data_T) if x> 948 and x< 949]

253 # plt.xlim (300 ,975)

254

255 # fit at fall tail of curve

256 if T5[0] < T6[0]:

257 p = T5[0]

258 k = T6[0]
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259 else:

260 p = T6[0]

261 k = T5[0]

262 x2 = data_T[p:k]

263 y2 = data_M[p:k]

264 lin_fit2 = np.polyfit(x2,y2 ,1)

265 fit_fn2 = np.poly1d(lin_fit2)

266

267

268

269

270 # solve expressions for x

271 from sympy.solvers import solve

272 from sympy import Symbol

273 x = Symbol(’x’)

274 Tc_solved = solve(fit_fn1(x)-fit_fn2(x),x)

275 Tc_tangent_method.append(Tc_solved [0])

276 return(Tc_tangent_method)

277 #%%

278 #

==============================================================================

279 # Getting hysteresis area , Coercive field and Remanent

magnetization

280 #

==============================================================================

281 def gethys_param(runs_list ,ints):#%%

282 hys_df_list = []

283 Hc_df_list = []

284 Mr_df_list = []

285 Ms_df_list = []

286 for run in range(len(runs_list)):

287 # make a dataframe for all the data in the run

288 #run_nr

289 #temps = range (200 ,1000 ,50)

290

291 temps = []

292 for i in range(len(runs_list[run])):

293 temps.append(int(round(np.mean(runs_list[run][i][0]["

Temperature(C)"])/50) *50)) #the 50’s rounds to nearest 50.))

294

295

296 hysarea_df = pd.DataFrame(index = ints , columns=range(len(

temps))) # rename columns as temperatures later

297 Hc_df = pd.DataFrame(index = ints , columns=range(len(temps)

)) # rename columns as temperatures later

298 Mr_df = pd.DataFrame(index = ints , columns=range(len(temps)

)) # rename columns as temperatures later
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299 Ms_df = pd.DataFrame(index = ints , columns=range(len(temps)

)) # rename columns as temperatures later

300 moment_up = []

301

302 field_up = []

303 # for run in run_nr:

304 for i in range(len(runs_list[run])): #Temperatures

305 for j in range(len(runs_list[run][i])): #Fields

306

307 #Define the field for the upper hysteresis curve

308 field_minarg = runs_list[run][i][j]["Field(mT)"].

idxmin () # end -point of the curve in field -column

309 field_up = runs_list[run][i][j]["Field(mT)"][0:

field_minarg +1] # add the 1 to close the graph

310 #Define the field for the lower hysteresis curve ,

the fist point for the field is added to the last point , so the

curve will be closrd

311 # field_down = np.append(big_field[i][np.argmin(

big_field[i]):len(big_field[i])],big_field[i][0])

312 field_down = pd.Series(runs_list[run][i][j]["Field(

mT)"][ field_minarg:len(runs_list[run][i][j])])

313 field_down = field_down.append(pd.Series(runs_list[

run][i][j]["Field(mT)"][0])) # TODO: fix at det sidste append

element har n~A¦ste index i stedet for nul!

314

315 #The same for the moments

316 moment_up = runs_list[run][i][j]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"

][0: field_minarg +1]

317 moment_down = pd.Series(runs_list[run][i][j]["

Moment(Am^2/kg)"][ field_minarg:len(runs_list[run][i][j])])

318 moment_down = moment_down.append(pd.Series(

runs_list[run][i][j]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"][0]))# TODO: fix at det

sidste append element har n~A¦ste index i stedet for nul!

319

320 # Hysteresis area

321 #Use the trapz function to make the intergral , I

plus the moments with 1000 so all the valus for the hysteresis

will be positive.

322 area_up =(abs(np.trapz(moment_up +1000, field_up)))

323 area_down =(np.trapz(moment_down +1000 , field_down))

324 #The total area will be the intergral of the upper

cuve minus the intergral of the lower curve.

325

326 # field index to write to in dataframe:

327 F_indx = int(round(runs_list[run][i][j]["Field(mT)"

][1]/5))*5

328

329 if np.isfinite(hysarea_df[i].loc[F_indx ]) == False:

#makes sure it doesn ’t overwrite data
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330 hysarea_df[i].loc[F_indx] = (area_up -area_down)

/1000 # The factor of 1000 converts from mT to Tesla

331 else:

332 print(" something is wrong with i ="+str(i)+" j

= "+str(j))

333

334 # Remanent field

335 # find the minimum of the absolute value of the upper and

lower part of the hysteresis curve

336 #Temporary variables used to find the point

337 min_indic_field = []

338 field_up_abs = abs(field_up)

339 field_down_abs = abs(field_down)

340 min_indic_field.append(field_up_abs.idxmin ())

341 min_indic_field.append(field_down_abs.idxmin ())

342 if np.isfinite(Mr_df[i].iloc[j]) == False: #makes

sure it doesn’t overwrite data

343 # the moment value Mr where the field crosses

the y-axis (min indices) are found , and the (absolute) average

between the two values are found

344 Mr_df[i].iloc[j] = (np.abs(runs_list[run][i][j

].iloc[min_indic_field [0]]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"])+np.abs(runs_list[

run][i][j].iloc[min_indic_field [1]]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"]))/2 # The

factor of 1000 converts from mT to Tesla

345 else:

346 print(" something is wrong with i ="+str(i)+" j

= "+str(j))

347

348 # Coercive field

349 # find the minimum of the absolute value of the upper and

lower part of the hysteresis curve

350 #Temporary variables used to find the point

351 min_indic_mom = []

352 moment_up_abs = abs(moment_up)

353 moment_down_abs = abs(moment_down)

354 min_indic_mom.append(moment_up_abs.idxmin ())

355 min_indic_mom.append(moment_down_abs.idxmin ())

356 if np.isfinite(Hc_df[i].iloc[j]) == False: #makes

sure it doesn’t overwrite data

357 # the moment value Mr where the field crosses

the y-axis (min indices) are found , and the (absolute) average

between the two values are found

358 Hc_df[i].iloc[j] = (np.abs(runs_list[run][i][j

].iloc[min_indic_mom [0]]["Field(mT)"])+np.abs(runs_list[run][i][

j].iloc[min_indic_mom [1]]["Field(mT)"]))/2 # The factor of 1000

converts from mT to Tesla

359 else:

360 print(" something is wrong with i ="+str(i)+" j

= "+str(j))
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361

362 # Saturation magnetisation

363 # find the minimum of the absolute value of the upper and

lower part of the hysteresis curve

364 #Temporary variables used to find the point

365 indic_field = []

366 indic_field.append(field_up.idxmax ())

367 indic_field.append(field_down.idxmin ())

368 if np.isfinite(Ms_df[i].iloc[j]) == False: #makes

sure it doesn’t overwrite data

369 # the moment value Mr where the field crosses

the y-axis (min indices) are found , and the (absolute) average

between the two values are found

370 Ms_df[i].iloc[j] = (np.abs(runs_list[run][i][j

].iloc[indic_field [0]]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"])+np.abs(runs_list[run

][i][j].iloc[indic_field [1]]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"]))/2 # The factor

of 1000 converts from mT to Tesla

371 else:

372 print(" something is wrong with i ="+str(i)+" j

= "+str(j))

373

374 hysarea_df.columns = temps

375 Hc_df.columns = temps

376 Mr_df.columns = temps

377 Ms_df.columns = temps

378 hys_df_list.append(hysarea_df)

379 Hc_df_list.append(Hc_df)

380 Mr_df_list.append(Mr_df)

381 Ms_df_list.append(Ms_df)

382

383

384 return(hys_df_list ,Hc_df_list ,Mr_df_list ,Ms_df_list)

Listing A.3: Base script for raw data analysis

1 # -*- coding: utf -8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on Mon Apr 13 16:43:26 2020

4

5 @author: marad

6 """

7 import re

8 import os

9 import pandas as pd

10 import numpy as np

11 def Co_load_check(sample_id ,size ,mass ,loading ,runs_list ,overwrite):

12 ms = 162.5 #Am^2/kg , from Myers and Sucksmith , 1951: "The

Spontaneous Magnetization of Cobalt"

13 # loading = 0.13

14 ms_litt = 162.5* loading*mass *10**( -3)
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15 m_200deg_1500mT =np.mean(runs_list [1][0][ -1]["Moment(Am^2/kg)"

][[0 ,1]])*mass *10**( -3)

16

17 print(’Ms -litt.: ’+str(ms_litt)+’, Ms_exp: ’+str(

m_200deg_1500mT)+’, fraction: ’+str(m_200deg_1500mT/ms_litt))

18

19

20 # sample_id = ’IN07’

21 loading_df = pd.DataFrame ([[ sample_id ,size ,np.round(mass ,5),

loading ,ms_litt ,m_200deg_1500mT ]],columns =["sample","size [nm]",

"mass [mg]","loading","Ms_litt [Am^2]","Ms_exp [Am^2]"])

22

23 # write the loading check to csv file

24 if ’loading_check.csv’ in os.listdir(’../’):

25 # overwrite = 1

26 df_temp = pd.read_csv(’../ loading_check.csv’)

27 df_temp=df_temp.sort_values(by = ’size [nm]’)

28 if loading_df[’sample ’][0] in np.array(df_temp[’sample ’]):

29 if overwrite ==1:

30 #overwrite csv -entry for that sample

31 for i in range(len(df_temp[’sample ’])):

32 if df_temp[’sample ’][i] == sample_id:

33 df_temp.iloc[i] = loading_df.iloc [0]

34 df_temp.to_csv(r’../ loading_check.csv’,

index=False)

35 print(’Check of loading via saturation

magnetization for sample ’+sample_id+ " overwritten")

36 # loading_df.to_csv(r ’../ loading_check.csv ’,index=

False)

37 if overwrite == 0:

38 print(’Check of loading via saturation

magnetization for sample ’+sample_id+’ already saved , not

overwritten ’)

39

40 else:

41 print(’Check of loading via saturation magnetization

for sample ’+sample_id+’ has now been added’)

42 df_temp = df_temp.append(loading_df ,ignore_index=True)

43 df_temp=df_temp.sort_values(by = ’size [nm]’)

44 df_temp.to_csv(r’../ loading_check.csv’,index=False)

45 # else:

46 # df.to_csv(’loading_check.csv ’, mode=’a’, header=

False)

47 # #load as dataframe

48 # df_temp = pd.read_csv (’../ loading_check.csv ’)

49 # df_temp.sort_values(by = ’size [nm]’)

50 else:

51 print(’File didnt exist , has been created and check of

loading via saturation magnetization for sample ’+sample_id+’
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has been added’)

52 loading_df.to_csv(r’../ loading_check.csv’,index=False)

53 # for i in range(len(list_of_Tcs)):

54 # list_of_Tcs[i]. to_csv ("../ loading /"+ path [0:re.search(’nm

’,path).end()]+" IN05".csv",index=False)

Listing A.4: Base script for raw data analysis
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